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IRISH CRUISING CLUB
HONORARY SECRETARY’S REPORT : 1952 SEASO.NN

Gentlemen, I beg to present the Annual Report of the Club:
COI~ITTEEMEETINGS:
Two Committee Meetings were held during year. Both well attended.
The thanks of the Committee is recorded to the Royal St. George
Yacht Club, Royal Irish Yacht Club and National Ya~t Club for the
facilities afforded to us to hold Committee Meetings in their premises.

RACING:
Results for 1952.
Whitsun ~_~_.Laoghaire to Port
St, M ary, I.O.M.
1st

Prize.

i0. 20. 53.

Wybrants
Kearney Cup &
Plaque

2nd "ALATA"

10~ &2. 13.

Lloyds Register
& Plaque

3rd "VIKING O"

lO. &~. &3.

Plaque

&th

"NARAMA"

Corrected Time

"FINGAL"

"ANN GAIL","SUSETTE~"FLYING FOX","HUFF OF ARKLOW", "GLANCE" AND "AINMARA"
also completed the course.
"VENTURE" and "F~2d4ONOUR" retired.

CORK HARBOUR

FASTNET

SCHULL.

Corrected Time.

Prize.

ist

"SETANTA"

Wright Salver
& Plaque

2nd

"ELSA"

Tankard & Plaque

3rd

"~t~VIS"

Plaque

4th

"VAGRANT"

2A HOURS RACE (CORK CENTRE):

Corrected Time.

Prize.

ist

"REVEILLE"

Tankard.

2nd

"LADYMIN"

Tankard,

3rd

"~RCHWOOD MAID"

Tankard.

"ELSIE" and "FLICA" also completed the course.

CLYDE P~CE:

Corrected Time.

Prize.

Ist

"SEAMINX"

Special Prize
& Plaque

2nd

"NYATONGA"

Special Prize
& Plaque

3rd

"VIKING 0"

Donegan Cup &
Plaque

"FLYING FOX" and "GLANCE" also completed the course.
"ADASTRA" retired.

A number of interesting Cruises wer~ made by Members of which
mention must be made.
"l~iVIS"

Bantry to Spain

"MAVIS"

Single handed passage - Spain to Bantry.

"CARU"

Antrim to Brittany and return

"MAID OF YORK"

Cruise to St. Kilda

ENSIGN W~/~ANT.
The Honorary Secretary is in possession of a Warrant from the
MLuister of Industry and Commerce authorizing those Members mentioned
in the Warrant to wear the special I.C.C. Ensign. This "Warrant
continues in force from year to year and all Members already listed
on th~ Warrant have b~en notified of their inclusion. Any change
of Yacht or n~w Yacht purchased by a Member if qualified for
inclusion must be notified to the Hon. Sec. before the end of March
so that all revisions to the Warrantmay be madeat the same time.

N~MEMBERS:
As per list.

.

SAILING DIRECTIONS:
The Committee have decided to offer the balance of the Sailing
Directions in hand at the following prices:

lO/-d, for either Volumn (East Coast of Ireland
(
or
15/-d. for both Volumns (South & S.W. Coasts of Ireland.
Application should be made to the Hon. Treasurer, Mr. G.B. Moore,
33, Albert Road, Glenageary, Co. Dublin.

NEW M~B~S.
J.M.H. Garrioch
Henry F. Horsman
C.W. Cooper
F.W. Brownlee
Cecil Hall

"MAVIS" Bantr~ to Corunna. P.O’Keeffe
June llth 1952
IN THE NAME OF GOD, AM~I
(Wednesday)
1003
Left Pier, Bantry Bay under power, no wind
Crew:
Bar. 29.80

Alex.M. Sullivan
Mick Donnelly.
Warm. Glorious weather. Outward bound in the direction
of Spain.
Yesterday, in the office at B a.m. I suddenly decided I was
for sea. Put on about 9/12 telephone calls for various
people and feverishSy got to work on provision lists, etc.,
etc., My passport was at Spanish Embassy. Phoned - promised
it ~ould be returned promptly (it arrived this a.m.).
Phoned M.Donnellywho thought there was no hope he could make
it but would ’phone back. He did so, to ask could I wait
for him until he got down. Told him he would have to "sign
on" blind as could give no indication of possible destination
- this to avoid disappointment caused by change of plan.
A thousand and one things to be seen to all day.
Ship cluttered up with tins, parcels, gear, etc. Weather
could not be finer. Wireless installed by Farren last
evening. What a rush and bustle ~sterd~y, and now for
some mental rest and rela~tion~ D.V.

Noo_.__~n Having run engine for two hou~ to freshen up battery, and
wind rising from W. we sv~_tched off and now under all
plain sail, tacking down the Bay, laying the Roancarrig and
in mid bay off Adrigole.

1255

Shannon, Fastnet - Lt. to modo ~. variable
Sole, Biscay, Finisterre - Lt° var.

13~0

After sardines, bread and butter and !~a. Still in bay.
S. of E. end of Bere.

1507

As fine a day as ever was.
DEIRDRE seining astern of us wiohinmouth of Bay, and we
are now makingwhat we had hoped was our final tack to
clear Sheeps Head, but, no; we mu~t give another hitch.
Wind very light.

NOTE:

A log was also kept by the heS~nsms~n, and hourly entries
were made of distances recorded~ Wind shifts and all
changes of course and sails were entered at their actual
times with the intermediate log readings.
For brevity sake, these entries are not incorporated in
this Log.
Similarly, weather forecasts are omitted, save in exceptional circumstances.

8
1600

Started engine.

1650

Rolling across mouth of Dunmanus Bay in brilliant sunshine and
practically no wind - what’s there of it ahead. Fishing boats
to the west of us. A slightly westerlyswell.

1755

Took our departure from Mizzen when approximately one mile due
S. of it. Streamed log and our course - under power --S.S.W.
No wind, Groat heat. Fine an evening as ever was. Tea and
bannbrack. Wireless useless with engine on. Putting up table
and laying off a course, now. ~en tide slackens, our course
should be S. x W. - say in an hour.

1950

7 miles S. Mizzen by log. Flat calm. Lowered main to ease
chafe. Still under power. Wish I had more petrol. Glass
steady at 29.80.

2o15

2 funnelled liner, red with white band passed W. astern of us
¯ about 2 miles off. Probably U.S.A. ship. Ugly funnels, too
far forward.

2030

Alex and Mick drink a glass of sherry to the voyage.

2300

No wind, yacht rolling in dying swell, gear chattering and
squeaking. What will it be like when I shut off engine soon
so as to husband fuel? Why - why, didn.t I bring a few 10
gallon drums of petrol?

20&3

Log reading i0 miles, stopped engine. A cat’s paw.

2055

Utterly becalmed and log hauled on board. This is most
uncomfortable, and there is not a hope of an air.

June 12th 1952
(Thttrs day )
OO~5
Gave her the main at O015, and we are trying to keep the sails
asleep on various courses from W. to E. Now more or less
sailing S.W. Bar steady, but note there is as yet no dew.
Warm night.
0850

Breakfast. Flat calm. Sunny, warm. Bar. 29.78 (back slightly).
Dawn was tinged with red. Moon brilliant from 1 to dawnat &.
It was a glorious night, but the walloping was very hard on the
gear and the nerves. Long passage |!~ T~e have visions of
returning to home port after a week’s drifting out hero. The
crew are happily breakfasting in the cockpit, andsave for the
chafe and noise, it’s heavenly even at this early hour.

1255

Spent all forenoon in bunk as the calm is truly absolute.
Millions of acres of it. Nick has had a swim and Alexrove off
a new main sheet. The chafe on gear is excessive in this robing.
The glass rising again to 29.80.
Rosary- being a Holy Day. Alex reproves me for hardly waiting
to finish before bellowing: "Give her the tops’ l".
Mainsail off and crew washing spuds.

2OOO

Still gliding along with topsail, spinnaker, baloon staysail all
doing their work in a gentle N.W. air. No ship since trawler to
W. of us early in the morning. Practically no swell, hot sun.
Bar. receding 29.72. Log reads 27 miles from Mizzen Head, but
I would estimate we made about lO miles last night with the log
on board and not enough way to stream it, but we kept her moving
slowly on her course.

June l~th 1952

(Frld y)

0655

The night passed quietly, and the wind held, so that good time was
made, and I hope we will have the lOO mark on the log at lO a.m.
when we will be ~8 hours from Bantry Pier. I took her from 7 to
ll last night; Mick, ll to 3; Alex, 3 to 5.30; and I, 5.30 to 7.
Then snoozed again and Mick had breakfast ready at 9 a.m. No sun
as yet and decidedly cooler. Alex reported a school of porpoises
gambolling brisk]j around us in his night watch. Wonder does their
moving very fast portend a fresh breeze - it certainly did on "JOHN
DORY" two years ago. Fishermen hold that it indicates fresh winds.

1230

Cool, close hauled topsl, and reaching Jib. Sailing due S. but
liable to be broken off to S. x E. A large freighter passed at
right angles close ahead, lOmins, ago. Name looked like "ELIZABETH
WEEKS".

1235

Now headin~ S. x E Damp looking and grey. Our speed dropped away
to about 2/3 knots~
Mick spudding, onioning and tin opening for dinner.

1300

Log 109.2
Bar. 29.68, rising.

I~3O

Sitting below eating an elaborate dinner with the staysail aback
and she jilling along nearly on her course and the sun breaking
through. A ’plane came low from the S.W. and, dipping, had a look
at us; seeing no one on deck, and then when we showed on deck he
off on his lawful occasions. Able to eat off cabin table, sea
slight.

15~0

Freshening and backing. We went on port tack for a while, but I
told them stand around again, and we are laying S.E. x So and
will soon have to reef, but there may be only thundery squalls.

1600

And it is freshening and backing slightly. Still carrying all
plain sails on star. tack.

1755 Bar. 29.6~
Still on S. tack, lying 8.E. x S.
1850

A slight cross lop is making the going bumpy, and it Ts wearisome
to be close hauled hour after hour, puckinginto it. W~nd seesawying, and we are able to lay S. x W occasionally but more
frequently it is S.E. x S. Grey and dull, and oilskins needed

10
for warmth on deck. Alex now awake and preparing a meal. Glad
deck caulking carefully seen to last week as a good deal of
spray. Listened to 61.30 Athlone- no news. Hope all well at home.
Tempted to up helm and make for Brest and have a leisurely holiday
in France but hope to stick it out for "another 24 hours in hope of
a slant. 120/130 miles in 2½ days is slow progress. Still, crew
good-humoured and cheerful. No ships to be seen.

2015

Now laying course with sheets eased a trifle but cross sea slowing
us. Wind light. Grey and damp. Alex steering in natty yellow
plastic 2-piece (ex Lossiemouth 30/-) and Mick turned in. Fixed
a flashlamp over compass asbulb in compass light blew.
We are perhaps IAO miles S. of Mizzen and the world is ours - as
far as we can see - deserted.

2100

I took over until 2300 when Mick came up, uncalled.

14th June 19 2
(Sat=day)
’
0OO1

The wind collapsed and at
we lowered main and crew turned in. Fog and flat calm plus nerveracking rolling going on now for over A hours - it,s & a.m. - and
no daylight owing fog.

O&30

And the fog thinner, though as yet no daylight. Am meditating
running the engine for a few hours in the hope of brining us to
wind. Our precious petrol might possibly be badly wanted when
approaching land - what land? Now 3 days out and I~0 miles
only on the log. At this rate, a week could elapse before
Finlsterre.
Should I abandon the idea and make for France?

0935

And we are breakfasting. A slight air from N.E. Our spirits
are low at the slow progress. The ship is dirty down below.
We must make an attempt ah cleaning when we get the main up.

1200

1250

Several trawlers working around us, and I surmise we are on the
Little Sole. If so, we are 300 miles from Finisterre. In
desperation, working the engine on our dwindling petrol, but
it is flat and utterly calm. It’s hard to decide what to do.
We have bread and butter enough and a few days’ bacon - say 3/&,
besides plenty tinned provisions. Am inclined stand on in the
hope of a slant. If only I had taken more petrol, we could have
steamed 60 of the 7& hours we are out and been 300/350 miles
on our way. Nick is a wee bit apprehensive about the duration
of his absence from home. Only thing is, if we do get South,
to load her down with petrol for the return, and then, I suppose
we will have strong head winds. (You said it). The engine is
on since 1215.
Bar. 29.70
Missed morning weather forecast. Mick has done a great Job
in tidying ship, and she looks more cheerful. One sail batten
pocket is ripped and burgee halliards chafed throughp but Alex
went aloft and captured the end so he had not to goto the track.

ll
If only we had fuel. It’s a lovely day, and if it is the Little
Sole, the trawlers are working on, we are 170 miles from the Mizzen
and slightly E. of our course. As an indication of cheerfulness
caused by a clean shipand the engine running, Alex and Mick are
having a gin and lemonade. If these trawlers are working on the
edge of soundings and if we do not sight more of them to the S. of
us, we are about 170 miles on our way.

1255

Mick bathes off bobstay and, begor, if I didn’t follow him (snaps
to prove it), and we can now boast of having had a swim20Omiles
from land. It was delightful. 6" in tank, and after lunch we
will run engine again.

l&50

Believe it or not, we are sitting at lunch in the cabin and sails
not even slatting, it’s so calm, and we are listening to Athlone,
etc. The ship is clean, and we are the better of our bathe - if
we could be sure they were not worrying ashore about us.

1420

Engine on again. A trawler still in sight, 2/3 miles to the West.

1520

Log 157.3.
Only 3.1 knots per hour. Still utter calm.

1620

Log 161.7
Bar. 29.72.
Heavy dead swell developing from W. Lost sight of trawlers.
Hope we are off the Shelf. Mick has had a snooze and is now on
deck. Fancy, the Log is under registering as even on half throttle
we should be doing about four knots.

16&5

Somehow, there is an air of a Sunday outing about this afternoon.
The ship is so clean and sun drenched, and we are more relaxed and
rested even though the calm seems eternal, and our precious juice
is quickly burning up.

1720

LOg 165.1
Still not an air.
We have seen no flying fish or any wonders of the Deep to relate
as travellers’ tales. Our swim in 200 fathoms the only high light
so far. Alex slumbers and Mick steers, and I radiate contentment.
We should be 200 miles further South though if I had brought petrol.
What will we do when I shut down (keeping the two gallon can in
reserve for the coast).
Pity Maurice and Bren, not with us, especially during the fine spells.
It would have been hard on them during the salmnights, banging and
slatting around and three is just enough on board without being under
each otherVs feet.

1755

Petrol tank 5"but owing rolling this is not accurate, say, about
gallono left.

19oo

Off engine and ba~on and eggs.
Justas flat calm~
Sitting at table in comfort.

12
1930

We were dashed about a bit, and Nick, going on deck, found a big
freighter had passed us out and was about a mile ahead. He is
steaming W. x S. Wonder he did not investigate when he saw no
one on deck.

1935

Started engine again. Log 170. &" in tank.

2035

Log 172.~. Surely, it is under-registering. Bar 29.70.
Unutterable calm. We had a bit of a sing-song in the cockpit.

21o5

More concert, but still no wind despite the discord, and the
tank steadily ebbs. "Idle as a painted ship". The Ancient
Mariner will only be a pale ghost trotting after us. Boys
having a whiskey - waited on by me. They make a delightful
picture, sitting in the cockpit, slowly sipping and savouring
their grog in this gloriously peaceful atmosphere - the engine
ticking over at dead slow seems only to emphasise the quiet.
Ill1 shut it down at 21.35 whe~i the hour is up, and then, and
then, O Lord, send us a gentle, fair wind so that we may rest
peacefully in the night.

2135

Log 175, and rang down finished with the engine. Ordered my
well-llquored crew to lower the main and furl the Jib. They
say they are going to turn in, but I tell them that’s a poor
return for my whiskey and permission to sing on the quarterdeck,
to down tools and leave me to keep a vigil for the wind. Lovely
sunset to the N.W. You would think it was on our moorings at
Bantry we were, so complete are our preparations for the night.
Every fugitive clink, rattle, squeak, groan is tracked down.
Alex is sewing the torn batten pocket of the main.

2225

And with the cabin lamps llt - it falls dark early South here and with Jorums in their hands they are singing - as if they
could sing.

23OO

The Concert is only starting now, and I have three bottles of
lemonade in me, and the others have their jorums, and between
"Morty Oge", ’!Thady Quill", "Blarney Castle", Great God, it’s a
great night. Mick ca__nn sing and Alex has his Gilbert &
Sullivan repertoire. A night of nights, God be praised and
thanked. It’s simply unbelievable: the location, the c~lm, "the
humour is on us now".

15th June,
1952
(Sunday) It’s Sunday, June 15th, and the darned party is still going
strong, the lemonade is still going, and the calm holds, and we
are more and more amazed with the beauty of the night; and, hang
it, we are sober; but everything must end, and I have ordered
them to stop - we missed the last weather forecast.
0115

Boys turned in. Still no wind. Impossible to lie in bunk
without insides rolling round in the steadily increasing
irregular motion, and I am forcibly reminded that I have had

13
slight twinges of pain in the appendix region all day - it might
be as a result of the muscular exertion of hauling myself up on
the bobstay after my swim~ plus four bottles of lemonade, but
it’s enough to put my vivid imagination to work as to what would
happen an appendix case out here. I Gould fancy Alex cutting
me open without a qualm - with satisfaction, in fact.
0120

Impossible to sleep with the present motion. The crew are
lying doggo alright though the few balls of malt are no doubt
helping. Not an air. Sky cloudy and overcast.

0320

Breathless. Slight moon. No great dark. Both snoring heavily.
Dozed shortly and dreamed I was spitting out all my front teeth.
Thatts what lemonade does to one.

0535

Suggestion of a cool, but it’s so faint I am loath to call the
crew. Will wait a while. Roll diminishing.

O755
Weather
Forecast

Finisterre: Mod.to fresh E.S.E.
: Mod. fresh N.E. to E.
Sole
Biscay
: Mod. fresh E.S.E.

0830

But it’s still calm, and we had breakfast at table in comfort.

0915

Bar. 29.6~
Air damper this a.m.

i000

Trying her with the reaching foresail and mizzen. Holding
sheet of fores’l in hand to barely get her moving with a zephyr
from W. x N.
Showers seem to be falling around us. 96 hours
from Bantry and not 2 knots an hour logged. It’s unbelievable.
Heard an aeroplane several times last night. No shipping
sighted since last evening at tea time. Mick reminded me to
10g the fact that the night we first took the main down and
turned in, we put a bicycle lamp on deck - in case the Guards
passed, and the lamp - lashing being unsecured - slld under the
dinghy and illuminated - only - her interiur.
Topsail. Reaching foresail Jib, main and mizzen and steerage
way on our course S. x W.
Log 175.
Nick has a great warrant
Rosary in Cockpit (being Sunday).
to answer it.
Aeroplane overhead, unseen.

lllO

Just steerage way on our course.
At sea (very much).

n30

In desperation, started engine. Some phetographynf crew
wearing deerstalker cap over sherry. Main thing is to keep
them eonten%ed Nick had a swim just before I started engine.

1200

A small vessel about four miles to the East of us, not under
sail; cannot see if she is a steamer or a power boat. (Log 177).

Stopped engine as she might be coming towards us. All excitement
and conjecture - he seems to be m~klng for us. Much larger than
appeared at first. About 6,000 tons. MANEAH - Motor Ship of
Nantes. Gave us our position; L. A8.13 N. Long. 9.20 West, and
2 letters to post. We steamed up under his lee and a sailor
threw us a rope from a ladder, and we hauled over a bucket with
the letters and a note of position, and, alas, gave us Route
VRAI Bishop ~9 (au norde du monde). Another small ship also in
sight.
We are approx. 300 miles from Finisterre and about i0 miles E.
of our course. Log is reading 178, but we are in fact 200
miles from Mizzen.
1255
Weather
Forecast:

Sole
)
Very faint.
Biscay )
Finisterre : Faded out
Alex says he never told us the truth yet, so it’s no loss. The
"Maneah" was outwards bound at right angles to our course.

16~0

Still carrying spinnaker and topsail and balloon staysail now
up for nearly 2 hours and still drawing. "Mirable dictu" doing 3/A knots in smooth water. Sea deserted. Mick feels
lousy. Gave him 2 teaspoons Andrews. No sunshine but warm.

1800

And in now brilliant sun and blue sea she is running splendidly
and logging ~ knots. But our battery is bewitched, and we
have no light or radio. Some damn wire has leaked all our
Juice, and yesterdayl s long engine run had no effect. Hope
the battery is not ruined.
Alex asleep and Nick sunbathing
and steering.
Bar. 29.66.

1838.

To kill time, had a cold water shave, and for good measure
scraped off my moustache. Wind still with us. Nick preparing spuds, etc.

ii00

Sailing fast for last hour on port gybe with spinnaker taken in
and balloon jib down and working Jib hoisted. Carrying tepsail for another bit. Wind N, x E. Freshening.
Large vessel
came from E. across our stern 3/~ miles bound W.
Log 202.9 - ~½ knots per hour for two hours. Much cooler.
Wind shifting and freshening in puffs. Alex very pleased that
our position as given by the Frenchman showed first that our
dead reckoning was not too bad. The log is, of course, bound
to under-register at slow speeds and, I would say, at any
speed less than 5/6 knots. Boys sundowning, and Mick highly
pleased with the action of his Andrews.

22OO

Log. 208.~And if the wind didn’t su~enly disappear as if down a drain
hole, and we are now slam banging to beat the band. Sky has
a great appearance of rain, particularly to the East.

15
2350

Just made two mugs of Horlicks for Nick and self. Alex asleep.
She is travelling fast since I wrote wind dying in last entryit came up again with topsail still up. She is doi~ng very
well. It lightens a little every now and again, but we are
doing fine, T.G.
Wind N. x E.
¯ Surprised I am not more tired seeing how little sleep I have had
in pas~ four days.
Bar. steady: 29.67/8.
The phosphoresence is simply wonderful in this fast sailing.
It’s fascinating to watch.

June 16th,
1952 Wish I had taken the topsail off before dark. She is a bit
(Monday) overpowered in the puffs.
I will probably take it off at the
change of watch at 1 a.m.

oo35

When Mick came off watch, he was not an~ous to turn in. In
fact, he said that he would have much preferred to have been
left at the helm, because, he said, he had enjoyed himself
thoroughly. The darkness of the night and the glow from the
ship’s phosphoresence as she reeled off the knots enthralled him.
He stated that from lO.lO until ll olclock she logged 3.2 knots;
for the next hour 6.A knots; for the third hour 7.5 knots.

o13o

Alex took over after we had taken the topsail off her.
Travelling very fast S. with v~_nd inclined to N.E. x E.
She seemed to be dithering a lot so I reluctantly rolled out and
took over. Helmsman too "steamer-minded" and no use impressing
on him that our main object was to keep the ship footing fast
as long as we were more or less on our course and as long as the
alterations in compass ~ourses accurately logged.
Alex made
tea. Glass: 29.68 steady.

lO~5

Alex back at the heh. Nick smoking in his bur~, and a damnable
thunderyair coming and going and leaving us wallowing. We
made great time all night, and the steering needed great care.
Both men are tired. Three pigeons bore down on us from the
West, but the back draught from the main defeated two of them
despite repeated efforts to flop down anywhere on board, and
they wearily flew off to a watery grave. One landed, and,
alarmed~ flew off and back three times. Is now on deck, up
forward. Sky grey and overcast and black. Squally wind
showers making cyclonically all over th~ show. The wind when
it comes usually is out of the i~. or E.

llOO

Log 272.9 Which means we ought to have about 300 miles ticked off on our
course. Swell is all from the N.W. now and is rather heavy.
Bar: 29.68 - Decidedly cool.
Gave Mick a l~mlnal to help him relax and sleep. Freshening a
bit now. If it puffs up more will take off main and rig two
quarterblocks for brisail even if it means another day out; it

would be advisable not to over-tire the crew. We could all do
with sleep. Alex amazes me. He is so tough. Now is the
time we would need another good man. Studsey?
Pigeon and Alex amusing each other, and wind going again.
Pigeon refused biscuit and break and took off but is back again.
Mick had to get up to see him, and I told him to go to bed, and
he did, grumbling: "One was not allowed look at a pigeon in
this house". Pigeon ate a bit of biscuit and is growing bolder,
sauntering from stem to stern and passing Alex within a few
inches but avoids being caught. Pity we could not catch him
and give him a drink.
1315

Hick snores, and Alex and Ibis, butter and cheese. Pumped
ship first time since last Wednesday or Thursday - not more than
1 or l~ buckets.

1655

Great heat for some hours and truly nerve-racking cross swell
with no kind. The Mizzen Head race after a S.E. gale and
Spring tides could be no more wild, free and untramelled.
I started the engine in desperation at 3.20 to keep her from
bursting gear, and it cannot be long when she commences to give
her petrol-less dying gasp and 260 miles at least to go. My
courage is at zero, and I have let myself in for far more than
I bargained for. A good rest is ~dicated, but how to secure
it in this maelstrom? The crew are tired, too, but they are
both tcugh. Bar. still slowly rising, and if ~ do the
remainder of our journey before the week-end, I daresay we will
be lucky. A big steamer passed ahead from E. to W. distance
about 3 miles. No shipping on a N. or S. course. We must be
well l~ost of the shipping lane.

1750

Another ship passed N. 2 miles E. of us.

1816

Engine shut off, "finis".
½" in tank.
Log 302.6.
Lowered ~in and furled jib and now, J’suis, JVreste. Great
heat and great uncomfortable motion. Erratic and irregular,
only possible to lie down.

1TIO

This is incredible.
She is going mad, and the noise and motion will torment us into
dementia. Such a cross swell and undiluted misery is
unbelievable.

17th June,
1952
(Tues(~ay)
1120

And things are a lot better.
Glass: 29.64. Wind, W.S.W., light.
I made no further entries last night as, with a blinding sinus
headache, I lay and weltered in the undilutedmisery of the
situation. However, it meant the two boys had each a night
in and a good measure of sleep despite the noise and motion.

17.
This a.m. we hoisted "L" to a vessel coming from S. She
proved to be the tanker "Elizabeth Maersk". We launched the
punt, and the boys rowed over with a note I wrote yesterday,
asking to be reported "All well". I asked, in a footnote,
could he spare a few gallons of petrol, not thinking when I
wrote that the ship might be a tanker. The boys in the punt
heard the shout of laughter from the bridge when the note was
read, and a tin (empty paint drum) containing 3/~ gallons of a
terribly strong-smelling colourless liquid was lowered doom and
a note with Lat. and Long.on it. ~e thanked him, and he proceeded. The petrol is probably aviation, or it could be
The note,
Benzole, and I fear for its effects on our engine.
however, caused us uneasiness as it reads:
~7° 5~ N. 1
80 35 W. lg.
Now, if this is so, we are only about 60 miles from the position
given by the Frenchman, Sunday morning. I am sure &7° should
read &5° as we made quite good way both under sail and also
power at times since Sunday, and that we must be fairly converging on the Bishop/Finisterre Line is shown by the increasing
number of ships sighted. Anyway, it’s grand to know that they
will hear in Bantry we are O.K.
Our bread is becoming mouldy and stores are running low (meat,
etc. )

1215

We have seven loaves left, and I have Just cut the musty crusts
off them.
Two tunniers ahead of us. We are Jilling along at about 3
knots, more or less on our course.
They will pass well to the W. of us. They have altered course.
Have had a bout of tidying up the ship below; looks better.

OllO

The two noble yawls are now to windward of us, about one mile
distant. A lovely sight these days - pity not near enough for
Wind freshening, and we are steering S.W. x S.
hotographs.
S.
Sheets free.
Mick washing decks. Feverish cleaning fit on us.

~

0150

IA20

There is a mistake in the figures given by that Dane - we have
logged 325 miles and have definitely sailed that more or less
on our course, plus what we drifted too slowly for the log to
register also on our course, and the position he gave would only
put us 170/180 miles from Mizzen Head.
I would say we are at
least ~00 miles on our course.
Log 331.~.
It’s remarkable what a difference in our outlook and mentality
to-day with a gentle, fair ~nd and smooth sea. Last evening
was truly bad. Crew lunching in cockpit. My appetite for the
past week is bad, but I suffer no ill effects, barring the
sinus headaches.

1735

And I have just had my first meal since breakfast. Alex and Mick
had a lie-down for a few hours. I took over until 5, but my right
eye cannot stand the glare too long. We are bowling along at 5
knots or thereabouts since morning. An odd ship paralleling our
course to ~he E° of us mostly hull down.

1925

Ran up to "Nelly Maersk" a tanker apparently broken down. Pas~ed
on his weather (offering the boys in the stern a tow rope mutual grieves). Hailed for distance and course to Vilano, hauled
our wind and came round parallel to him again. From her Bridge,
I was clearly told, and repeated, distance 125 miles and course
192 trae route for Cape Vilano. Thanked him and proueeded.
Great news. Her sister, Elizabeth, must have found her mistake
and sent Nelly to wait for us to rectify it :.t L Alex says a
yacht also astern. To celebrate, I ordered a drink on the house.
~5’ 1M’ N 8’36" W. ~uld be our position. Wonder what was his
trouble.
The T ~g readin~ at 1900 hours was 357 - that is 25 minutes before
we encountere~ the ’~Nelly’~ and by reading the distance from his
indicated position back to the Mizzen Head, it shows we have
come 382 miles. "Nelly", having given us a start, steamed
through our lee at 1950. We hoisted our ensign and dipped and
held up our g1_~sses to toast him. Phototd him.

2000

Helmsman reports Bermudian yacht astern (large). Should pass
us before midnight. They are now under influence of gin and
good newc lustily si~nging "SoldierTs Song". Prevailed on Mick
to rcbain the wreck of a trousers he is about discarding until
we ceme to Cape Vilano and there to offer them as a sacrifice to
Nept ~ue o

2030

Mick is feeding sandwiches to Alex, and he confides to me that
Alex wo~ld eat a farmerls donkey through a hedge, and two bre~d
vans ~w:th a cow between them is hi~ idea of a sandwich.

2C55

Sea rls~ng - after wind being W. a~ day.
Wind N.W. x W~
Course S.SoW~ ½ W.
Log 36918
Logging 6 consistently.

2300

Log 38A.
Very warm in cabin.

Travelling fast.

18th June
1952
(Wednesday)
0700

Rain. Choppy going during night.

0900

Started engine though wind not entirely dropped but rolling
very bad. Rain at ~imes. Alex logged sight of land about
We are 50 miles
daybreak, but there is no sight of land.
off.
Bar. 29.72.

092O

Engine stopped. May be water in fuel pipe. Will investigate after
breakfast. Alex blames me for mixing our good 2 gallons spare fuel
with the 3/~ ~allons rank smelling liquid got from Lizzie Maersk.Hope
he is not
~ Breakfast preparations at the moment.
~-on~.

1030

Breakfast over, and I tried engine again, but no go. Alex was right,
and I should not have mixed our good 2 gallons petrol with the awful
smelling liquid got from the tanker. However, we are sailing again
on our course with a light N.W. Everything damp after the showers.
Burgee halliard gone again. Hot and steamy down belowand wet and
uncomfortable on deck.

llO0

Had another go at starting her and drained petrol pipe, cleaned
carburetter but no go. Wind dead aft, very light and cross swell
makes it very uncomfortable. About 50 miles to Vilano.

1250

Showers all morning but now clear and sunny, but disappointingly
slow; wind dead aft and cross confused swell throwing her around a Had to run on deck. Forget what I was going to write. She had
gybed, and now we are going out S.W. x W. as it’s useless to run on
the other gybe. A small sail occasionally some &/5 miles to leeward.
I thought she was going N. Several steamers around. Mick snoring
in his bunk for past few hours.

1315

Gybed again and standing due So
rolling fit comes on?
Bar. 29.82.

1325

Alex claiming again to see land. He is probably right this time it, could be or a low lying cloud. Twin spinnakers are the only sails
for these winds. We should have our spinnaker up, but it would need
a hand on the boom all the time. ~ should also have our topsail up,
but again, the crew tired and no use pushing them with a prospect of
arrival off Vigo tomorrow, D.V.

Sailing easier or is she, when the

Yes, land, several lands, ahead and to port. Have been fruitlessly
fiddling at the engine. The fuel flow seems all right to me, and
there is no choke in the carburetter or pipes. Steamers galore but
no bloody wind and barely drifting along in fiendish rattle and din.
1520

This is awful. No wind, and shatterLng, jarring nerve-racking,
cavorting and frolicing and Mick still snoring and Alex and I boxing
her E. & W. every few minutes. She "bust" a boom guy a few minutes
ago ~ith the main boom si~g. How her gear has stood thccalms
of the past week I do not know. A Spanish trawler working ~ear us
and dozens of big ships coming and going°
Engine running and steaming on our course. For the nth time today I
returned to the attack. Drained fuel pipes, etc., tested plugs,
primed her and got a small start and, somehow, water in forward
jacket. Kept priming and leaving her runwithout load and then in
clutch and out for a bit, and, finally, she is running. I hope I
will do her no harm. The Dane’s petrol must have been kerosene, and
yet it did not look like it. It had no sheen in the colour - it

2O
was pure and colourless. However, touch wood, she is going now.
Main lowered hours ago to stop the strain on it. Tried hoist Alex
to rereave burgee, but it was madness, and we brought him down from
four feet up. Motion too eratic.
2010

Had to stop engine as every few minutes I had to throw her out of
gear and rev. her up for a while before putting in clutch again;
periods growing shorter so finally about 1930, I switched off. A
slight cool from the N. and we had a good fry, and then I had to
hustle Alex below as he Was exhausted, not having left the deck for
God knows how many hours. The whole N.W. coast clear in the evening
seen on our beam. We are fairly in the traffic lane about 15 miles
out, and I hope, if the wind holds, to let her in towards the coast
later. We are all ve~ tired after such a trying eight days. Still,
it,s a queer thing to grumble at too much fine weather.

2022

Bar up to 29.92. Big rise today. Alex fell dead asleep the minute
he lay down. Let’s hope we will have a" rs enough to drift to Vigo
tomorrow.

2150

Bowling along again under power and all sail furled. After Alex went
down, we tried to sail her in any direction, then lowered main and
tried spinnaker with no headsails, then balloon foresail, and, then,
in desperation to the engine again. Found her slightly choked in the
feed. Primed her again, and away she went. So perhaps it was petrol
Eliza gave us, and maybe there was paint scum in it.
A great stretch of coast visible, and we are heading for the furthest
lights - one on our port quarter hio~h up has three flashes after each
other and about lO seconds eclipse.

22%O

Powdering along in flat calm. The s’,,,rell too high accurately to count
the flashes, but I think we are steering for Vilano. Anyway, the
coast is quite clear from where we are, and all we have to mind is
not being walked on by the big fellows who throng these parts.
Continuous stream of traffic.

19th June 1952
(Thursday)
0005 Alarming number of steamers all around us, and we are not quite sure
it’ s Vilano we are making do~ for. My eyes ache with trying to
count flashes, and the big swell makes it trebly difficult. Alex
still asleep.
Bar. 29.98.
No wind today either, I daresay. By the same token, wish it was day
- this spot is too crowded for comfort. We are depending on our
quick manoeuvreability while the engine is running to dodge traffic.
So far, allowed no ship within quarter mile of us.

o225

And I do want a sleep. Alex Just on deck but I cannot leave the
engine, and itls too dangerous a spot to shut down. Daresay, I will
have to wait for the dawn.

0235

This is bloody awful. More stoppage and blowing through pipes and
two inches petrol (?) left and horrible stench from it. Cape Vilano

O330

pursues us. When will we put it astern? Close and oppressive and
fishing boats chasing us as well as the big fellows outside. What
misery. Sleep. Sleep. Sleep - when 111 Mentally and physically
on a tight line, and no prospect of rest.
Shut off engine and left Alex on deck. I must try a lie-down.

1700

I was hors de combat since my last entry. The working on the engine
in the heat, and blowing and sucking the awful mixture kn6cked me out,
and I had a most dreadful headache all day with vomitting. However,
I have fasted all day, and we are now running hard for Vigo Harbour
with main furled in a fresh run in. B?ight sun and fresh N.N.W.
Bar. 29.98.
First leg of voyage drawing to a close.
Mick had washod, shaved and put on his shore clothes only to get
thoroughly soaked in the hectic few minutes while we safely got the
mainsail off her. Old story - hanging on too long to too much canvas.
Even under jib and mizzen, we are making ~ knots.

20&5

We have been anchored off the East end of the Yacht Club jetty for
an hour and a half, and our yellow flag and Spanish as well as Eire
Ensign flying. We have just had a visit from the Secretary of the
Yacht Club with two other gentlemen, one from the press. A well
appointed gig with two sailors in the Club uniform brought th~n off.
They took a sup of whiskey and made us free of Vigo. My passport,
Alex’s Naval Identity Card and Mick’s driving licence handed to
them, and no more formalities. We have no cigarettes, and they are
going to send us some and also two seamen to tow us into tho Basin.

23OO

In Vigo Yacht Basin. Two Club boatmen brought off cigarettes and
towed us in. "Felicity Ann" - Mrs.Davidson - already here. I
ashore and sent a wire to home and to enquire if Henry was still
holidaying in Vigo.

20th June 1952

(Frizi Z)
Vigo Yacht Basin.
1505

Where will 1 3tart?

Spoke Bautry this a.m. T.G. all well. Moncho same charming fellow.
Ann Davidson to lunch with us on mountain top restaurant with
Henrique and the crew. Very pleasant. Great that Henry Hayes was
still at Alamedo Hotel. Moncho arranged for grub, for wireless man,
engine man. In short, ironed out all our difficulties. Ann Davidson
nine days Douranez/Vigo. Going Gib. next and later to U.S.A.
Boys trying to do too much in the heat.
Monch mentioned that it was exceptionally hot even for them and they
were in the midst of a heatwave.

21st June 1952
(Saturday)
1230
Spent morning in the delightfully cool top deck of the Club.
Too hot to go shopping. Wire from home. All well.

22
22nd June 1952
(Sun~) Yesterday, lunch Alamedo, ourselves. After 1900 hours, and I
had spent afternoon with Club Secretary, receiving a present of
a burgee and promising a 1952 Lloyd’s Register of Yachts for the
Club.
Moncho took us for a drive to the head of the Bay and subsequently
was our host at an excellent dinner under the stars. Glorious

evening.
This a.m. Mass. El. Castro to lunch. Terrible heat. Afternoon
sail in Vigo Bay with total of fourteen people. Bathed on North
shore, sandy beach. Tea.
Our lady visitors and children took kindly to our tea with
condensed milk and fruit cake.
23rd June 1952
2030

Left Vigo under power.
Bar. 29.78.

Light W. wind.

21~5

At anchor S. off Cangas Pier and in lee of breakwater in five
fathoms, and we fell on the huge pie Moncho had had made at home
for us. It wa__~s delicious, and we have half of it left. The
noise of the engines of almost countless sardiners pouring out
to sea is never ending. A cutter, perhaps 20/25 tons, tamed
sails, Burmu~an, passed in to Vigo. Too far off to make out
sail number.
It’s hot as hell here again as we have lost the sea breeze.

No sails up.

2&th June 1952

(Tuesday) Cangas.
0655
0917

Trying to get B.B.C.
Bar. 29.68.
B.B.C: N.B.G.
Up anchor from N.side of Cangas Harbour.
We shifted to tie in a reef and lash our gear,
the indications. Away under reefed main~ etc.

Fresh N. are

0955

Under reef, main, staysail in a freshing wind for N.entrance, but
it looks like fog, and if so, windwill probably die. Cleared N.
entrance and wind dying and coming dead ahead. The sea full of
small, 3, 2 and 1 man dories line fishing. With the thousands
that went out sardine fishing last evening and night, one would
think there was no one left to go out today but almost as many
are out since before day. A great, hardworking people.

1125

Wind now gone. Under engine. Visibility is poor; land invisible.
Going up on compass course to clear Onza and Ons. Alex steering
and eating pie and a glass of Blanco and Mick asleep. Very
hot in cabin and on deck.

1215

Have Just ri~ged Bonito line as per instructions - three of
them presented by Davilas - and now await big game thrills.

23
12~5

Ship is full of flies - beastly, stinging house flies. It’s
exceedingly hot on deck as whatever wind there is, is now aft.
Alex insists on not wearing a hat and is exceedingly foolish.
brass work on deck is too hot to touch.

The

Mick on deck and Alex having a lie down. Nick feeling fit again.
He got a "gawk" when hauling up the anchor at Cangas owing to too
heavy a breakfast of boiled eggs and a catarrhal stomach condition.
Now ind. Intense heat and flies going mad in cabin. Probably
came on board inthe grub and drink packing cases.
Have a notion
to go into Corcubion for a swim and a look around.
1505

Heat on deck beggars description and almost as hot below. Passed
through a fleet of 2-man line boats. Corrubedo ligh~ abeam.
Looks like a diver’s barge working on a wreck just W. of us.
Punts have stem head raised about two feet and a fair lead on top
for their anchor warp. All look wretchedlypoor and no protection
frc~the heat save rush hats. Am perspiring freely as I write.
J~t sampled a tin of date~. V.G.
Heading for Finisterre.

1515

No wind.
Engine thumping away. Sea slight.
Visibility about 2/3 miles. Heat haze.

No bonito so far - too slow?.

1600

Considering whether we would get a quiet, cool night if we went into
San Francisco or Muros Bays. It should only be about 15 miles,
allowing for the outlying dangers.

1735

Flat. SteamingMuros Bay. Flies ferocious. Boarded Bonito lines.
Heat hellish.
Muros. Flat calm. Awfully hot. Sweatrunning off us. Mick in
rivulets. Surrounded by brats in boats. Chatter, chatter. A
ketch - trading - anchored close by- about 120 tons. Tea and
Roman’s cake excellent.

20/40

Two Customs just left after an animated and friendly visit with
whiskey and cigarettes, and they have taken the crew ashore to the
Pharmacia to get Flit. Nice fellows. One a Basque and the other
one a Ga/_lego.
Some young ladies also rowed out to inspect us. The town spread
alone the Western side of the fore shore with a hill rising steeply
behind it - thus the sun early~bscuredand a great coblnsss des=ends
on deck, but still stifling in cabin, and I am sweating profusely.
Customs told boys~ucho Fi@sta on shore. How sombre the buildin~s
of some of hhose Spanish village~ look, particularly the Churches.
Boys back. The Flit (or sub.) cost a dollar, U.S.A., and death to
the flies. Of course, there is a Fiesta tonight. It’s St.JohnWs
Eve, as I should have remembered when I saw the bonfires on the hills
this evening,

2155

The Vino Blanco on deck. In the exquisite calm and cool. Without
an aerial hoisted, the music Espanol muy grande. God is good. D.G.

25th June 1952

(wednesday)
06oo

O7OO
0750

Left Muros under power. Flat calm at 6 o’clock. A German
(Berlin) yawl. Bar. abt. 8 tons. Nice little ship- like
"Sheila II". Had come in during darkness, and the crew must
have joined the Fiesta, as her companion slide was shut and
her dinghy not on board or alongside.
Bar. 29.72. Heavy dew.
Breakfast: tinned ham, tinned sausages, eggs, oranges, marmalade,
bread and butter, tea. Even Alex couldnlt finish the helping
Mick gave him. Spanish ham excellent. Sausages not very good.
A wonderful morning. Bound Finisterre 10 miles away. Fishing
boats all round. Lovely, lovely.
Fresh.
Mick busy firing our dollar gun to cries of "Muerte flies".
Alex workin~ out intricate compass courses after which he solemnly
told me Fimisterre was ~2 mi~es. I said "seven approx" without
looking at the chart. "Not 42". However, on looking at the
chart and pointing out to him that he was working on the outside distance measurements instead of the inset plan, he actually
admitted he was wrong. We pulled his leg "con gusto".

og&o

Cape Finisterre abeam and photographed, also a steam pinnance
lobsterman.
The hull is tight as a drum.
No sails up. Flat calm.
Boy, havenlt we put the flies to flight.

llOO

A fishing motor boat about &O feet and a 3-man punt, about iOO
fish, say 6"/8" belly up on surface but feebly alive - was it
dynamite or were they thrown out as a lure for a seine or other
net. Mystery of the sea. No effort being made by boats to
collect or to approach them. May be waiting for us to depart.

1155

Have been preparing and freeing our Bonito lines and have
streamed them for past few hours, but it is too calm and our
pace too slow to attract the "Chicken of the Sea".
Alex asleep and Mick had one after breakfast.
Dontt know how they can do it.
Just abreast Torinana, two miles off and a southerly air
springing up. Off engine. Have not made up my mind whether we
will head for the Fastnet or go to Coruna which will mean a
night out and a few days longer from home. The great heat in
port makes me rather shy of further shore excursions.
And we are heading for Eire.,.
A fair windmade up m~mind for me, and I told them not to gybe
at Vilano - for Coruna - but to keep going for the Mizzen.
Our bilge pump is broken, and I am afraid the Joint is one I
cannot make air tight. I feel Alex is oozing condemnation at
facing the passage without going into Coruna to refit pump,
etc.

25
1~37

A good lunch of tinned ham and remainder of breakfast sausages.
I am one mass of scratches where all the cases in the saloon
jump out to attack me.
The visibility is about 3 miles.

1850

I have had a beastly few hours. The Joint between the lead
pipe and the pump gave out, and there is not enough thread on
the pipe to re-fasten, and I had to make a plaster of Elastoplast and also adhesive black tape, and no surgeon ever
plastered a limb with greater care and deliberation. Quite
satisfactory. We had a fresh breeze from Vilano and a tumbling,
following sea,
I have another worry and that is my two buckos seem played out,
and they have had far more sleep than I for days back. Alex
actually is stupid and irritatingly deliberate and fumbling with
exhaus±icn. Nick is on deck, and I gave him a shot of cognac,
but he will be sleepy again soon I daresay.
The wind is now dying, leaving the usual lop, most uncomfortable.
Wish I could have a snooze myself. Itts been much cooler
to-day, D.G.

192o

Mick, who is steering, has just said to me to log how we came to
head for home - to go to Coruna would have entailed a gybe so we
headed for the Fastnet.
(Muros/Coruna - about 120 miles)

2030

Alex has taken over. Wind is shifting around between S. and
S.E. x S, S. x W., and we are doing, in my opinion, an average
3½ though the boys are logging us somewhat less. It looks
thick up to the West, but the glass is 29.76. The sun has
stiffened our muscles and drained our energy for the past week,
and though the boys can sleep llke logs, I cannot sleep save a
few hours at night - not that, up to the present, T.G., I am any
the worse since we ].eft home~ Every time I had a lie-down, my
thoughts are contlnucus!y returning to the thought that my sailing days are over - principally through the crew problem and also
the time factor~: and my dream ship is floating in the air before
meo I have not the~ergy to describe her now - it would take
the fill of another notebook, anyhow.

26th .Jur~.e,1952 -...
(Thursda~..’ .....
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°:~ After my i~s~entrylastnlght, commenced a night of sheer
misery, WhileAlexwas oh~atch, it started to thunder and
...... llghtningaway to the E. and S. and then W. and in a short time,
~ wewere in the centre of thG most violent thunderstorm I ever,
experienced. The lightning was continuous and the claps
terrific, ~thastrongsmell Of sulphur. We took everything
off her, but it came down in torrents, saturating us, and the
wind fell flat. We Wallowed Ingreat dlscomfor~ all night,
........ sleep belngimpossible. Now at 8.30 under engine which I

26
started at 6 a.m. and took over the deck until 8 a.m. and main
and staysail. Mizzen furled as sheet parted, and a new one
must be rove off.
T.G., she made no water during the night.
O, for an even keel and rest!
09~5

Am getting to be really useful; hankered a good job on the log
and have streamed it again.
Day becoming sunny.
Wind freshening considerably, and it’s wet on deck. Only
allowing us steer N.W. x W, but it’s grand rather than the
awful motion in a calm. Mick preparing a meal - found that a
kettle was his best effort in the heavy ~oing, so cold tinned
sausage and bread and butter. Alex Inslmts on pinching her
too much in his desire to navigate accurately.

17&5

Hell and damnation~ We are running back to Spain before a
fresh Northerly; after being hove to for a few hours undecided
what we should do.
Prospect being hove to for 2&, A8, hours or longer. We are
fumblin~ and uncertain in our tired movements like Conrad’s
crew in SThe Nigger of the Narcissus". So much to do and so
little energy. Considered letting her E. into Biscay, but
Belle Isle about 300 miles so I am afraid there’s nothing for
it but some port in N. Spain. Glass steady; sky clear, and
Northerly gale - this no place for MAVIS.
Would need another good man.

1900

This sure is hell, but she’s running fine under staysail alone,
and only a really big sea rarely gives us a fright by topping
on board.
Breezing up steadily. Considering towing warps.

27th June, 1952
(Fri.)
1138

And a hell of a night over. We ran before a full gale under
staysail all night and only an occasional sea top threw itself
on board. Wet below through skylights, hatch, etc. C/s.
oranges started to gas up and dumped the lot. Pity, but they
made staying in cabin impossible. This a.m. we got headsails,
trisailmizzen. All very tired, and the ship and gear wet,
untidy, uncomfortable, but last night she showed herself a
grand sea boat. We left the helm loose and a slightly slacked
staysail sheet, and she looked after herself O.K. The wide
waste of tumbling, breaking seas are an awesome sight, and the
wind blows relentlessly fresh from the N.
Extract from Mickls entryin log;
"There is still a lot of wind, but the seas are terribly confused. An odd one breaks on the ship and another odd one
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gives the hull a gentle tap, like a fellow bashing at an egg
with a sledge hammer. Sounds terrible. Oh, boy~
That
was a bad one~ He must have got the egg that time. So help
me, if I ever get back to Cork, I’ll hever want to go sailing
again, so, here’s to the bowlplayers and the boys of Fair Hillthat’s going to be my sport in future."
1628

Fine evening, with a little sun, and we are running hard under
staysail and trisail, but the ship is so wet and dirty that I
can take no pleasure in her. All our varnish washed off by
scouring seas, and below decks, bedding, etc. wet. It’s
disappointing after three days at sea to have to run back and
start all over again. Here I was at the outset, determined
to stay 5/6 weeks and visit all the places I could, but now
all I can think of is the work I should be doing at home. ~e
should have taken the main down earlier yesterday - old case
of carrying on too long - put up the trisail, and leave her
away to the W. We must have been gO miles at least on our way
to the Fastnet from Vilano.
I was slung out of my bunk three times bodily last night.
Fortunately, the berth cu~went under me and broke my fall
on to the cases on the saloon floor. The danger of breaking
a limb in moving around was very real - especially in going
forward to the lav. Hope I can relax and see something of
Coruna and that the shore heat will not be too great and that
a man can be got to do something of the cleaning. Our stove
and copper vessels which were so beautiful after the Vigo
marinero are now green with verdigris.
No, I must sell her and get a motor cruiser - Winter and Summer
aEloat and no more of this long distance stuff. You’ll be
55 tomorrow, D.V. and D.G.
Alex still wants to insist Coruna is on a sandy beach to leeward even though to confirm my opinion, I had him run down
under the stern of a fishing steamer, and they indicated
Coruna around a headland.

2O0O

And we are flogging her up under power, Jib and mizzen to clear
Hercules Tower Point. It’s cool with fog wisps.
The ship is damp and untidy.

2150

Arrived Coruna about an hour ago and were signalled to come
alongside the Yacht Club Pier - a very unquiet berth as each
passing boat causes us to bump the Quay. A customs man
handed me down two cards to fill up (duplicate). Name of
Yacht etc. No. of guns, small arms, torpedo tubes and whatnot
Having handed
and also what bunkers and stores we needed.
them to him, he departed.
No further formalities.

28
22OO

Moved out from Club and anchored off.
Up riding light and now to turn in in our wet, dreary, dirty
ship. This isn’t Sunny Spa~. It’s cool, damp and clammy.
Can get the B.B.C. clearly but not Athlone.
Eating a frugal meal of that delicious Spanish ham and bread
and butter. Mick and Alex nattering good-naturedly and Nick
again reminding him that the three most useless things on a
boat are a wheelbarrow, a step ladder and a Naval Officer.
(Alex is Lt. Commander R.N.V.R.)
Am reminded that, "Pontivedra for laziness, Santiago for
prayers, Vigo for work and Coruna for a good time" is the
Gallego saying.
Hope it lives up to its reputation.

YACHT "MAVIS" AT CORUNA
28th June, 1952.
(Saturday)
Glad to be in port and not at sea to-day.
In great heat and gale force N. wind, we are holding to our
anchors with all chain out under the lee of the Club Real
Nautico near a steam whale chaser. While I was sshore, the
Harbour Master’s launch cane alongside, and it was ultimately
made clear that thcj wished us to shift closer in under the
shelter of the Club owing to the gale. They also went to the
whale chaser which, after a while, left the anchorage and went
into the inner harbour alongside the quay.
I have been ashore all the morning buying a present for Eilo
and sending off a wire and P.C.’s. This is a delightful city,
with beautiful shops. The Club is a really magnificent.
building. It is not as larg~ as the Vigo Club but just as
well equipped, the ground floor being occupied by the
Secretary’s office, cloakrooms, shower baths, dressing rooms
and locker rooms, stores for dinghies, sails, gear, etc.; the
next floor - ballroom, huge lounge, restaurant, bar, veranda
cafe, projecting over the quay; the top floor being g~ven over
to luxurious single bedrooms, each with bathroom attached,
sitting-rooms, library and servants’ quarters.
1750
23&0

Alex and Nick ashore and it is still blowing fresh as ever.
Looks as if we are here for a few days.
Wind dropped somewhat.
Wire from Eilo - all well.
Just returned on board after a pleasant dinner during which we
were joined by an American named Tissane (?). Interesting
bloke. Shy, reticent, but thawed out, and we found that he

was an artist working through the medium of glass and wealthy
enough to have been able to buy a small factory to experiment
on his designs and ideas. His factory turned out all the
glass in the deck saloons and public rooms of the new liner,
"UNITED STATES". ~e told us that his greatest problem was to
fit his panels in the light aluminium frames, this being the
only alloy used in her superstructure. He was in Spain for
some months before going to Venice.
We had already noted in Vigo the extent to which glass panels
were used for decorative work and were very much struck by the
originality of the shape, design and methods of treatment.
Food excellent but not quite up to the standard of "El Castro"
cooking at Vigo.
29th June, 1952
(Sunday)
1515

Back on board after coffee.
Mass - High Mass with choir, organ, and first time I can
recollect hearing full orchestra, fiddle, etc., in Church.
Met by Senor (?) at Club who spoke English and comforted us
with news that N.E. winds prevailed from May until October.
My God~ What a prospectl, a big Germanyawl sailing around
in inner harbour under reduced canvas, much overpowered in
squalls.
Lunch "Fornos".
Worrying about long beat to Fastnet.
Very hot, but strong wind helps.
Last night, I left lights on in cabin for boys who stayed
ashore to see a roller skate hockey match in a big central
square. Mosquitoes must have come on board as my hands and
face are one mass of painful ~little boils.

30th June, 1952
(Monday)
Sat aroundwith the Commodore for hours last evening and night.
15~5
He placed a phone call to Bantry for me. Dined with him.
Drove around to Hercules Tower also Sir John Moore’s grave.
Moore sailed for Spain from Schull where he spent the last
night ashore at Schull Rectory.
Incidentally, the composer of the poem on Moore’s death and
burial was of West Cork parentage.
To-day beyond a bath ashore and a cup of coffee, have lain in
my bunk, feeling prostrated. Great dead heat but at moment
torrential rain with thunder and lightning. Conmnodore’s
saying about St. Peter’s thunder and regularity of it, that is,
the fact that thunder and lightning occur about June 28th,
SS. Peter’s and Paul’s Day.
Boys got gasolena, etc,, in hope of a favourable slant.

3O
Ist July, 1952
(Tuesday)
0635

At sea. Thick fog. Calm. Bar 29.82.
Left La Coruna at 5.30 a.m. after routing out two sick and
disgruntled mariners who did not come on board until after 2
O’ clock. I lay in my bunk all day yesterday and have eaten
nothing save two biscuits and two mugs of tea since Sunday night.
The heat yesterday until after the rain and wind followed the
thunder was very prostrating.
The forecast last night was for N.E. wind.
Co. Dublin girl (Governess) asked to give her love to Eire.

1OOO

Flat calm. Fog. Engine. Lumpy sea.
Crew subdued. Not inclined to discuss their last night out.
My Leica shutter stuck, so no more photos - pity.
They met -? last evening; he was not well. I fancy he and
some fri~ds must have polished off the bottle of Midleton I
gave him on Sunday afternoon.

1195

Sun endeavouring to dispel the fog, and an occasional slight
breeze dead ahead.
Only logging 3 knots and do not wish to drum her up more.
The lub. oil in Spain is very bad, and I do not like to risk
injury to Handy Billy.
In bunk; not so well.
The main is damp, and I wish I could have dried it sooner as
the sun on a tightly made up sail not so good. Foolish not
to have coated it wh2n we arrlv~d Coruna. My hands, arms and
face well bitten by mosquitoes and covered with blisters.
Itchy.
On Sunday (the first time the shutter of my Leica stuck) we
were photo-ing Sir Jo~m Moorets grave - in the grove. It
would have been a dud anyway, owing to the subdued light. I
thought I was finished ~th snaps for the voyage, but after
half an hour gently toying with the works, to my great delight
I have it working. I have another roll or two of film left
unexpo s ed.
Weather: Fresh, cyclonic in Biscay and N. in Finisterre.

1535

Still sailing with light W. to N.W. wind and slight sea,mirable
dictu’
Have been trying to clear petrol pipes and carburettor. Full
of hairs, etc. despite double filter and filter on funnel.
Alex asleep and Mick at helm.
Both feel seedy still though loth to confess it was the Vino.

16OO

Bar. 29.90. Log 33 ¯ 3 ¯

1700

Log 27.6.

1750

Wind dying so while A-~ex snores gently, I regale Mick with a
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glass of excellent sherry presented by Javier Sensat along with
a case of tinned anchovies.
I also switch on the Light Programme.
Must be a good deal of thunder Judging by the atmospherics.
Wish my stomach was settled. Beastly diarrhoea for the past
ten days - since before I landed at Vigo, and yet I eat very
little on board.
Nick and Alex had each two sessions in bunk since we left at
0530 - I unable relax for lOminutes.
1755

Biscay, Finisterre: too much thunder around to get forecast.
Alex takes over. It’s cooler, and I don’t know whether it’s
fog or thunder, most likely fog, though for a while before the
thunder the other day i~ freshened similarly. Main thing is
to get the main down b~ore it freshens too much and the trisail
properly hoisted.

1920

We must be jambed in the middle of the steamer lane as tall and
stately ships are passing us South to port close to and N. to
starboard.
This damn dysentry is getting me down.
Alex on watch and after biscuits and sherry.
Wind freshening smartly.

2135

Cabin lamps lit. All hands stowed main, mizzen and jib and
trisail. "Mavis" jigging along in rising wind and rough sea
by lying N. x E., and, of course, making more leeway.
FLick boiling kettle.
Cooking too difficult.
Well in steamer track. Alex’s watch.

2230

Started engine and running slow in endeavour to make Northing.
Progress slow. Would be better hove to.

2rid July, 1952
(Wednesday)
Called Mick.

Conditions on deck same.

OO35

Oiled her.

1255

Did no good all night though pegging along slow under power.
Engine running for 12/1A hours.
A squid came on board last night.
Warm sunny.
N. wind.
¯
Biscay, Finisterre: winds N.E.

i~0o

Well, T.G. though our progress is slow against the wind, the
weather is better, and we now have main and all plain sail on
her.
The mosquitoes are well entrenched and sally forth at night,
and we are plentifully bedecked with painful pimples on face,
neck and arms.
Shipping growing more scarce, and I have been unable to get a
photo of a sailing tunny man. Pity. So few left.

32

1600

Just finished a spell at the helm.
Peace reigns on board. Alex asleep. Mick has turn at the
helm. Lying N.E. Doing about four knots. Bar 30.00 but
it’s colder, and I fancy a change. Nothing in sight. Saw a
tunny man

1820

Blow it - forgot the B.B.C.
Wind freshening; Alex goes on deck.
Don’t like the look of it.

3rd July, 1952
(Thursday)

I~25

Since the foregoing, what a night. Wind freshened to a gale
with extraordinary rapiditydespite high, steady glass. The
trisail and staysail on her, and we thought we were reasonably
snug for the night, but inside half an hour, the lacing on the
trisailwent.( Found later it was not the lacing, but it was
insecurely made fast). It was the devil to stow it. We hove
We were swept frequently,
to under staysail, sheeted hard.
and it was a bad, long night.
Bad gripe for some hours.
The forecast at 1255 was for a continuance of fresh to gale
force N. ~nd so decided to see if she would run for Coruna.
Here, everything going mad - impossible to write in this sea.

1650

Running gallantly and not pooped once, an occasional sea over
rail.
All very upsetting.
I think we are about 7Omiles off the land. Save an occasional
tunnier, nothing to be seen.
Thinking, considering, pondering, to put down the time - how
many times in the past few weeks have said to myself: "Perhaps
you will get a buyer for her in Spain"; how many times- "give
her away in Spain"; and how many times (rosy prospects) - "keep
her"; don’t dream of parting with her".
Wouldn’t take much to buy her now.

2015

Completed shotting our heavy warp as a drogue.
Glass steady at 30.00 and wind and sea still fresh as ever.
Wind N.E. Sea very high, confused.
Two piston hanks on sta:sail have parted. Will the rest hold?

2035

Wind seems in cabin to be lighter, but motion, particularly
rolling motion, much worse.
Night comes on so suddenly, any it’s unfair to be calling a
sleeping man, but, then, it’s dusk before the work can be
finished.
Mick is a tower of cheerfulness and willingness and Alex is his
usual imperturable self. What a hash I have made of my grand
holiday project and what a cost. No resting on any of the

saloon settees. Only by sitting on one side with feet braced
against the other can O~7~ki~d:~.put~lex seems to have
no difficulty in "limpetlng" himself in a corner and sleeping
instantly.
No further log entries either in the deck log or by me in my
journal were made from 2035 Thursday until Sunday 6th July.
We arrived in Coruna~ late F~r night/Saturday morning
having come through another night and day of great strain in a
full hard N. gale. "Mavis" proved herself a magnificent sea
boat, and it was the boat, not the men in her, that shone in
the encounter.
There was nothing they could do but allow her to battle it out.
Back at Coruna in our old berth.
The night watchman and a few servants of the Club made us as
welcome as if it was an afternoon call. They i~nediately
prepared a m~for us and made us free of a bedroom each in
the Club -~ll~come gesture as the ship, our bedding, etc.
were incredibly sodden, untidy and depressing.
Unwillingly rolled out on Saturday morning, and I took stock of
the position.
Mick, normally, had only a fortnight’s holidays, but it was
not of vital importance for him to be back within this period,
but things were getting serious for him now as he was already
away from home over four weeks, and, although he was making no
complaint, I realised that it was unf&i-~ to him to expect him
to wait indefinitely in Coruna for more favourable weather
conditions.
He had no passport but, on making inquiries from the authorities,
I found that it would be possible for him to travel in company
with ~ as my papers were in order, and, in addition, the fact
~%~ I was a Vice-Consul for Spain in my own end of the
country, was helpful in establishing his bona fides.
It would, however, be necessary for me to go to the Irish
Embassy at Madrid with him to get a document from them.
(Madrid 20 hours by train from Coruna. )
After discussing the matter with Alex, he stated that he was
quite satisfied, that he was in no hurry and asked for no
better prospect than a leisurely cruise home along the French
coast (which he was anxious to revisit) with two Spanish
sailors as crew.
I was able to arrange with our friends in Vigo for two
schooner sailor men and to fix their rate of wages and for
their return by a Spanish fishing vessel calling to Bantry.
I also provisionally arranged for their insurance with Lloyds.

This took a great load off my mind, and I felt free to make
arrangements for Mick and myself to return over land.
I will now let Alex speak for himself as to how he actually did
bring the boat home, but I note that he makes no mention of how
he arrived at the decision to sail single-handed.
However, he knew that I had complete confidence in him and in
his judgment.
I consider his Log a very modest account of what was an
excellent feat of seamanship and endurance.
HON.EDITOR ’ S NOTE:
The malaise experienced by the author during the trip is hardly
to be wondered at, as his Doctor found on his return to Bantry
that he had been suffering from jaundice and had lost 2 stone
in weight.
"MAVIS" CORUNNA TO BANTRY.by ~SULLIVAN.
This is the start of a new log in yacht "Mavis" at La Coruna in
Spain.
From my rough log, I will omit all entries from July 7th until
July 16th, the nine days being spent in awaiting a f~vourable
forecast and a round of visits and festivities, afloat and
ashore. A very large number of shore visitors as well as
visiting yachtsmen came on board.
The fine Dutch ketch, "Maybe" ,
was a welcome addition to our fleet, and we also had the
ple~.sure of meeting the famous Dr. Pye and his "Moonraker", who
was disappointed at not finding Paddy O’Keeffe on board and
asked me to give him his kindest regards.
He was bound out for Tahiti on a two years’ cruise.
17th July, 1952
(Thursday)
Stowing tins, seeing to lashings, etc., Snatch a bite to eat;
and sail as and when convenient.
1600

Hot sun, clear sky, fresh breeze from N.N.E.
Bar has risen to 30.00 but 12.55 forecast was fairly good.

1620

I had forgotten I had no lunch, so ham, bread and butter and
Fontenova is the order, instead of afternoon tea.

1700

Lunch over and washing up and stowing completed.
Carry on with sails.

17A5

"Moonraker" called for me to call on them, Wished me luck.

1815

’~oonraker’s" crew, Barrett, rowed me back and came aboard to
assist in getting under weigh. We shortened cable so quickly
that we had the anchor aboard before we knew we were short.
Luckily cast nicely and drifted astern clear of "~’.
So hoisted staysail and mizzen in a flash, and got under weigh.
Barrett hopped into his pram and went back to "Moonraker". I
broke out jib and sailed out of harbour nicely.
Head wind outside, so at -

1920

Started engine, and got out very well.

200O

Streamed log at zero, off Hercules with leading lights in line
off Ferrol entrance.
Set course N.W. under engine, jib, staysail and mizzen. Wind
N.N.E. fading as usual in the evening.
Sea slight, so will engine till wind comes up again, then see
whether trisail or main is the one to set.
Anyhow, the battery needs charging.

2100

Log 3.5.
Sunset very red, bank of cloud round from N.W. to S.E.

22OO

Log 8.~. ~nd is now fading away.
Cabo Prior, Priorini, Hercules; the leading lights and the
town lights are all showing well.
Adios, La Coruna.
I have taken down Spanish flag.

23OO

Log lO.&.
Isla Sisargias and all the other lights very clear.
Fishing lights all around.
Clear starlit night - now ind.

2305

Stopped engine, oiled and greased.

232O

Started engine again.

2335

~ngine started to miss and stopped.
No wind.
Big steamer coming straight at me~ Eventuallyj he responded
to my torch signals and passed 50 yards astern~
Whew|

18th July, 1952
(Friday)
OOlO
01~0

Started again, petrol cock off.
Having laboured ardously, I have made the riding light work
and so can take a cat nap or so with an easiermind. We
are still heading N.W. with helm lashed amidships, but I
doubt if we are moving.

36
0615

Still flat calm with a gentle rain falling.

O7A5

A nice little breeze from N.N.E. is coming along, and we are
sailing again N.W.

O8OO

Log 12.00
Raining still and sky cloudy, but looks likely to clear. The
coast is still visible except for occasional showers which blot
it out.

09~5

Raving finished breakfast and the wind improving, set all plain
sail.
Stbd. topmast backstay parted.

i010

Repaired now.

1015

Sailing about 2½ knots N.N.W.

1030

The sun is trying to come out; the wind has gone more Easterly,
but is light, and I can now sail N. xW. or N. but the sea
though slight is ahead, and stops our way badly.

1200

Log 17.8. Bar 29.8.
I. Sisirgias by S.
C. Villano about S.W.
The wind is steadier and fres~ ~r, but I can only ~aail N.N.W.

1230

She is sailing well now, but the head sea knocks off bar way,
though it is not much.
A glass of sherry and some biscuits and back to the helm.

1300

Log 2o.7.
Bar. steady.
Forecast good.

iAO0

Log 23.4.

15OO

Log 27.6.

Course N.W.

1600

"

30.7.

"

N.W. going O.K.

1700

"

3&.7.

"

N.N.W. going O.K.

1800

"

39.7.

"

N.N.W. going O.K. &ut wet.

1830

Sun.

Supper.
I forgot to mention yesterday that the butter is just beginning
to turn a little rancid. It has kept very well.

19OO

Log ~2.7.
Bar steady, wind has gone more Easterly.

Seas are still running high and stopping our way a good deal.
Close hauled on stdb. tack and well West of shipping lanes,
I think. Only one South bound seen astern this afternoon.
2100

Log 50.2.
Course N. Head sea; very wet.

2~00

Log 59.&.
Course N. Head sea; very wet.

19th July, 1952

(Saturday)
0Z~32

Squally: topsail yard nearly overboard.
to float off deck also.

Spinnaker h~om trying

O5~5

Completed securing above.

O7OO

Log 83.~. Bar 29.9 Course N. x W.
Seas high and confused. Wind mod. but fresh now and then.
Wet ship, as usual in this part.
Weather forecast: rood. to fresh N. to N.E. winds; seems
accurate.

llO0

Log 95.2.
Confused sea still making it a wet beat but wind has gone a
little Easterly, and may improve matters~ I hope.

1300

Log I03.~.
Wind rood. to fresh N.E.
Seas heavy and confused.
a cloudy sky.

The sun is trying to break through

i~oo

Log 108.3.
If the seas would calm down, we could sail N. fine.

15oo

Log 112.3.
Pumped bilges.

16oo

Log 117.3. Still wet.

1800

Log 125.3.
Forecast the same
Sea has gone down slightly and is more regular.
eased. Still sailing about N. x W.

2OOO
2&O0

Log 132.8.
Wind still N.E.

Sea steadier.

Log l&O.
Wind and sea easier.

Wind has

38
2Oth July, 1952
(Sunday)
0330

Log 162. Bar 29.9.
Fog~y.
Sailing well.

o7oo

Log 177 ¯ ~. Bar 29.9.
Sky cloudy; sea smooth; wind light N.E.
Sailing N. x W.

C730

In view of good conditions, decided to try to light primus and
have a good breakfast.

0830

Two hard boiled eggs, dry bread, tea - lovely, hot tea~ and
marmalade. It doesn’t sound much ashore, but it is good when
it is your first hot meal for &8 hours.
It is raining, on and off, and the sun shines now and again.
Wind steady N.E. Seas much more regular, only occasional
pounding. The 0755 forecast seems correct.
I hope I reach Sole area and find the S.W. wind they tell of,
soon.

O9O0

LOg 185. Sailing well N. x W.

IOoo

Log 188.1~
Sailing well.
Washed shaved. Replaced valve on bilge pump. The light rain
is very refreshing.
The butter was to._~o rancid and I had to throw it overboard, but
it has been very good till now.

ii00

Log 192.8.
Main sheet has chafed right through bar one strand.
I must reeve new sheet quickly.
Wind has gone more Easterly, and we can sail N. if and when
sheet is replaced.

1210

Peak halliard %ightened up.
New main sheet rove off.
Resumed sailing N. x W.
Log 195.5. Bar. up 29.98.
The main sheet had chafed right through in the sheave of the
block on the horse. If I had not eased the sheet to see if
I could sail freer, the last strand would have parted in a few
seconds more. Thank God, I had not used the rest of that new
rope for anything else. A narrow shave! Entirely my own
fault, of course - I should have checked for chafe much more
often.

1300

Log 199.7.
Wind variable. Course between N.N.W. and N. x E.
Weather forecast similar.
When will I get the S.W. wind in Sole?

39
1330

Sighted an oil tanker heading approx. S. x W. or S.S.W. to
stbd. of me. Dipped ensign to him, but he took no notice,
about 2 miles off.
Log 201, at last.
I should be getting near the Sole and its Westerly winds soon.
The day is bright and sunny, with clouds here and there.
The
sea is mod. to slight and the wind also.
Heading N. now.
For lunch, I had sardines and sherry. Sardines are nicer than
ham with dry bread, and the oil lubricates the bread,

1500

Log 205.5.
Wind light, sea slight.
Wind has headed us again.
Can only sail N. x. W.
Orangeade and Fontenova makes a good drink.

1600

Log 2O8.3.
Wind is steadier now.

Course N. x W.

1800

Log 212.7.
The wind has headed a bit and we are now aailing N.N.W. again.
I shall be well out in the Atlantic soon.

1930

Wind is fluky. Course N.W. x N. now, but she wonVt sail
better than E.N.E. on the port tack, so I am holding this one.

2OOO

LOg 219.
Wind steadier N.W. x N.

2055

Have rove off part of old main sheot as starboard staysail
sheet.

2100

Log 222.7.
Wind light, sea slight, sky cloudy sad overcast.
Bar. 29.98.

2120

A small vessel, probably a tunnier out on my stbd. bsamabobb,
3 miles.

2225

Log 225.3. Wind very light.
Tunnier fishing 3 miles on stbd. bow.

23OO

Log 228.
Wind light; course N.N.W.

21st July, 1952

(Monday)
OSeO

Log 2A2.6.
Almost flat calm but we are "ghosting",along still towing the
log.

OTO0

Log 245.8.

Flat calm. A whi@per of wind may be coming.
lO00

After trying every other direction, we are now on stbd. tack
again, sailing merrily with a gurgling ~_%ttle breeze.
Course N.N.E. No sea. Cloudy.
Bar. 30.00: Log 2~5.
The 0655 forecast was good.

1020

Rain shower. Tunnier fishing to stbd.

1030

Tunnier came over and circled around me, exchanged salutes and
returned to his fishing.
Sun breaking through.

llO0

Log 2&7.8.
After an hour on N.N.E. the wind has headed us and we are back
on N. xW.
Sea slight, wind light, showers in the offing.

1130

Flat calm.
Decided to wash and shave; sun showing occasionally.

1230

Having boxed the compass, I am now on N.E. on the port tack bub
the wlnd is very light and fluky.
Log 250 at last, but I have been tacking, hardening and loosing
sheets, setting up halliards and generally mucking about trying
to sail in some sort of Northerly direction. At last the wind
seems to have steadied and become a fair breeze, and we are
sailing N.E. on the port tack, amongst a fleet of fresh tunniers,
some sailing.
One fine sailing yawl has just pas~ed, with an orange coloured
Genoa jib, white staysail and main, a buff, green and blue topsail, and buff mizzen. Very colorful.

1500

Log 250.3.
Course N.E.
Raining.

1525

No. She doesn’t like the port tack.
tack, course, N.W.
Now for a late lunch:

1600

Log 252.8.
I find we are sailing W. x N. now so go over to port tack.

161o

Set course N.E., which seems free.

1615

She puts herself aboutl and on taking over the sheets and setting
course I find she is sailing N. x E. freell

Back on the starboard

1635

Wind heading us again. Now N. x W.

16&5

Now on N.N.W.

1700

Log 25A.8. Course N x W ½ W.

1800

Log 257.2. Course N.N.W.
I am having a special dinner tonight.
potatoes, tinned fruit.

1900

Log 260.2.
Bar. 30.00.

Sherry, sardines, ham,

Wind light.

19&5

That wa__ssa good dinner. Speciality: the boiled potatoes done
to a turnl Much better than stale, dry bread.

2000

Log 263.3.
Course N.N.J.
Sea a little higher, wind fairly steady.
Light clouds here and there round horizon.

Sun shining.

2100

Log 266.6. Course N.N.W. Fine evening.

2200

Log 270.

2&O0

Log 277.2.
Wind falling light.
Big ship going South passing 3 or &miles as% ,rn.
A few fishers around.

Course N.N.W. Cloudy sunset.

22nd July. 19~2

(Tuesday)
....
0100

Log 280.
A steamer showing his red seems to be on a course to cross my
bows:- that is, he is going West but he is still distant 3 or
&miles.

0125

He was closer than that when he passed. In fact, I waived
my right of way in view of his size and speed and copied the
fishermen by going about to let him pass lOO yards ahead.
Looked like a liner or a cargo liner.

O2OO

Log 280.3. Only 2 fishers in sight.

0300

Log 281.2. Flat calm.

07oo

Weather forecast: rastnet, Sole, Lundy - Light variable winds.
Bar 30.04.

O8OO

Sailing again.
Log 293.7.
Put her on port tack.

Course N.N.E.

Dodging sailing tunniers, four of them.

Log29S.3.
She won’t sail on the port tack. E x N. is the best so back
on N.W. on the stbd. tack.
The day is bright though the sky is overcast, and the sun has
not yet broken through. The sea is slight, the wind light and
variable.
ii00

Log 299.4.
Having washed, shaved, etc., and finding she will now only
sail N.W. x W. on stbd. tack, I will try her on the port tack
again; but she seems to refuse to sail on the port tack.

1200

Log 301.4.
After ~-hour, trying to sail her on port tack and not able to
do better than N.E. x E. then E.N.E. I am now back on stbd.
tack on N. x W.

1245

Noticed 3 lashings of mainsail to gaff at middle chafed
through.

1430

LOg 304.2.
Nearly two hours of good s~iling lost.
I downed mainsail and staysail, replaced worn lashings on gaff,
and some mast hoops, and reset mainsail and staysail.
Put her back on stbd. tack, course N x W ½ W, which is as close
as she will sail full.
The sun is shining brightly in a clear sky, and the wind is
fluky.
Now for some lunch.

1500

LOg 306. Wind light and fluky.

1530

Went on to port tack. She will only do E x N.

1600

Log 308. Going back on to stbd. tack.

1700

LOg 310. Tried three tacks, back on N.W.

1730

Change of wind, port tack again N.E. and for the first time
she is sailing on pt.

1800

Log 312.4. Port tack course N.E. x E.

1900

Log 315.6. Starboard tack. Course N.N.W.

2000

Log 319.2.

Starboard tack. Course N.N.W.

2100

Log 323.2.

Starboard tack.

Course N.N.W.

2200

Log 327.~.

Starboard tack.

Course N.N.W.

July 23rd, 1952
(Wednesday)
OiOO

Log 339.~.
Course N.N.W.
Bar. 30.08.
Vis. rood. sky cloudy, sea phosphorescent, wind light.
Only one or two fishers in sight.

o&oo

Log 3~5’ 5.
A big fleet of fishers coming up from Westward.
Looks like Piccadilly Oircus.

O5OO

Log 3&7.6.
A grey morning.

o6oo

LOg 351.&.
Dull grey and cloudy.

O8OO

Log 35&.3.
Sun coming out. Forecast: light Northerly
Nearly flat calm.
winds, Fastnet, Lundy, Sole. Who said Westward is windward?
I do not lack company: I have l& or 15 tunniers around me from
5 miles to a mile off.
Now and again, one of the motor ones comes circling around me,
They
like a vulture coming to see if the prey is dead yetl
seem to hope that this is an abandoned yacht, and are
disappointed when I stick my head out of the hatch and shoo
them off.
The wind!h~s gone more Easterly, and I am heading N. x E. but
not making more than a knot or two.
i~

O9OO

Log 355.9.

i~

~
~ li
Bar. 30.09.
i
Wind light, sea calm; swell very slight, : Sky very overcast
with thick bank of cloud to E.N.E.
Sun breaks out now and then.
~
Log 356.1.
I must try the reaching staysai! or Something.
.
Course N.E. X N ½ N. ....

llOO

1120

LOg 358.2.
Have set reaching staysail.
drying.
Course: N.E. x N ½ N.

i

It was very wet anyhow and needs

I have solved the mystery~ These tunniers have a syst~nby

which they instantly haul in any line on which a fish is caught.
"Le Coureur des Mers" circled me while catching half dozen or
more, Just to show me. They look on me as a mascot.
It is difficult to strike the correct balance of sheets to make
her sail herself in this rig. The wind is fluky, too.
1200

Log 360.
I seem to have got it. She is sailing within half point either
way as long as the wind is steady.

123o

But not when the wind is fluky. I have to watch her.
If the wind falls dead calm, or so light as to be worth very
little, I will dowse mainsail, fit topsail sheet, set topsail
and Jib topsail.
I reckon I must have been set Eastwards as the fishers on the
Grand Sole ( I assume) are all to the West and South of me,
which makes my dead reckoning too far West.

1300

Log 362.~. Very gentle breeze. Hot sun.

~0o

Log 367.2. Very gentle breeze. Hot sun.

16oo

Log 368.2. Very gentle breeze. Hot sun.

17oo

LOg 370.

Very gentle breeze. Hot sun.

During the afternoon, I have done some dhobying, cleaned the
cockpit, deck and gratings, dried some of the sails from sail
locker, and tried to make the ship sail herself.

18oo

Log 371
Very gentle breeze, hot sun; there always seems to be a wind
coming.
Had a bathe.

1900

LOg 371.3.
We are moving; but the log disregards anything under 3 knots.
Dinner is going to be good to-nlght. Sherry, Tomato Soup,
Boiled Potatoes, Ham and Beans, Tinned Fruit. Perhaps cognac
and coffee? Would Mike Donnelly like to be cook?
By the way, my washing was quite successful, and smalls, etc.,
are nicely white and well dried in sun and wind. If I had a
bigger fresh water supply, I could do a lot more.
I hear on the IOOO news that the "Queen Mary" left S’hampton
today for America. I must keep awake to-night in case she
comes my way. I won’t try to make her give way to me.

2OOO

The sun has gone behind a bank of cloud. The gentle breeze is
playing around everywhere outside a radius of a quarter mile
from this ship and we are lying as "idle as a painted ship upon
a painted ocean". Well, when I have washed up after dinner I
will see what to do next. No coffee or cognac.

2O35

The first susurrus of a whispering wind has Just reached us, and
we are towing the log instead of trying to use it as a deep sea
lead.

2115

Now, I am indeed undone: the main sheet whipped athwartships and
missed noosing me, but did catch the log mounting. I have the
log and the line and all the pieces of the mounting, but cannot
repair it. So now we really must go "by guess and by God".
We are standing still on the edge of a patch of calm like the
Saragasso Sea is supposed to be.

2200

There is no wind; there is no sign of wind; so I have taken off
reaching staysail, reset working staysail and tied her up for
the night, or at least till I get a wind.

2~th July,1952
(Thursday)

0255

We are getting a breeze at last.

0315

The best I can get her to do is N.N.W. on the stbd. tack, but I
doubt it is a true wind; wait and see.

05o0

Still steady but too light to be much use.

0600

A grey, cloudy dawn. Still a light breeze but going more East.
Course North now.

O8OO

Forecast: light and variable. Course N.N.E.
Bar. steady 30.09; wind light; sea slight.
Sun breaking through, but sky very overcast.
May be hot later.

o9~5

Wind is stiffening, thank God; we are doing about 3 knots N.N.E.

lOOO

Set reaching staysail, and are now doing about ~ knots.
I have to watch her, as she does not steer herself very well in
this rig.

llOO

I shall have to steer her; no amount of juggling with sheets and
helm will keep her steady on course.

1200

Making about &½ knots. There is an aircraft around but I can’t
see him as yet. May be above the clouds.

130o

Weather forecast: mod. to fresh Easterly.
I have Easterly light to mod. Only doing about 2½ knots this
last hour. I hope we get the mod. to fresh soon, though I must
admit I am enJoying this weather.

13~o

Almost flat calm; sighted a box in the water on port bow~ and
the masts and funnel of a small cargo ship on stbd. bow.
Picked up the box, found only used grapefruit skins and broken

eggshells in it so threw it overboard.
West at about 8½ knots.

The ship is travelling

1620

Finished work on the engine and got going after emptying the
remains of the port drum into tank, except the last half gallon
which was frightful bilge. My box was still floating 200 yds.
away. My fish was very startled when the prop. started turning;
he thought he had found a home for life down there, and was very
indignant. He gave me a very fishy glare as he darted out from
under.

1720

Got a little wind; stopped engine:
I hope the wind is going to keep up.

18OO

The wind is dying, but I am going to keep on under plain sail,
to listen to the news, and the band, and have my dirmer in peace.

l~OO

Back on the stbd. tack, practically hove to.
held out splendidly.

213o

Fed up with this calm. Started engine again. I reckon I am
going to take as long over the last 1OO miles as I did over the
first 350.
’20 Questions" on the radio was quite good.

23OO

Have switched off engine, first turning water straight through,
shut off petrol taps and closed exhaust ports, all as according
to correct routine.
There is still no wind, but I am not going to stay up all night,
steering the noisy, smelly tinker. Nothing in sight. No
ship since that solitary one at lunch time.

The battery has

25th July, 1952
(Friday)
O32O

Big ship’s lights in sight on stbd. horizon. Showing his red.
At present, we have no wind and are lying head to W. His
course seems to be W.N.W. but can’t be sure yet.

O&O0

He passed too far away for me to know, so I did not have to
start the engine to get out of his way~

o6oo

Still no wind.

O7OO

Forecast good.

O8OO

~Ssperings of the light to mod. wind forecast by radio are now
stirring.

o9oo

On port tack N.E. x N. A gentle breeze. But by St.
Christopher I am lucky that I have a thick crop of hair on a
thick skull| I was Just turning back to go below to wash and

shave after trimming helm and sheets when the boom swung in on me
like lightning and caught me fair on the top of the head, knocking me flat on the cockpit deck. I did not take a count, and I
don’t think my head is broken, but I will have a bad headache for
some time, and I can hardly see to write this.

lO55

No use. No wind. I shall take the sails off and start the
engine again, I suppose.

1150

My God~ That was hard work in this oily swell: and she insists
on lying beam on to the swellL

1205

Thank God again. I have the mainsail into the crutch without
any damage. It is not very neatly made up, but I doubt if even
~tike Donnelly could do much better in this swell.
Dead flat calm, slight misty rain. Don’t mlnd the rain when not
wearing any clothes, though I prefer the sun. Anyhow, it does
for a shower bath.

1300

Engine runs well.

1500

In the flattest, oilest calm, with a big slow swell from the W.,
we are heading straight for a thick, black low cloud that looks
like a thunderstorm.

154o

Engine stops. Sounds like lack of petrol. Maybe, choked feed
again.

15~5

There is 5 inches of petrol showing in tank, so it must be choked
feed. On sta~sail, mizzen and Jib and wait for wind.
The rain is already sending down a few tentative drops.

165o

Dirty petrol: the engine can run again now, but we have a breeze
with the rain, so I shall not use the engine as long as we can
keep moving.

1710

It’s a nice little breeze but seems to be from N.N.E. The rain
as only a soft mast, and I have sluiced down the decks again
with seawater to keep the mist from them. I still have a bad
headache after that knock.

19oo

Weather forecast still fair but looks very squally to me.
Making about 4½ knots under all plain sail but will hold only
E.N.E. on port tack. I may go on to stbd. tack after supper.
The clouds to N.W. look terribly black and squally.

21~o

Back on the stbd. tack N. x W. as she won’t sail better than E.
x S. on the port tack. A short, steep sea is stopping her badly,
and making her very wet. as usual.

22OO

The Bar. has dropped back to 30.06, but the weather does not
look too bad.

26th July, 1952
(Saturday)

0/,35

She is making heavy weather of it.
The drown is lightening
through heavy, torn, black clouds, but the wind is not too bad,
and the sea is only a moderate lop.

0530

Dawn is looking a bit better.

0700

Weather forecast light to mod.
Bar down to 30.02.

O8OO

I see the stbd. sheet trace on the staysall is parting. I must
replace it as I want to go on port tack. Who said "Westward
is Windward"?

ll&O

Steamer passed astern (South) of me going West. Apparently the
ocean is not entirely deserted. This ship does not sail well
on the port tack. Why? I can only go East, but I must.

13oo

Weather forecast light to mod. N.E. wind.
I don’t think the B.B.C. have an observer in this district,
Fastnet, Lundy, Sole.
The seas are too steep for this ship.

1~50
Stbd. Jib sheet trace parted. A tempted to furl Jib, but
(approx) furling line parted. Took down Jib. Nearly lost it and my
life as purchase block came off and down. Took off mizzen
also and am now trying ~o make Easting under main and staysail.
Wind not too bad but seas very choppy. As it is now -

1550

I think I will try to get some lunch.

1935

A most strenuous afternoon, dodging breakers in the most confused
turmoil of sea since the Needles Channel,wind against tide.
I have seen two seagulls this afternoon. ±hey and the ship at
llQD are the only signs of life other than myreflection in the
mirror. The Barometer is steady, the sun is shining; the clouds
are high and fleecy; everything is nice except the sea which is
horrible.
The wind seems to be easing.

2150

I couldn’t even have my supper in peace. The port topmast backstay partod, so I had to do what I had always dreaded - take off
the mainsail single-handed in a wind. Not a very heavywind but
a strong onej and a rotten sea. I did it, and without tearing
i%~ although I had (foolishly and proudly) put the battens in it
last time. I got two of them out but the top one is still in,

but quite safe. It is a very untidy stew, and Mike would
sneer at it, but it was an awkward Job.
The topmast backstay has twined itself round the topping lift
in no uncertain way, and it will be a miracle if I can untwist
it. I can see Sunday will be no day of rest for me. I shall
have enough work to keep me going all day, if it is fine.
We are now going S.E. under staysail only in a most awful roll,
which is unshipping everything in the ship.
Pray God the sea may abate soon and quickly. The wind is not
too bad.
2250

Set mizzen and gybed on to stbd. tack, heading N x W. and more
comfortable.

27th July, 1952.
(Sunday)
O8OO

Weather forecast as usual. North winds, very depressing.
Bar. 29.9~, down a few 1/lOOths.
Still rolling like a pig with colic. A wetter ship I have
rarely seen.
Taking stock, I see that the stbd. main topmast shroud has parted
also.
If she were not rolling like a pig, the repairs would be simple.
I can only hope for some calm water in which to work. If
necessary, I willhave to run S.E. to find a harbour or a lee.

eh

1250

I have managed to unwind and make a temporary repair to the topmast backstay. The main topmast stbd. shroud has not parted,
but has Jumped out of its notch in the cross trees. If it were
the topping lift it would Jump in at once, but being the topmost
shroud I canTt get it in again. I have spliced a new starboard
Jib sheet trace, but I can’t fit that, or re-set the Jib or
malnsailuntil I can get the main top-~ast shroud fitted, and
that will need a harbour, I think, though I will try again.
Anyhow, I have the mainsail safely stowed on deck, so that there
is not the weight of the boom swinging on the topping lift or
peak halliards.
The midday weather forecast is still for Northerly or N.E. mod.
to fresh, and that does not help me a bit.

172o

Made a few miles N.E. but wind is dropping. Bar. down to 29.90.
I have now cleared the Jib halliards and secured the jib on the
bowsprit more neatly. I can take it off altogether when the
sea goes down a bit. Nearly got washed off doing that much.
We are still under mizzen and staysail, heading N.E. but going
East at least on leeway.

190o

I am verytempted to put the mainsail and Jib on her, I am so
annoyed at this slow pace, but I am resisting the temptation
because it looks very stormy out to the N.W. and although it

5o
would be safe enough on this (port) tack, it would be very risky
if I had to go about, or if she were to come up into the wind
too quickly in a squall. I must wait and see how the weather
Probably find myself to leeward when and if we get a
develops.
Westerly.
2OOO

I fear I was right; the wind is making a whistling noise in the
rigging, and the sea is showing white horses riding again.
It is raining, and everything is getting wet as usual.

2230

Just as well. It is blowing quite hard now, though the rain
has quit.

28th July, 1952.
(Monday)
o315

Ship’s lights (masthead lights) in the distance but too far to
estimate his course. The wind and sea have both eased a bit
now, but we have had it a bit rough.
A very angry red sky between heavy black clouds.
and sea rough.

Still blowing

0630

Wind N.E. Over to stbd. tack, head N.W.

O655

Forecast: mod to fresh N.E. winds.
Bar. downto 29.88.
Sun shines between clouds now and then.

0930

Like the Flying Dutchman, I seem to be fated to keep endlessly
on: a few miles to the Eastward; then a change of wind, a few
miles to the N.W., then a change of wind. And at all times,
too much sea for this ship.

llOO

Very confused sea. Bar.up to 29.90.

1330

Wind has backed to N.W. Gybed on to port tack, heading N.E. x
E. Sea is a little smoother owing to change of wind.
Bar. up to 29.92.

1630

The black squalls to the N.W. seem to be clearing somewhat, and I
am tempted to set jib a ~ mainsail. Still in this tumble of a
sea, it might be wiser to wait and see.

20~0

In a way I am wondering was I right. Yet, even now, the sky
looks threatening and the wind occasionally sounds fierce.

29th July, 1952
(Tuesday)
0530

Red dawn sky again, hut not too bad.

51

O8OO

Weather forecast fair. N.W. wind.
Bar. down 29.90. Sea smoother, wind light to mod.

o930

The morning is clearing up nlcely.
So on mainsail and Jib. The sun is bright; the wind easy N.W.,
and the sea has gone down a lot, so I think I am Justified in
taking a chance with the big sails.

lO30

She is snoring along nicely now at about 5 knots N.E. x N.
Thank God for fair weather at last.
I had to get a bit submerged while unlashing the Jib, but this
sun should dry me again quickly.

123o

Bar. up again 29.9&.
I have had to cut off the wet ends of the cigarettes that got
damp yesterday. They still donlt taste very well but I am
down to the last pack now of the 2OOwithwhich I started.
It seems I may have to learn to do without th~before I get
back.

12&5

Even such a slight seaway as this stops "Mavis" a lot; a pity,
but we are only doing about 3 at present. I feel very
tempted to put up helm and throw away a point or two of wind
Just to make her move.
Still, that would be against my
Principles ( if any).

15oo

The sea is getting up as the wind has hardened, and we are
making about 5 knots, very wetly, digging our nose into every
other wave and taking solid water on deck. We are heading
N.N.E., as the wind has Westered a bit. The Bar. is up to
29.95 and the sky is clearing.
The sun is shining and all I need now is to see Ireland rising
on the stbd. bow~ < I say starboard because I dare not sail on
the stbd. ta~k till I have got eithe~ sheltered water or the
stbd. main topmost shroud back in place.

1630

Wind and sea have eased a bit, and we are only doing 3½ to
knots, now, but more dryly. Nothing in sight but two seagulls.

16~5

We are getting into inhabited areas at last. There is a whole
flock of seagulls distant one mile on the port bow.

1650

Having cleaned the glasses I can now identify the seagulls as~i~’~,
gannets.

17&5

Woke from my afternoon nap, mainly with the intention’Of putting
on the wireless in time for the weather forecastbu~ Went aloft
to have a look round first. Saw two humps on the horizon on
the stbd. bow, butwas going to ignore them as being only clouds,
when I saw near them what looked like a ship, so I turned at
once, eased the sheets and bore away for it, as I wanted to beg

52

a loaf of bread and some butter and check my position. In a
short while, I realised it was not a ship but a rock. At first,
I thought Fastnet, but quickly realised it was wrong shape; a
glance at the chart and the surrounding country, and I made it
to be The Skellig. So bore away on a dead run E x S. to round
Dursey Island. The reason we were so far West was that while
I was asleep, the wind had gone West, and the ship had followed
instead of N.N.E. to N.
With the South going tide, we ran (occasionally by the lee) till
2130

I saw a black squall coming up from W. so downed mainsail in a
rush and lashed it in the crutch; as it happened, we only got
rain, very little wind, but that was South of West, so we would
have to gybe to stbd. and run stbd. gybe anyhow, which I did not
care to risk with the mainsail.
The wind has dropped to slight now, and we are running in (at
about two knots) under mizzen staysail and Jib, and will not
arrive till morning as far as I can see.
I may even have to
put the engine on eventually, or the reaching staysail and
spinnaker to get there at all. The visibility is not too good,
or I would go to Berehaven to anchor for the night.

2&O0

We seem to be making very little headway though we are making a
phosphorescent trail astern. Still the wind is very light, and
it is a small sail area even on a run. Raining off and on.
Very uncomfortable. I managed to rig a compass light in its
own holder.
Very Heath Robinson, but it works. Too bright
with two cells, must use only one next time.

30th July, 1952
(Wednesday)
o315

In heavy rain hauled my sheets and stood out to sea to allow a
big ship to pass on his way to the Fastnet and beyond. I don’t
suppose he could see me.

oL,3o

Heavy rain, no wind. Grey, misty day. Bull fog signal going.

o5oo

Making a little headway.

0615

Breakfast, my last egg and my second last boiled potato. Nearly
my last tea also.

0?oo

Weather forecast very true to what we have at present.
This thin, grey rain goes through the ship as if it were a
sieve. Not a dry spot anywhere.

08O0

A whisper of wind so on with the mainsail.
We are now just abeam of the Crow Pt. near the entrance of Dursey
Sound, about four miles from where we were at midnight. The sun
is shining through the fog in places, and a beautiful picture is
made on our port side.
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1200

A very quiet morning. Two of the Spanish trawlers gave me a
wave as they went by, and made signals that it was silly to
depend on wind.
I started the engine 3 times, but she conked again each time
so gave it up as I canVt spare time from the sails.

1330

Heavy squall with thick fog off Roancarrig.
Downed mainsail.

1700

Brendau Joined as crew off the West End 0fWhiddy.

1800

Failed to see mooring so let go anchor off Abbey.
So ended this cruise.
w

A DAYDREAM COMES TRUE.
¯ s

My First Cruise~
Iris Elliott

I have been sailing since I was eight months old, but
this was my first real cruise. The boat is called ,’Daydream",
tons, but on this occasion she should have been called
"Mudlark" for out of our 3-day cruise weSpent a whole day on
the mud~
It all happened llke this. The crew was Skipper Daddy,
my brother Robin and myself (Robin is!3 and I’m 7) and Daddy
had promised to take us away in the boat for a couple of days.~
The weather was 5errible, but. Daddy only had a Short
hblidayan@it was go on or give it up altogether sowe
decided to go up Lough Swilly to Letterkenny(welive at
Buncrana).
: . ~_ We left on Monday morning(llth August) and had a fine
reach up the Lough past Rathmull~n and Inch Island (which
hasn’t been an island for nearly 1OO years) and entered the
Letterkenny channel round Ballygreen point.
We had been as far ,up as this before but now it was all
new and the channel lookedquite different fr6m the boat than
it had fromthe car.

We had to wait for the tide off Ardrumman and Robin and I rowed
round in the dinghy and landed on a mussel bank while the Skipper made
dinner. We had to pull back to the boat several times as big showers
came on. We found that we had forgotton the frying pan so we boiled
eggs in the bailer. Robin said it was a good way of saving our bacon’
We anchored for the night at Farsetmore close to the trees and after
we had a meal and washed up we put the outboard on to the dinghy to go
the rest of the way to Letterkenny.
It was really cruelty to dinghies for the outboard is a long shaft
Seagull (almost as tall as I am) and the dinghy is a six foot praam.
Anyway, we steamed along and it got more and more like a ditch with flat
fields on each side and bends like a corkscrew; Daddy said we were
"Round the Bend" alright~
At last we came to "The Port" and taking our oilskins and the petrol
tin we walked the mile into Letterkenny.
After we had shopped, Robin wanted fish and chips and by the time
we had them it was very late and Daddy said if Mammy knew I was in a Fish
and Chip shop in Letterkenny at eleven o’clock at night she’d have forty
fits~L
It was, of course, quite dark and started to rain while we were going
back to the dinghy. Robin carried me the last bit and Daddy carried all
the shopping and the petrol.
The moon came out a~d we got started in fine style but it soon went
in and we had to watch very carefully to keep Daddy out of the rushes.
After a while it got so shallow the propellor got in the mud and we
found we were up another little river so we had to rOW back till we found
the main channel and could start the engine again.
At last we ~aw "Daydream" though she looked quite white Imthemoonlight - really she’s bright blue. I wasn’t in bed till nearly one
o’clock!L
We slept in next morning and it was nearly high water when we got
away instead of half-tide as Daddy intended. We were Just pas% Thorn
Hole and coming round a bend in the middle of the river (as the chart
showed) when we got on the mud!
We tried everything to get off but soon the water began to fall and
we saw that we were there for the day. As it was all soft mud we had to
choose between staying aboard or getting ashore while the dinghy still
floated. We grabbed our oilskins and cleared outwhile the going was good.
We landed in a muddy field and saw a special sort of salmon net they
use up here, then we headed for the road and after a good walk up a hill

got on to it.
We could see "Daydream" away below us and the mud was uncovered
showing that she was sitting across the point of the bank while the
channel was just a little bit further over.
Daddy said if we’d used more lead and less chart we’d have been
better off~
We had intended buying things in the nearest shop and having a picnic
in the woods but the rain came on and we got a lift into Ramelton and
spent the day there, mostly looking at the rain which was terrible,
We got a bus back to the Thorn about eight o’ clock and when we got
off at the lane the rain got worse and there was thunder and lightning.
We took shelter in a shed at a big farm and the owner came and invited
us in. Robin and I played bagatelle and then we had supper and went on
board "Daydream" as soon as there was water round her.
I turned in at once and Daddy and Robin got the ballast and the
outboard into the dinghy and at high tide pulled her off backwards with
the handybilly on to the anchor. They said they’d pulled the chain
about just over my head but I never heard them.
%fnen I woke next morning we were at anchor in the middle of the
channel and it was still raining. It cleared a bit and we put on the
outboard and started down. Soon we were in deeper water and as a big
shower had come on we anchored and had breakfast.
It was blowing quite hard but the sun came out and we sailed do~n to
Fo~’t Stewart under the Jib and went ashore for a walk and to buy jam and
I bathed.
Back aboard we had dinner and started for home. Once round the
corner of Inch, Robin and I set the spinnaker and had a splendid run
doom the Lough, arriving home Just as the rain came on.
~ybe after all the ship should have been called "Rainbow".
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TO THE SCILLY ISLES IN "HUFF OF ARKLOW"

TNe object of "Huff"ts cruise in 1952 was to take part in the Royal
Ocean Racing Club’s race from Beaumaris to Brixham, and to return to
Ireland in a leisurely way, taking in the Scilly Isle on route.
Crew: -

R0 Douglas Heard (Owner and Skipper)
John Tyrrell
V.T.H. Delaney
John Conan
Robert Morehead
Alan Stewart

John Conan and Robert Morehead had to leave the ship at Crosshaven, and
we were Joined there by Joe Kavanagh and Frank Cagney, the latter fresh
from an extensive cruise "down west" in ,.If’,.
"Huff" left Dun Laoghaire on July 31st at approximately 2130 hrs. in
a light to moderate westerly breeze. The sky was overcast and the
weather forecast was none too good. By the time we had reached the Kish
L.V. the rain was falling in torrents and the wind was falling away.
However the light air continued until 0530 hrs. on August ist, when the
South Stck was raised. We were treated to a good sunrise and by 0830
hrs. we were steering for the Skerries with the parachute spinnaker full
and drawing. As the morning wore on, however, the wind fell away once
more, the motor was started, and we carried on under engine to Point
Lynas. There we found a fine freeze off the land which brought us to
Puffin Sound. The wind being southerly, sails were stowed and we motored
up the Sound, bringing up off Beaumaris Pier in 3½ fathoms at 1615 hrs.
The morning of Saturday, August 2nd was spent in preparation for the
race, and, in the afternoon, all hands went down to Port Dinorwic to see
the regatta there. Afterwards, we returned to Beaumaris and got under
way for the start. At 2000 hrs. seven boats were sent away in a moderate
W. breeze. "Huff" made a good start, but on the beat down to the
Skerries, she was caught and passed by "Sonata" and "Glance".
Oll5 hrs.
on the morning of August 3rd brought the S. Stack abeam and a course was
set to the Smalls, SW x S. The weather forecast heralded a moderate to
fresh N.W. wind, backing to the W., but this did not materialise, and by
0900 hrs. we were being broken off to S. It was a fine morning and in
the good visibility, both Bardsey Island and the Sugar Loaf Mountain in
Wicklow were to be seen with the naked eye. At 1300 hrs. the wind was
freshening rapidly, and the Genoa was handed, being replaced by the
intermediate jib, and as it looked as if these conditions were to continue,
3 rolls were turned into the mainsail. A fouled runner necessitated a
short tack to port to clear the trouble, but we were soon back on the
starboard tack and beating south in the mounting sea and wind. Within

forty five minutes, further sail reductions were necessary - the storm Jib
for the intermediate, and another 1½ rolls in the main. ..Huff" was now
going to windward in fine style in a very large and confused sea. The
South Bishop L.H. was abeam by 18OO hrs., and we continued to beat south.
At 2200 hrs. the Smalls L.H. was passed. The sea was now becoming more
regular, and although the wind was still very freshI the crew heaved a
sigh of relief at the prospect of being able to start the sheets ever so
little. All night, we reached to the SSW. in the hard wind. The sea
was much smoother and ~he full moon made the conditions almost pleasant.
By 0600 hrs. on August ~th, the wind had moderated sufficiently to enable
us to set the intermediate jib and shake out some of the rolls. A few
hours later, we were back to all plain sail, and the wind was showing
signs of breaking off. At IiOO hrs. "Huff" could only lie S x E., and
shortly afterwards, the Cornish land was sighted fine on the lee bow.
As the land opened up, it became evident that we had fetched into Godrevy
Island, just to the eastward of St. Ives. At this Stage another yacht
was sighted ahead, but the feelings of the crew were relieved when it
turned out to be "Flying Fox", bound from Dun Laoghaire for the start of
the Brixham-Santander race. The hands speculated on the odds against
the two Uffa-designed boats meeting, and concluded that it was Just the
long arm of coincidence.
At I/~O hrs. we tacked off Godrevy Island, lying W~N. Down towards
the Longships, it looked most unpleasant m thick mist and the promise of
wind. We got it. When we were off Pendeen L.H. the visibility was
down to a quarter mile, and the wind was freshening rapidly. We handed
the Genoa, but were loath~ to make further reductions at the cost of
losing speed and manoeuvrability. This was a wise decision, for our
progress "around the land" was a heavy beat, standing close into the
Brisons and Whitsand Bay in order to keep in touch with the land. The
explosive signal on the Longships reassured us, and by dint of playing
the mainsheet, dinghy fashion and some rather exciting pilotage, wen
rounded at 2015 hrs. and started our sheets away for the Lizard. ~he
wind continued very fresh and with sheets eased, we fairly tore up
Channel. The Runnelstone was raised in 30 minutes and we had the
Lizard abeam by midnight. This sail across Mount’s Bay was most exhilarating. The hard WSW wind produced ideal sailing conditions for "Huff"
and if she did keep the helmsman busy, all hands a~reed that it was worth
it. The best run of this stage of the race was 75 miles from OO15 to
Oil5 hrs. on the morning of August 5th.
After rounding the Lizard, course was altered for the Eddystone LeH.
and at 0300 hrs. the Genoa was set once more. Two hours later, the big
parachute was sent up and although it gave the hands more than a little
trouble, it pulled us along in fine style. At 0900 hrs. a yacht was
sighted ahead, and all was excitement once more. The wind was lightening
rapidly, and by lOOO hrs. we had Salcombe abeam. The vessel ahead was
identified as "Glance", and with the parachute drawing well, we rapidly
overtook her, and passed clear ahead Just off Start Point. She was
unlucky to strike a flat patch between the Start and Berry Head, and we
soon drew away. At 1A30 we were off Dartmouth. It was a perfect day,
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with blazing sunshine, and the crew was disporting itself on deck, drying
clothes and bodies, and generally very happy about life. At 1530 hrs. we
rounded Berry Head, the Spinnaker was stowed and the Genoa set, and we
stood up Tor Bay and finished across the breakwater at Brixham at 1602
hrs. 68 hours and 2 minutes from Beaumarls. The ship was brought up off
the Brlxham Yacht Club, and after a quick stow and general "Square up"
aboard, the mriners pushed off for the shore. They £ound that the big
Fife-designed cutter .,Sonata" had won easily, and that "Huff" had come in
second. On the ultimate result, "Huff" won 2nd place in the Open, and
this pleased those who sailed in her greatly, for two thirds of the race
was to windward.
A few idyllic days in Brixham followed. The crew were ore;cowered
with hospitality in the Brlxham Yacht Club, and as the competitors
assembled for the Brixham-Santander race, they renewed many old friendships. "Huff"’s capacity was well tested on the Thttreday evening when
over 30 members of visiting and local yachts came on board for refreshments and, but for the assistance of the owners of "Sonata" and Glance"
in loaning glasses, would have resulted in a major crisis. Jack ~jrrell
end Pompe~ made mysterious sorties to Torquay and Teignmouth to see Morgan
Giles. Sack had to leave us on Thursday for home and we are all very
sorry to see him go for he was a grand shipmate and had taken a builderls
p ide in seeing "Huff" go so well.
After watching the start of the Santander Race - a most a~e-lnspirlng
spectacle -, we finally tore ourselves away from Briz~am on Sunday morning,
August 1Oth. It was blowing hard outslde, and so we set the storm Jib
and put 5 rolls in the mainsail. When Berry Head had been doubled, we
found a real Atlantic swell in the channel, and with brilliant sunshine
overhead, we had a great beat down the coast. By 15~5 hrs. we had
Prawle Point abeam and were standing in for Salcombe. At 1615 hrs. we
arrived off the bar, and as it was dead LWS., the navigator expressed
some doubt as to our ability to cross. A smart bump Bore out this
prognosis~ and so we shot an anchor, had tea, and waited for the flood to
make. Within an hour there was sufficient water to cross, and we hove
up sad motored up the river, bringing up off the town in 4 fathoms - a
most picturesque anchorage. Sails were dried out end after an enormous
dinner, all hands were early to bed.
On Monday morning~ we went ashore for a little shopping and weighed
anchor at 1130 hrs. The wind was coming in hard gusts and as we
motored down river, we rolled in the main and set the small Jib. Outside
there was plenty of sea but the wind lightened after we rounded Bolt
Head, and we were enabled to shake out a few rolls and change Jibs. The
gearbox of the engine was giving a little trouble and so we determined
to seek expert advice in Plymouth. With the fresh SW wind we were at
the easterly end of Plymouth Breakwater by 1600 hrs., and we sailed
right up to Sutton Pool. After making fast to a buoy, the engineers
went to work on the motor and found that, after all, professional
assistance was unnecessaryo The ship was visited by the Officer of the
Guard~ resplendent in sword and decorations, who courteously bade us
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welcome on behalf of the Oueen’s Harbour Master. We greatly appreciated
this compliment, although we were Just a little overawed by his enormous
pinnace -- at least, she looked anormous from the deck of "Huff". After~
wards, the crew treated itself to the luxury of dinner ashore, and
returned aboard for another early night.
Tuesday morning, August.12th, came in with a fresh SSW wind,
accompanied by patches of fog. We put to sea at lll5 hrs. and set the
reefed main once again, with the intermediate Jib. Falmouth was our
objective on this day, where we had a rendezvous with our friends in
"Nomad". We stood down the coast on the port tack, lying Just inside the
Dodman, By 17OO hrs. we were in under the Dodman, to the southward of
Hevagissey, and as it had freshened considerably, we exchanged the intermediate Jib for the baby Jib. The blow was of short duration, however,
and after we rounded the Dodman, "up Genoa" was the cry. The wind continued to lighten, and when we were within three miles of St.Anthony’ s
Head, it became necessary to start the motor to cheat the flood tide.
We entered Falmouth Roads at 2OA5 hrs., stopped the motor, and sailed
right up to the Prince of Wales Pier, where we shot an anchor, after a
long and rather baffling sail.
Next morning, we were astir early and ashore to the Royal Cornwall
Y.C., a beautiful spot. Falmouth To~ regatta was being held on that day,
and we spent the afternoon watching the racing. We had an interesting
call from Mr. Adlard Coles who had been forced to retire from the Santander
race. Our efforts in persuading him to cruise with us to the Scillies
and then Cork were, unfortunately not successful. All were agreed that
Falmouth is an ideal yachting centre and vrere reluctant to leave such
pleasant surroundings. Contact had been estalished with the "Nomads",
and only the lure of the Scillies was sufficiently strong to get "Huff"
moving once more. However, at 2030 hrs., a start was made and we motored
out into the channel. There was no ~nd, but the promise of an ebb tide
at the Lizard prompted us to carry on under engine. By 2215 hrs. The
Manacles Buoy was abeam, and, as we had anticipated, we hit off the ebb
at the Lizard. The sea was glass calm and we streamed the log and
sl earned W½N for Penninnis Head. There followed a delightful night, with
bright moonlight and tremendous visibility. Heavy steamer traffic kept
the watch on deck busy, and by 0535 hrs. on August l~th, Wolf Rock L.H.
was abeam. The Bishop Rock L.H. came up at 0730 hrs., closely followed
by the prominent daymark on top of St. Martins. Although the visibility
was so excellent, the approach to the islands is difficult from the eastward~ and it is not until one is quite close to that the entrance to St.
Maryrs Sound can be discerned. At 0900 hrs. RoM.S."Queen Elizabeth"
passed westward bound, some eight miles distant -- a tremendous sight.
At O9~O hrs. St. Mary’s Sound was entered, and the motor, which had been
running for thirteen hours, faltered and died. Shortage of fuel in the
tank was the engineer’s diagnosis, and after a little transhipping had
been carried out, we proceeded on our way up the Sound. Once inside, the
leading marks are excellent, and we had no difficulty in anchoring off
Hugh Tmwn pier in ~ fathoms. We had reached the Islands in ideal weather
conditions. Provided the sailing directions are obeyed and an entrance
is effected through one of the five recognised channels3 the Islands do
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not present any real difflculty~ but the tides run strongly and in heavy
weather or uncertain visibility it might be a different story.
Most of the day was spent ashore at Hugh Town and stores and fuel
supplies were taken aboard. Pressure of time necessitated our getting
under way again at the earliest possible moment and we were all extremely
sorry to have to leave this delightful place. However, it had to be,
and at 15~5 hrs. we motored out through the North Channel. This contains
numerous off-lying dangers, both visible and invisible, but the leading
marks N the disused lighthouse of St. Agnes in line with Great Smiths
take one clear of everything. The 18OO hrs. weather forecast was of
light to moderate variable winds, and with the motor still running, we
steered N X W~ for RocheVs Point, some 137 miles distant. At 2015 hrs.
a light breeze filled in from the N.E., but by midnight, we had been
broken off NNW. The sea was smooth and, closehauled, "Huff" steered herself for long periods. By breakfast time on August 15th, we had logged
59 miles from Round Island L.H., but our mean course was little better than
W X N. The early morning had been heralded by torrential rain showers,
and at dawn, the Skipper and Pompey were greatly alarmed by a miniature
waterspout which passed within twenty yards of the boat, hissing llke a
Most
snake. The camera recorded this phenomenon for the sceptical crew.
of the forenoon was spent turning to windward, lying NW X W. The
navigator’ s efforts with the Berne Loop -- a cross of Round Island with
South Bishop m put "Huff" all too far to the westward of her course, and
so, at 1330 hrs. with the log reading 90 miles, we tacked ship, lying NE,
There followed a delightful afternoon’s sailing m hot sun, smooth sea,
and tea in the cockpit. The weather forecasts were confusing, and the
news bulletins were filled with climatic upheavals -- flooding in Plymouth
and Lynmouth. We seemed to miss all this, though the horizon all around
us looked threatening.
At midnight, we had 131 miles logged, and once more, the wind was
beginning to break us off. Banks of cloud were building up to windward,
and it looked like more wind. At Oll5 hrs. on ~ugust 16th, the loom of
Fastnet L.H. was sighted, bearing NNW, very far off. The "Huff" was now
headed off to E X N, and so we tacked ship to starboard once more. By
0~OO hrs. the wind had freshened considerably, and the Genoa was handed,
the intermediate Jib set, and 2 rolls put in the main. A careful search
of the horizon revealed the loom of the Old Head of Kinsale dead ahead.
The blow proved to be of short duration, and by 0800 hrs. the Genoa had been
set once again. The wind fell away, the engine was started and we headed
for Roche’s Point. At 12&5 hrs. the wind made a dramatic shift to the
WSW, the parachute was set, Genoa stowed, and with a flood tide and smooth
sea, we fairly smoked along. By 13OO hrs. we had RobertI s Cove abeam and
by ~ hrs. we were passing between Forts Camden and Carlisle. It was a
beautiful day to approach one of the really lovely harbours, and it had
never looked nicer. The spinnaker was stowed and the intermediate Jib
set, and we sailed up the Carrigallne River to the Royal Munster Y.C. and
brought up on the Co~nodorets moorings, &6~ hours out from Hugh Town.
Several days were spent in Crosshaven. On the night of Sunday
August 17th, it blew a full gale from SE., and we lay at our comfortable
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mooringsp thankful that we were not outside. A continuous stream of
visitors came aboard and we were lavished with the customary Cork hospitality ashore. Indeed, the crew was beginning to show signs of wear and
tear when we finally dragged ourselves away on Tuesday evening, August
19th. John and Robert had to leave us and we had arranged with Joe
KavB~agh and Frank Cagney to come with us to Dun Laoghaire. Joe~ who
proved a tower of strength, mistook his briefing instructions and literally
made a pisrhead jum~ from Currabinney-- a magnificent sight. We passed
Rochers Point at 21A5 hrs. in a moderate N.E. wind, and with Genoa set,
we made ~hort work of the run to Mine Head. At this ~-age the wind was
freshening slightly, a tendency which continued during the night. At
O&30 hrs. it was hard enough to stow the Genoa and set the storm Jib.
The crew started to roll down the mainsail, when the halyard jttmped off
the sheave mad fouled hard. There was nothing for it but to start the
engine and get in under the land without delay. The Stuart Turner
performed great feats and we entered Dunmore East at 0700 hrso With the
NE wind there was little shelter to be found there, and so u e got out
again, and stood into Credan Bay and anchored under the cliffs in 3~
fmthoms. A hand went aloft and unshackled the halyard~ lowering the
mainsail, but it took another houris hard work to free the ~L~e~ ~:hich had
bedded down alongside the sheave. After breakfast, the norale of the
crew was restored, and we hove up and returned to Dunmore. Again, we
were most hospitably received in the port, and most of the day was spent
ashor~ visiting friends. Dunmore regatta was next day and we ~ere sorely
tempted to stay, but we hardened our hearts, and at 0500 hrs. on Au~Ast
21st we put to sea under engine. A light NNW wind took us across to Hook
Head, but shortly afterwards it petered out, and the mugine ~-:~s brought into
play once more. A fair tide under us brought us up to the Sa!tcca at
0750 hrs, and we passed through the Sound and steered for thc Barrels Buoy~
By 1DOO hrs. Rosslare Harbour was abeam, and we carried the tide right up
to the Rusk Channel. Here, the wind came in from the SS~ and ~e used
the big s~nnaker to take advantage of it. A smooth sea and s~u~hine
added to our pleasures and 3 hours brought us to the North Glassgorman
Buoy. We gybed over and stood in for Arklow, where Jack T~Trell could be
discerned in his launch. The Skipper was transhipped to the .~aunch and
while the crew put "Huff" through her paces, mu~h cinematograph~ tock
place. The Skipper was recovered, the spinnaker re-set, c~ud we squared
off for Wicklow Head. At 19%5 hrs. Wicklow Head was abeam; the wind was
dying, ~ud once again we enlisted the aid of the S tu~t Turner° The
young flood speeded us on our ~.By, and so at 23}0 hrs. we entered D~_u
Laoghaire Harbour and anchored, some 22 days out.
The cruise was not a re~-rkable one in any respect. It was
characterised by head winds or by the complete jabsence of wind° The
auxiliary motor, installed this year, proved i~s necessity-- and reliability. We were rather happy about our showing in the Beaumar!s - Brixham
race. And we all learned a lot more about "H~ff of Arklow~’ and her ways.
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WHITSUN RACE 19~2 IN ALATA AND RETURN
FROM PORT ST. MARY.
by R.P. Campbell.
May 30th

After a last-mlnute rush Lisl, Cecil and I managed to get
"Alata" off her mooring before 19.55 and then were recalled at
the start. We set off across the bay, wind ESE, force 3,
drizzle, carrying Julia’s I£0 sq.ft. R.O.R.C. Jib - "Alata’’s
genoa earns a penalty and so must be left at home. Reckoned
66° was Judicious course so steered this at 20.~5 leaving
Rosbeg to leeward, tide about slack. But as all the fleet except Viking O - were steering more Nly. we concluded there
might still be some ebb further out sad foolishly steered 50°
for about an hour, going back to 66° at 21.55, ~heets Just
started. Lisl steered till

May 31st

midnight. I steered till 0~.00, dodging a good many fishing
boats, at 03.30 the wind was beginning to back. Cecil relieved
me at O~.OO, now sailing closehauled, and by 05.00 was headed
to 50° . He was sick so I took over again at 05.30 and by
06.00 was steering ASo. Bitterly regretted not having sailed
close-hauled from the start~ At 06.30 saw a yawl hull-down to
leeward, but soonl~st her in the rain. At 07.~0 sighted Calf
of Man - on weather bow. The wind had gradually freshened and
at 08.00 Cecil steered while I changed to No.1 Jib (98 sq.ft.);
we went Just as fast and seemed to point a shade higher.
Identified Glance ahead and fancied I was gaining on her. At
10.20 with the Chickens almost abeam about ~ or 5 miles off we
made our first tack. At ll.&O the Lt.Ho. was abeam to pert.
About this time the sun came out, the crew cheered up, and
elevenses were enjoyed by all, as was the beat into Port St.
Mary. We finished at 13.20 and tied up to "Huff of Arklow".
It was a surprise to find we were 2nd ( as on both our previous
I.O.M. Races|) for I had been imagining that the larger boats
would have made it without a tack.

Monday
June 2nd

I was aroused by a bump at 03.00 and found the "Nancy" had
swung in stern to us - it was a light N.W. wind and Cecil and I
decided not to waste it. First we made some tea, and I foolishly ate a lot of cold ham. We got away at O~.50 but the
wind was backing, and also freshening, and before we reached
the Chickens wewere down to No.2 Jib and a reef. We could
steer 2&O° close-hauled, but were cracking into a nasty sea, so
at 06.30 I stowed the mainsail, planning to set No.1 jib as a
trysail, for which I had prepared some special gear during the
winter. At this point I was very sick indeed, so I sat back
to consider all the circumstances, including the 06.55 forecast
"Fresh-strong N.W., backing" and at 07.10 turned back for Port
St. Mary. I was Just turning in when the engine hatch cover
was washed overboard, and be took 15 minutes ~o recover it 5th shot - for it floated upside down and was hard to get hold
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of and also we were manoeuvring under only 60 sq.ft, of Jib.
Cecil steered in past the Chickens and at 09.45 I did eventually set No.1 Jib on the main halliard. We passed several
yachts setting out under short canvas. We anchored in Port
St, Mary at 10.lO. The afternoon was sunny with much less
wind0
June 3rd

June ~th

We left at 07.50 with No.l Jib and Force ~ wind Just N. of W.
a grand sunny morning. We could steer 2~2° Just free on
starboard tack but were slowly headed and at 12.20 came about
and could steer 27~° port tack. B~l~.~5 we were freed to
2~2o port tack, and held this course all afternoon. For
about an hour we could clearly see both I.O.M. and Lambay.
The wind slowly freshened and at 18.15 we reefed and set No.2
Jib. Then the wind started to reer and at 19.00 we could
steez 21OO starboard tack. at 19.25 it suddenly went calm
and left us tossing in a horrible sea; unreefed and set No.1
Jib, wishing we had our genoa. Then it came from S.S.E.again,
Force 2 to 3, and we made in for ~Lambay port tack, but failed
to fetch it and it was 00.50 Wednesday by the time we were
anchored in Swallow Cove.
Swallow Cove is so sheltered in a Sly wind that its hard to
Judge the weight of it. We left at 09.25, changed to No.2
Jib o~ Burrin Rock, stood into Portmarnock and reefed after
tacking at 10.25. Identified "Whimbril" ahead and puzzled
that we overhauled her so slowly; attributed this to her
taking tack down Howth Sd. whilst we went outside Ireland’s
Eye. In fact she was going much faster in 1952 due to an
alteration in trim. However, we got ahead of her between
the Moso and the Bailey where, at ll.~O, we eased sheets a
littAe. Halfway across the bay we were headed, and had to
tack to make the harbour, reaching our mooring at 12.~0.

A FAIR WIND TO SCHULL - BEING
RECOLLECTIONS OF TWO SOU~ERN REGATTAS
by T. Crosbic.
During the fortnight that the "IF" was absent from her moorings at
Crosshaven, from August 3rd to August 17th this year, I don’t think one of
the five of us on board put pencil to paper. We kept no log - there was
no navigational necessity, or Journal, because there was nothing to record.
The length of the cruise as to distance was insignificant - Crosshaven to
Schull and back again. The weather was patchy, but warm. The owner and
crew thoroughly enjoyed themselves. There were comic, or gravity disturbing interludes, mostly personal and, for the usual reasons, unprintable.

I could, none the less, say a few words about the first stage of the
v~yage - that time honoured race from TheL Dognose buoy in Cork Harbour to
the pier at Kinsale. It was a good race in which twenty-seven boats, of
all shapes and sizes, took part. It was won by Major Dorman’s NHAPPY
MORNING", a Tumlare, with an aluminium mast and a high turn of speed. The
"ELSA" beat the "IF" for second place by four seconds, the latter beating
the "FLICA" by thirty similar intervals.
The wind was fresh from about
due West, squally at times, and varying a point south or north. It was
important to be on the right side of this variation which followed the
rule - northerly near the land, southerly to sea. Those who kept the
sea with the tide ebbing didn’t go so well. Between two and three o’clock
it settled do~ strong from the west. Some hsadsails were split, and
about two o’ clock when off the Rennies, the one ~esign "SIBYL" was dismasted. The "ROMOLA" and "NARCHWOOD MAID,’ stood by her. Eventually the
"ROHOLA", owned by Hr. Sessions, and sailed by Mr. R. Horr~gh, took her in
tow and brought her back to Crosshaven.
Incidentally about eleven o’clock the following morning "SIBYL"
arrived at Kinsale and took part in the Regatta Race. Another mast had
been fitted and rigged in Crosshaven where they worked all night. This
unusual and indomitable effort speaks for itself. Her owner, Hr. Joe
Lane, got a spontaneous mad rousing cheer when the "SIBYL" arrived in
Kinsale.
Another feature of this race was the performance of the Eighteen
Footers. There were five of these little boats and they were started
three quarter’s of an hour before the "A" class Cruisers. They had a
separate race.
The boats in the order of finishing were :"MELODY" (Mr. S. Payne) First
"MISTRESS" (Mr. J. Murphy) Second
"MYTH ll" (Mr. G. Bushe)Third
’ ,~SANNA" (Hr. C. Fox) and
~JANE ANN" (Mr. P. Crosbie)
The last two were the cruising Eighteens designed by O’Brien Kennedy and
built at Ringaskiddy.
We did not pass "MELODY" and "MYTH" until Barry’s Head which is over
three quarter’s of the total distance. There was then less than one
hundred yards between them and close under the land, they were taking a
fine pasting - a ~allant and inspiring sight.
When they crossed Newfoundland Bay off the entrance to Oysterhaven,
a spreader on "MYTHIS’’ mast gave up, but Bushe ran her into the ~heltered
water, made a temporary fixation and finished the race. The winner was
"MELODY" sailed by S~n Payne. The following day, her mast repaired
"MYTH" won the regatta race, so honours were easy.
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THE REGATTA.
The day of the Regatta was a queer one. The wind freshened all the
morning from the West and at our starting time was blowing quite hard.
Handicapped in advance, the order af the cruisers at the start would be
"VANJA" (D. DOYLE), "ELSA" (T. DOYLE), "IF" (T. CROSBIE), "FLICA" (R.A.HALL),
COURSE, BULMAN BUOY, BIG SOVEREIGN, BULMAN TO FINISHING LINE.
Early on the wind lightened and backed to S.W. This was in our favour
but, alas, I made a hash of it. But for a ~::lorious interval from the
Bulman to Charles Fort, the three ~%~chts ran side by side like dinghies.
"VANJA" was overwhelmed at the last mark, but the finish was spectacular~
as only a minute separated the four boats. The "FLICA" won. Then the
sky opened and the rain for the rest of the evening washed the Regatta
away.
THE EAST WIND.
A quiet night was spent in the old Greek fashion of drinking and talking. Tuesday morning broke over harbour and town and the flotsam and
The grey sky seemed to me to be laden with rain
Jetsam of the Regatta.
I had hurt an ankle, and generally felt disand it was a flat calm.
inclined for seafaring.
Before noon, the fleet of yachts had started to
disintegrate. They all sailed, mostly for home, a light air of wind
having breathed from the East. This was my undoing. The crew came on
board and we went into conference. The navigator put on his most plaintive "Do not leave me in this town for another day" air. We put to sea.
The east wind went from a breath to a ~¢hisper. We set a spinnaker to
port off Bulman and steered for the Old Head. There was an uneasy ground
swell. At the Head, the flood tide was in full rip - a Junior spring,
We racketed and banged, but the ~reeze was now a breeze and slowly we
drew clear of his roverence and steered still with our spinnaker to port,
for the Galley. It was then 1.15 p.m. and the other two senior officers
turned in. We had now a good breeze and were making between six and seven
knots. We could see a One Design (,,ELSIE" close in shore in Courtmacsherry Bay. This was the only sail in sight. Visibility, both to sea
and along the land, was good. Occasionally, s small section of the
horizon or of the coast would be blotted out, but would clear again, as
if someone dropped and lifted a grey veil. I felt it was going to rain,
and presently it did. The set, or officers were now both asleep.
At 4.30, we had crossed Clonakilty bay and were coming up for the
Galley about a mile and a half off of the Head. It was pretty thick
ahead of us and soon the Galley conmenced to disappear. At this stage
I called the Officers. The Navigator happens to be a small dark man
with a most agreeable countenance and disposition. But, when he put his
u~q~rotected head out of the hatch and saw what he had to do, he was nonplussed and said so. I made my excuses and in a short time he made a
course. Soon we gybed and about an hour: later, we found his course was
correct. Everyone was very pleased, We sailed into Glandore and
anchored off Union H~ll in really heavy rain, two fathoms of water and
soft mud. We left the dinghy or pram on the cabin roof, because we were
tirod and she kept some of the rain out. Later the crew got a lift
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They had no adventures, except a severe wetting. We slept.
AND SO TO SCHULL.
It so happens that I like Glandore and I like being anchored off Union
Hall. Unfortunately, my Senior Officers, donTt see eye to eye with me in
this. When I looked out the hatch the following morning ~about 7.30 a.m.)
things looked good, for a day of rest. There were beautiful masses of
rain clouds, some streaks of sunlight and almost no wind. There were
other beautiful things. Between us and the South, or Union Hall shore
there were a flock of diving seagulls. These little birds, hovered like
a hawk then closed their wings, and dived like a gannet. Unlike a gannet,
they frequently did not complete their dive, but at the surface, pulled
out of it and shot up into the air again. This was their prettiest movement, and never having seen them before, I could have watched them for
hours. I think they were terns,
Then on the Glandore or North side, there were Mr. Bridges gardens,
stretching in regular rows of green up the steep hillside. Already half
a dozen people were working at them. It is a noble endeavour to make so
much of that seemingly barren hillside to flower. The sight of these
hard-working people induced me to call the senior officers and the rest of
the crew. I do not think they were impressed by my prolonged praises of
the anchorage. They swam and said nothing. After breakfast, I said
that I would llke to visit the gardens on the hillside. They said that
as they were only away for a week they would like to go sailing. I
mumbled about thick weather, no wind, and more rain. They muttered that
they disliked bottled stout. We were quite friendly in spite of everything. The deciding factor was, that the wind, what there was of it,
was still due east.
We put to sea again about ll.30 a.m. We slipped out the Western
side of that most beautiful harbour. Near the Danger rocks, we saw a few
big boats dredging sand - heavy, hard work. Passing Eve Island, there
was a noisy colony of my diving gulls. Never did a small green-capped
rock contain so many beautiful creatures. They had long narrow wings and
long forked tails. Unfortunately, we had to sail on. Like the previous
day, the easterlywas inclined to freshen. A ground swell was making
a friendly roar. At the entrance to the Sound between High Island and
the land, we had no difficulty in locating the Belly Rock which was breaking nicely. We Jogged along noisily wlth a port hand spinnaker.
Visibility was moderate and the air lovely and warm. We steered for Toe
Head, passing the entrance to Castlehaven, a place I also like. We rolled
around Toe Head with not enough wind to keep the ship quiet. We drank and
ate, and were coming up for the Kedges at the start of the flood tide.
Off these rocks, we decided to go to Schull. It was thickish, but the sun
now threatened to come out. Everybody was pleased. We eased her out
towards the Cape until we could gybe and reach in comfort through the middle
passage of the Gascanane.
In the Sound there was a nice breeze and smooth
~mter. We crossed to the Calves with the sun shining and the sea smooth
and blue as a South Sea Island lagoon. At three oTclock, we let go a
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cables’ length off the pier at Schull.
ten whole days.

That anchor was not disturbed for

SOJOURNING IN SCHULL.
For me, that afternoon in Schull was memorable. I had been working
since Sunday morning and this was Wednesday. I am not used to work and I
was tired. The sun was shining, the east wind blew gentl~ over the indigo
water, the beacon on Copper Point gleamed white and frie~aYy, the pier and
the town above it spelt comfort and repose. Furthermore, alow and aloft
nothing had, as yet, fallen off the yacht. The crew went ashore while I
admired the scenery and bathed my ankle. I thought to myself "even
though you are on the wrong side of the Gascanane, you are on the right
side of the ~mzau." This thoughtwas going to give me a lot more
pleasure before the week was ended.
We had to be back by the following Sunday, at least two of us, the
Navigator, who had a new son, and ~he boy, who had an Examination. I
saw no reason why we should not get back. A day’s rest, and home away.
I reckoned without Schull.
After that afternoon, time ceased to exist. Telepheaing and friendly
chats took on the average twohours. But so friendly looked Mount
Gabriel, so friendly the town and its people that we felt no desire to move.
That night the wind went southerly, the boat rolled. We slept.
Thursday was one of those delightful days that get lost. I remenber
we borrowed a pressure cooker, and at the risk of blowing the bow off the
yacht, we cooked an ambrosial stew. Every other detail has disappeared
from mymind, but the memory of that stew will remain forever.
Another recollection of our early days in Schull was our resourcefulness in shaving. We retired to a friendly bar about the time for the
morning reviver. While consuming, we removed a convenient electric light
bulb, and attached our appliance in its place. ChAr subsequent proceedings were a Joy, not only toourselves, but to the other customers.
Frequently, I regret to say, we forgot to replace the bulb. In this
connection, the first morning, a curious incident occurred which might
have had tragic results. There was a man working with a plckaxe nearby.
When he heard our buzzing, he nearly got a heart attack, believing that
he had burst a water main. He was relieved when he found that it was
¯ only the Navigator’s whiskers.
By Saturday we were able to give a straight answer about staying on
for the Regatta. The details were personal and complicated. The
navigator and boy would go home on Sunday, and we would get another hand
to look after us. It took a bit of telephoning to arrange all this, but
what is time anyhow.
The important question was answered. We are staying for the Regatta.
Then, for a change of air, we went notoring. On Friday we drove to
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Bantry, on Saturday, we took the same car and road, only we went on to
Glengarrlff. We had many agreeable adventures, and were told many amusing and exciting tales. Our driver was a good pilot and an inexhaustible
source of information. Nothing but a wire recorded could do him Justice.
He related to us a great number of things. How fast Danno Mahony drove
a motor car, how he was most tragically killed, his gargantuan coffin and
numerous other details. He gave us a desertatlon on bus-drlvers, on buspassenger reactlon, and about the belief that every West Corkman cherishes,
that, at least, he will not be killed on the road.
I will not attempt to describe the scenery. I will say this that,
like the rest of the South of Ireland, a great part of it is obscured from
the roads by the absurd growths of briars and scrubby hedges. There
ought to be a society for the purpose of abolishing road hedges or, at
least, cutting a few gaps in them. However, we are yachtsmen, not
motorists and, thank goodness, the view from the sea is different and
requires no protecting.
At Glengarriff, on Saturday night, we waited at O’Shea’s. From the
landing place, we had seen the Cork yachts lying in peace in that safest
of all havens. Between the islands and the pier were :- the ,MARCHWOOD
MAID", the "VAGRANT", the "HELGA", the "VANJA" and the "GALCADOR".
W~
had pi~ked the right berth, because soon the crews of all these yachts
turned up. We fraternised, I think, only barely. After all, we had
rounded Mizzen by motor car, with not even a puncture. They treated us
with formality, as though we were strangers from a far off land. To them,
to be in Schull seemed only an afternoonfs sail. It so happened they
were rlght.
The chief topic of conversation seemed to be a sailing match that was
to take place the following morning at Bantry. After a little fluid
reconnoitring, we gathered some meagre details. It appeared that the
English 30 square metre "HEXAN" sailed from Falmouth by Messrs. Pyecroft
and Foley, and in due course arriving in Bantry, had issued a challenge to
her Cork sister ship "VANJA".
While not written in blood, it had been delivered that afternoon in
unmistakable defiant terms. With a, strong to gale breeze, from the W.N.
W., the "HEXAN" had sailed over from Bantryunder a whole mainsail and
genoa, and had e~rcled three times round the Cork boats, issued her
challenge, and sailed back to Bantry.
That night in Shea’s, the thing began to assume an international
flavour. Comments on the ability of the respective helmsmen would
hardly bear reporting. Bets were laid - not too freely. After all the
The
form of only one horse was known, and there were only two starters.
night wore or~ pleasantly, but me, thinking of these mountain roads,
seized the boy and got under way. My senior officers, thinking of something else, elected to remain. By all accounts, they thought a lot of
those mountain roads before they got safely back to Schull.
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On sunday we had quite a lot of business to do with the "IF". We
were having two lady visitors, so we had not only to cook, but also to
tidy up both ship and ourselves. The first was easy owing to the
pressure cooker and certain Spanish delicacies presented to us by a kind
host in Bantry. We managed the tidying business somehow. The day was
fine, the company pleasant, and the ladies pleased. Towards night, we
bade them a fond farewell. They promised to come back on Thursday with
the navigator and the b~y~. We, left on board, felt lonely, but safe and
settled down to the business of living and waiting for the Regatta. We
had forgotten Glengarriff and the Challenge Match.
The following three days were wet and dirty. It rained by night and
blew from the S.W. by day. I watched the big seas breaking on the point
of the Western Calf. One owner of a small fishing boat said "the water
is dirty off the Cape and the tides running very strong". Others
usually optimistic were gloomy. We went to Bantry and found that "VANJA"
had won the race. It was not a classic affair, I understand, but the
right boat won. After all that is important.
We had a quiet enjoyable routine of our own until Tuesday. On that
day, about lunch time, we sighted our first sail. This was a tall masted
vessel carrying a large trysail. It was blowing hard from the south west,
and she came up gallantly. It was the "HELGA". She lowered her sails
smartly, started her engine, and safely anchored alongside us. She was
the only arrival that day, and we passed the evening pleasantly.
On Wednesday morning arrived the "MARCHWOOD" having left Castletown
in the cold grey dawn. She was quickly followed by "VAGRANT" and in the
afternoon by "VANJA". In the late evening the "MAVIS" arrived, having
made the passage from Bantry in ten hours. So the fleet assembled, and
had pleasant hours together.
EVE OF THE REGATTA.
It was now Thursday, August l&th, and the weather was mending rapidly.
A beautiful soft day with real heat and a light S. W. wind. In the afternoon, we went sailing. So did all the others. The "VANJA" slipped off
to North Harbour, the "MARCHWOOD" also.
The "~£1VIS" set all her sails,
the "VAGRANT" displayed a huge genoa. When the whole fleet was at sea
the breeze started to die away.
We sailed up Long Island Sound, past Coney Island, as far as Goat
Island. There is a smart ebb through Goat Sound, so we turned about and
set "Charlie". This is a biggish spinnaker which must be set to leeward
of everything, and the sheet brought right aft. Unfortunately, we have
a foretop mast stay which spoils the parachute effect. Even with this
stay, slacked right out, in anything except a light air, the sailcould
do damage. We slipped along beautifully, her wake rippling over the
windless sea.
From Goat Island to Capple Point is, in my opinion, the most lovely
and sheltered piece of water on the whole south coast. It stretches
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about due east and west (mag) a distance of about three and a half miles.
In places it is, perhaps, a little narrow for big yachts, but~ith
westerly or easterlywinds, it is ideal for smaller boats.
At Capple Point we stowed "Charlle" and crawled back to our cable
which, shades of sailormen, we hadbuoyed with the pram. The owners met
at seven p.m. in "MAVIS" roomy and hospitable cabin, to fix the details
of the Regatta Race. In the meanwhile, many more vessels had arrived.
From the East, "CHEERFUL MAID" (J. SISK), "ELSIE" (ROCHE), "TULOA" (MAJOR
PRINGLE) and "CHARIS" from Bantry in charge of Mr. Aleco Sullivan. This
made ten starters, a considerable fleet.
The owners meeting was lively but peaceful. Handicaps to be given
in advance. The distance, course and handicap to be fixed by a subcommittee on the morning of the race. Afterwards we had a nice friendly
night.
THE REGATTA.
The Regatta was eminently satlsfactory~ The morning was sunny with
no wind. Heavy thunder clouds threatened from the East, but on us and to
the West the sun shone out of a cloudless sky. The starting, of the
various yachts, in light flaws of westerly wind and from a narrow llne
crowded with boats, was a Joy to watch. Soon after the advance guard had
gone, the wind hardened from the West and freshened into a fast sailing
breeze, and still the sun shone. The pier and surroundings, both by
land and sea, were crowded with O~ople. The course was twice round the
triangle, marked by the Amelia buoy to the East, and the Cush Spit buoy
to the West each round distance four miles. The "CHARIS" receiving the
maximum marks waswell on her second lap when we started. Though the
"IF" covered the eight miles in an hour and a quarter, we were a bad last.
The "CHEERFUL MAID", sailed by Mr. T. bullivan, won by length from the
"MARCHWOOD MAID", sailed by Mr. M.A. Sullivan, while the "CHARIS", sailed
by Mr. Alec. Sullivan, finished a few of her own short lengths behind.
It was fitting in this West Cork Race that three Sullivans should have
finished first, second and third.
Our luck held, no sooner were we all safely moored when the wind
dropped, the heavens opened, and for an hour another West Cork Regatta
was nearly washed away. Not quite, however, for after an hour the rain
stopped, the wind came breezily and cooly from the North, and we all had
a most satisfactory view of the various aquatic sports.
Later, a lovely night ashore, the Cup was presented and circulated,
speeches were made, everybody was delighted, particularly, the Regatta
officials who, I think, embraced every yatchsmanand almost kissed them
on both cheeks. Believe me, they fix you pretty well at Schull Regatta.
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DEPARTURE ,FROM SCI~,LL.,
The next day being Saturday we sailed exactly at noon. It took four
of the crew, after a painful struggle to break out that anchor. A bright
blue day with a light westerly wind. The little friendly town faded
astern ar~ merged into Gabriel’s vast bulk. We had company "HELGA’. ahead
and "VANJA" abeam. All the fleet had sailed, save the "MARCHNOOD" and
"CHARIS". o Off the Calves, the breeze freshened from the same quarter,
the sun blazed and through a sea as smooth and blue as a South Sea lagoon,
we reached through the Gascanane. We bore away, and set our spinnaker
to starboard. We passed the "HELGA", but out on our weather quarter
with her spinnaker flying like a blue pocket handkerchief, "VANJA" was
holding us well. The wind freshened, the little white-caps played gaily
around us, the long, beautiful coast-llne stretched away to the East.
We passed outside the Stags, a few white sails dotted Glandore Bay. We
passed the Galley, the crew asleep on deck. At six o’clock, in-company
with "ELSIE" and a school of Grampus we passed the Old Head. At seven
we anchored off the Pier at Kinsale. Twenty minutes later the "VANJA"
Joined ~ ~As.
The foll~i~ morning, we sailed and arrived home in time for lunch.
That evening, Sunday, August 17th, it blew a whole gale from the East.
We were glad to be home.

"VIKING O" SEASON 19~2.
Lt, Col.J.B.Holl~y.
Just as we were getting down to a serious effort to produce logs for
this season it was discovered that all our official logs and records
were missing. These were always kept on board but during a rather
belated and rushed laying up they disappeared and are still not traced.
Jean Sanford and John Collins have endeavoured to reconstruct some of
the events, and if incorrect times or other statements appear a general
apology is tendered.
As usual we visited the Clyde and once more accepted and enjoyed
the lavish hospitality of the Royal Clyde and the Clyde Cruising Club,
and were delighted to renew old friendships and to meet again Ronald
Teacher and Robert Dunlop. It’s always a grand feeling of coming home
once you round up off Hunters Quay and we hope that our friends up North
will find a similar welcome always waiting for them at Kingstown.
"Viking" has gone slightly better this season not in anyway due to
alterations but rather to the working of a first rate crew, who have
gradually got the owner where they want him and as a result do what they
like with the sails, and as Derek Martin once stated, he has only the
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"handle" to look after. The change of colour may have made the lady more
comfortable, this was in fact no change, but a return to the colour which
was intended to be applied when the ship was built. The last excuse for
apparently going better is the weather which, at times, was fresher than
required even for "Viking".
CRUISE OF ."VIKING 0" FROM KINGSTQWN - CLYDE AND BACK,
INCLUDING .RACE TO HUNT~’S @UAY - JULY, 1952.
Skipper : Lt. Col. J.B. Hollwey (Owner)
Crew:

George Hollwey (Mate)
John Collins (2nd Officer)
Owen McCarthy (3rd Officer) "GA~[ET"
Christopher Pettit (Fotc’sll hand) "PUFFIN"
Jean Sanford (Cook & Cockpit hand) "MAGSE~"

The race started from Kingstown at 2000 hrs. on Tuesday July 1st on a
day when a good breeze had threatened to die and finally steadied at
light S.Westerly.
There were six starters :"NYATONGA" owned by Mr. Parker from the Clyde
" Mr. Craig Wood
"
"SEAMINX"
,,
,, Mr. Hopklrk
"GLANCE"
"ADASTRA" sailed by Derek Martin )
"FLYING FOX"
I
"VIKING 0"
"ADASTRA" and "VIKING" were first across the line to weather on abrcad
reach followed by "GLANCE", NYATONGA", "SEAMINX" and "FLYING FOX" on the
leeward end of the line. "ADASTRA" slowly drew ahead of "VIKING" and
hauled well up to weather of the course for the I. of MAN with "GLANCE"
who finally gained the lead.
"FLYING FOX" and "NYATONGA" kept close inside the Bailey Light when
"FLYING FOX" was finally caught in a calm patch for about three hours
while the rest of the fleet went on their way. ,,ADASTRA" and "GLANCE"
were up to weather, "VIKING", followed by "SEAMINX" on the direct course
N. to oE. The wind died gradually and at 2200 hrs. there was a brew-up
with sandwiches and the watch below :- The Mate, the Gannet and the Puffin,
turned in. The wind died gradually and rain set in for the first watch,
Skipper, John and Magser. Some very expert sail changing went on without disturbing the watch below, spinnaker, genoa and Yankee all being
set and handed but without producing wind. Watch changed at 0200 hrs.,
July 2nd with bovril and sandwiches. Everyone still healthy enough for
Johnts onionymixture but the Mate’s fried eggs were treated with some
deference - not that he offered %o part with them| Magser very pleased

from Kingstown
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to find her bunk for once at a comfortable angle for sl~ep and Mate was
instructed to keep it that way, which he actually managed to do. The
wind freshened slightly all night and by morning was Just good "Yankee
strength" from N.E.
w

The I. of Man had its usual covering of wet grey mist and was only
sighted from "VIKinGs’when the Chickens Light came abeam at 0930 hrs. at
a distance of about four miles. Breakfast had been eaten at 0730 so
Cook was being pestered for elevenses, when the wind began to freshen
from ~orth and the confused lumpy sea,usual off this part of the coast,
diminished both the Cook’s and the Puffin’s appetite - the former hav~ng
lost a good many meals in that area viewed it with a slightly Jaundiced
eye at any timel
The Yankee was handed at i000 hrs. as it was by then blowing hard
and freshening all the time. "GLANCE" was well to leeward of "VIKING"
and astern, "ADASTRA" and "FLYING FOX" about four miles ahead followed by
"NYATONGA" with "SE%MINX" to weather of "GLANCE". Most of the fleet
hauled up towards the island to get shelter for a reasonable meal and to
reef down or reduce headsails but the closer they came to what was a
weather shore the harder it blew - heavy gusts dropping straight off the
cliffs in a most unpleasant fashion. The Puffin begane to feel healthier
but the Cook had been obliged to come up for air - a very bad sign as it
was cold and wet on deck; but she was no longer interested in the angle
of her bunk - or anyone else’sl
Various bits of t~ouble developed in the fleet between the Chickens
and Douglas. "FLYING FOX" had set her small Jib and carried on without
difficulty but "ADASTRA" split her main and only Just got her engine
going long enough to get into Douglas for repairs. "VIKING" lost her
Jib halyard block with a patent sheave, which went overboard and, having
reefed down main and mizzen carried on with small Jib tot~’l set low on
the fore-topmast stay. This rig combined with short steep seas made
her difficult to handle and inclined to go clabwise. Lunch was taken
before Manghold Head and consisted of strong stew in mugs - steak and
kidney pie not only being a little ri~ under the circumstances but also
impracticable. After rounding the r~ead "GLANCE" and "SEAMINX" passed
"VIKING" but "NYATONGA" broke a crosstree and had to hold on on the port
tack to Wigton Bay where the damage was repaired. "VIKING" crossed
"SEAMINX,’ and continued on the port tack while "GLANCE" and "SEAMINX"
went about and down the west side of the island. The sea was less
confused as the Point of Ayr was left astern and, after some very involved
calculations relating to the sides of a right-angled triangle,by the Mate
and John - ably assisted by the Cook ’~IKING"came about at
hrs.
The reefs were shaken out of the main and mizzen to enable the Yankee to
be set instead of the Jib tops’l - a distinct assistance in her progress
to windward. The wind dropped steadily and by dark was practically uonexistent and the Mull - now to starboard and about miles off was receding
again. John, Puffin and the Mate turned in after a meal leaving the
Skipper, and Gannet on watch with the Cock standing by. A slight lift
got the FAull abeam again and the Cook turned in.

Corsewell Point was abeam by breakfast - numerous Gannets coule be
seen hurrying home to Ailsa Craig - many having obviously had a very good
n14Ehts fishing. The wind freshened into a decent sailing breeze again
and the bright sun made everyone feel a good deal keener on sailing as a
sport. With the wind freshening from N.W. the Skipper decided to leave
Ailsa Craig to starboard so as to hold the wind up the Arran Coast¯ and
¯ avoid false gusts from the Craig, which was abeam at 1500 hrs. in perfect
sailing weather - though still very cold. Tea was taken off the entrance
to Holy Island and an ultimatum was issued by the Cook to the effect that
no further food would be produced until~ the Cumbrae Light was abeam.
This was the signal for a flat calm to spring up and every available sall
was set to get across to the next patch of breeze. This steadied from
N.N.W. and great, though somewhat unchristian s~tisfaction was felt when
the "GLANCE", "NYATONGA" and "SEAMINX" could be seen becalmed off
Ardrossan and the entrance to the Largs channel. "NYATONGA" was seen to
take this course and for a while the crew held their breaths when "GLANCE"
looked as though she would tack out and cross "VIKING" but she¯ followed the
local expert and, when the Cumbrae Light came abeam at 2230 hrs. and the
wind dying rapidly "S~d~INX" was still beating up from Ardrossan. The
tide came roaring out of the narrows, but the wind Just held long enough
for "VIKING" to get in and hot soup, bread and butter, and apples was
served to celebrate.
The lights of Largs showed clearly from the main channel and the
sails of "GLANCE" and "NYATONGA" could be seen against them moving hardly
at all. The wind outside was very light but it was obviously even
lighter off Largs. Elation on board "VIKING" was subdued by "SEAMINX"
roaring up astern on the same breeze they had just lost. From then on
the whole night was spent chasing every air to keep the lead with the
other three gaining and losing and excitement Just keeping the crew awake.
The Cook had turned in Just before "SEAMINX" appeared so had a peaceful
couple of hours "toes up and Uncle Ned" until 0~00 hrs. "VIKING"
finished at 0630 hrs. second to "FLYING FOX" and with "SEAMINX" third,
"NYATONGA" fourth and £GLANCE" fifth.
"FLYING FOX" ’s high rating put
her do~ to &th on corrected time with "SEAMINX" first, "NYATONGA" second
"VIKING" third and "GLANCE" fifth.
"VIKING" was brought up in her usual position off the Copse below
Hunter’s Quay and sails stowed. The crew were by now only seml-concious at one point the Skipper went into a trance and spoke quite reasonable
French I - but shouting for food. The Skipper of the "VELEDA" who, with
Mr. Dunlop had been up all night waiting to time the finish went round
the whole fleet with fresh milk and hot rolls~ Anyone who hates tinned
milk in tea as much as the Cook will appreciate the Joy with which this
thoughtfulness was received and for "VIKING" at any rate it was a perfect
finish to a very good, if somewhat sleepless race~
After breakfast the crew turned in while the Skipper went ashore and
the Cook cleaned up and dealt with the Customs. Cold lunch was at l~O
hrs. as George was going ~nto Glasgow to get the plane back to Dublin and
when everyone was finished the Cook still swears she put about half a
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leg of lamb away in the meat box with the ham for next day. As she was
only seml-consclous, however, the crew were a little sceptical when it
couldn’t be found next day, especially as the seagulls had been particularly attentive all day!
After lunch the Skipper turned in and the Cook took her mattress on
deck in the sun until the crew returned, refreshed from the shore to
shout for tea. They got none as the Cook went ashore for a bath and then
on to the "VELEDA" for drinks and ashore for dinner - a very early night.
The next day great relief was felt when dawn revealed the "ADASTRA"
anchored close by and apparently safe. The Skipper went off to get new
sheave for Jib halyards and the Cook, taking Gannet and Clive Martin
from "ADAST~U’ to carry parcels, set off for Dunoon Food Office for
rations. Puffin and John were left to get water and do chores, and
promised a drink before lunch. Party arrived as Food Office was closing
and got little satisfaction beyond beir~ told to get up "airly"~n
Monday which remark was very badly recoiled! However, the Grocers were
more helpful and a fair amomat of food w~s brougl~back for late lunch.
Cook managed to avoid tea by having "ADAS~RA’S" crew to lunch which prolonged the meal into the late afternoon. After drinks on "ADASTRA" a
good party ashore. Staggered night.
Sunday was again a glorious d2y and an early start was made for
Ardentlnnywlth breakfast on ~eway up to save time. John and Gannet
set Jib only and, working on ~del yacht system, did some very tricky
steering lying on deck in the z’an. Gannet perfected a system whereby,
with the aid of mirrors, he could lie on his bunk in the saloon and still
steer. This was discouraged by the Skipper &nd the Cook. Anchored off
Ardentinny in about seven fathoms and were shortly Joined by four Dragons
and "ADASTRA". A bathing party started as the water was really very
pleasant and everyone except John and the Skippe~ went in. The Gannet
hesitated and almost refused but the Skipper was passing and leaned on
him so he went inX
The Cook paid a vl~it to the "ADASTRA" and gave
some expert advice on the handling of the pressure cooker. This set
"VIKING’S" crew yelling for food so she swam back and gave them some
potatoes to wash - which kept them quiet for a while and gave her time
for a drink and dry bathing costume before l~mch~ Getting back to
Hunterts Quay at about 18OO hrs. the wind Eas blowing so hard into the
anchorage that it was decided ~o retrieve the anchor - which had been
buoyed that morning - and go do~ to Sandbanks where a moor~ugwas picked
up and~ after supper, the crew made a perilous voyage ashore to inspect
the locals. The Cook insisted on a walk first but got little cooperation from the crew and allowed herself to be "coaxed" into a very
pleasant pub instead. Early night.
Next day the weather had moderated enough for a return to Hunterts
Quay and a frontal attack on the Dunoon Food Office produced rations for
both "ADASTRA" and "VIKING".
Very good party ashore that night with
some superb Scots dancing by the Gannet and the Cook. "ADASTRA" had
several additions to her crew next morning which raised their average
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good looks considerably but didn’t help their starting time on the race
to Largs. "VIKING" started with the larger cruisers and did quite well
on the beat to Largs, but the wind died by evening and, when still on the
west side of the Great Cumbrae, the results of the race came through on
the six ovclock news~ It was decided to start the engine and make for
the anchorage off the East side of the Cumbrae which had been recce~nended
in the Clyde Cruising Manual - a house on the shore was supposed to have
four fathoms off it, but Gannet failed to find bottom anywhere near and,
when the anchor was finally down and supper over, tried to drown the
crew to prove his point, but only succeeded in balancing the punt on the
end of a wooden Jetty.
The only farm visible for miles had no ~ilk but again advised an
"airly" morning! Gannet was Just restrained from actual violence and a
Boy Scout’s Camp came to the rescue with some of their surplus milk, but
no pub was even seen so another "airly" night.
A start for ~(ma was made next morning with a leg to Campbelltown;
but Just before th~ entrance to the loch the propellor developed a fault the ring of the boss split - and, as there was no wind and a long swell
made towing impossible, the punt was launched and lashed alongside with
the outboard. This, with the occasional help of the Genoa, got "VIKING"
into Campbelltown and anchored off the steamer pier at 1930 hrs. After
supper of curry " a la ’VIKINGTM the Skipper and Cook went ashore for
baths and to ’phone Dublin for the spare propellor - also to make arrangements to beach "VIKING" in the inner harbour. Everyone was extremely
helpful until the propellor got to Renfrew when it was held up for a day,
but "VIKING" was safely beached and tied alongside, to the intense
interest of the local small boys. Baths and shopping for stores took
up most of Thursday and in the evening Puffin, Gannet and the Cook went
to the pictures while the new propellor was being removed. Seats were
variously priced, the most expensive being "Golden Divans", but no one
could afford even one so the crew have resolved to return with enough
money for one each some dayl
On Friday the Cook tried to get the crew to take some exercise while
the tide dropped and the new propellor was fitted, but without much
success - the pubs were all within easy walking distance!
A start for home was made at first light on Saturday in cold wet
weatherwith a moderate N. Westerly wind. Porridge in large quantities
and tSa provided a first breakfast and once out of the loch and clear of
Sandaar Light, eggs and bread and marmalade followed but the short seas
and early hour combined to ruin all but John, who ate steadily inthe
saloon. The Skipper had wisely elected to have his at the tiller where
Gannet and Puffin soon Joined him. The Cook by this time had decided
that life was no longer worth living, but smoother seas and warm sun
revived her in time to cook elevenses and consider lunch - which was
taken at lAOO hrs. Landfall was made at approximately 1500 hrs. south
of the Maidens and in a dying wind though with occasional rain squalls.
Then engine was used all the way from the South Rock Lightship until
after St. JohnVs Point. The weather forecast indicated moderate to
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fresh westerly winds in the area so that everyone was all set for an early
morning arrival in Kingstown when, just before Rockabill, the wind suddenly
freshened considerably and the sea became really u~pleasant. The Cook
had been about to turn in - leaving stew ready in the pressure cooker and
bread cut and buttered for the night - so she was distinctly peeved but
soon ceased to know or care what happened. Mountainous seas and a howling
gale made steering a nightmare and the huge seas even forced water beneath
the bolted skylight so that the saloon was soon a shamblea too. The
Cook made half-hearted efforts to keep’ things from charging around too
much without much avail. The Gannet slept peacefully until 0300 hrs.
when a lull at the centre of the storm enabled the crew to get "VIKING"
about to try and reach the shelter of Lambay and get the main off. This
was done at 0700 hrs. and under mizzen, headsails and engine she became
manageable. It had been a terrifying night but "VIKING" had stood up to
the most shocking pounding marvellously. The Cook managed to clear up
enough to make tea between Lambay and the Bailey and then "VIKING" roared
across the Bay to pick up her moorings at 0900 hrs. The crew, wet and
thoroughly exhausted, got sail stowed and into dry clothes by 1030 hrs.
Everyone moved very slowly and gently as the effort to concentrate
on the Job in hand was almost more than could be managed and bed at the
earliest possible opportunity was all that any of them asked. Puffin
and Gannet are going to play croquet in future, and the Cook thinks she
will concentrate on her embroidery, but no doubt all will be ready on
board for the start of the next offshore race next seasonl

CRUISE TO SCOTLAND IN ALATAII~52 bY R.P.Campbell,
My wife and I went for a cruise to Scotland this year. We knew we
were too late to expect good weather, and we certainly got plenty of rain
and seldom had a really dry pair of shoes; considering the unsettled state
of the weather there was very little wind, so it was particularly
unfortunate that our outboard misbehaved all the way home. Apart from
these troubles it was a real pleasure-cruise which is what I always think
a cruise should be. The West of Scotland is certainly an ideal place
for a not too strenuous sailing holiday; you have sheltered water, a great
choice of anchorages and a large variety of beautiful scenery to enjoy.
We aimed to sleep in port every night and could easily have done so if
we had not been rather overdue home and so pushed on twice as shall be
described.
We left on Saturday 26th July, and spent the night at LAMBAY, but
this was a false start for we returned to HO~ on Sunday morning and
waited there two days for a change in the fresh Nly. breeze.
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TUESDAY 29th JULY. HOWTH to ARDGLASS. 5& miles. 12½ hours.
A showery day, wind between NW and SW; wettowed a log and registered
hourly runs between 5½ and 2½ knots. In Ardglass we found Avil, homeward bound, but ahead of time due to recent Nly. winds.
WEDNESDAY 30th. ARDGLASS to DONAG~DEE. 27 miles. 7~ hours.
Customs came out to Us’before (our) breakfast. See ir4E our J inghy
on deck, Captain Ke~ly’R6gers kindly took my wife ashore and late~ we ~ ~/
both visited Avii~. They/sailed at 12.15 for Strangford and we Lfollowedl
an hour later under genoa,, we. took a port tack offshore¯ ~ and then could
lie up the coast, Just lc~r~ Gun. I. and St. Patrick’s Rocks. The
breeze held~ to ~take u~~ through the~im4raught into Strangford but~ began 1o~
We finished the day motor- ¯
die away as we p~sse~u inside the South Rock.
ing in a glassysea.
THURSDAY 31st. DONAGHADEE to LARNE. 19 miles. A~ hours.
°
LARNE to CARNLOUGH. ii miles.2½
hours,
Starting at 08’00 we had a mainly Wly. breeze, mostly rather light,
and reached Larne Just nicely at L.W~ We tied up in a very convenient ¯
little dock formed by a breakln the line of quays Just north Of the mail
boat;unless the wind was blowing into the Lough this¯seems anideal ¯
berth, with thestation%~ P.O., harbour offices and bus to Lame all close
at hand. (Further in, beyond the mail boat, a new pier is being constructed.) We s~ent the flood in L~rne and embarked a local friend for
the trip to Carnlough. At first we carried spinnaker to port and later
No.1 Jib insh6wers of wind and rain. Tony had never been on a yacht¯
before and greatly enjoyed steering, even in¯the rain. I lowered the
main, approached under Jib, and dropped this¯inlthe entrance to Carn!ough;
the result was no steerage way¯to turni~to the basin against the wind.
It is nearly half a cable from the pierheads to where you want to tie up,
so a small boat should not enter quite as slowly as the Directions
indicate.
The leading marks forenteringare two white flagstaffs in line.
FRIDAY let AUGUST. CARNLOUGH %0 KILMOREY. 57 miles. 1A hours.
As we sailed i0ut!thene,~e¯emedto.be a nice S.W.Iy breeze, but soon
it was all round the compass, and theTIrSt ~rt Of thepassage was
showers
we of
picked
up awith
light
but
scarcely ofrai~(only).
enjoyable, using
’ Off
theMachrihanish
outboard most
the time
occasional
faithfulSlybreeze and theevening was as pleasant/as the morning had
been aggrava%i~g~ We carried the spinnaker rightthrOughGigha Sound¯
and when the breeze died away atis~nsetwewerepast L. Killisportand
motored into the liStie¯a~chorage Just beyond the North point of Kilmorey
Bay. There is good shelter here in two fms; at neaps there was.¯
.¯~
practically no rise and fall.

SATURDI~Y 2nd AUGUST. KILMOREY to TAYVALLICH. 8 miles. A½ hours.
We were invited ashore for baths and ended by staying to lunch with
the Lewis family whose house overlooks this anchorage. In the afternoon
we took a party sailing, but the breeze was weak, and after tacking as
far as Sween Castle it started raining so we anchored and had tea. Then
our friends insisted on walking home so that we could carry on and see the
beauties of L. Sween. This we did partly under power anchoring in
Tayvallich in heavy rain.
SUNDAY 3rd AUGUST. TAYVALLICH to CRINAN. 20 miles. ~ hours.
We left with a Wly air which strengthened as we sailed down the
lough. After a short beat between Danna and the Mac Cormaig Isles we
had a fast reach up to Crinan where we were invited to take a mooring well
up the bay behind Vain I. Ashore we found a great scarcity of everything.
MONDAY hth AUGUST. CRINAN to 0BAN. 2&miles. ~ hours.
We had a steady S.W.lybreeze for this passage. Between the Dorus
Mot and Ardluing Pt. it rained extremely heavily, then the sun appeared,
from Easdale we carried the spinnaker. We anchored off the R.H.Y.C.
which is in the Gt. Western Hotel, where the cooking is of a very high
order. It rained all night.
TUESDAY 5thAU@UST. OBAN to TOBERMORY. 25 miles. 7~ hours.
A fins day with a good N.W. breeze. We left at 12.20 and fetched
across to Mull on the starboard tack under genoa. Then changed to No.1
and had a most enjoyable beat up the Sound of Mull passing several boats
running home with well-filled spinnakers. Towards evening the wind was
lighter and we finished under genoa.
WEDNESDAY 6th AUGUST. TOBERMORY to ISLE ORNSAY. ~Imiles. iO~ hours.
Another fine day. We sailed mostly in close company with the old
Swedish-built yacht Hervor. A run to Ardnamurchan Pt., then a calm aud
some motoring, followed by a N.W.ly increasing to force &. and veering
to N. at the finish.
THURSDAY 7th AUGUST. ISLE ORNSAY to MALLAIG. I0 Miles. 3½ hours.
The stone pier at Isle Ornsay (to the left of the shop) dries out;
if landing with a falling tide go for the rocky spur to the right of the
shop where the sand is firmer. Off the pier you wade some distance
through soft muddy sand.
We sailed at 15.35 with No.2 Jib and four rolls in the mainsail, but
it was a local blow out of L. Hourn and in an hour we were becalmed and
motoring. Later we had light S.W.ly and drizzle and drifted into
Mallaig, engine on strike.
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For the rest of this cruise my excellent outboard suffered from some
mysterious fuel trouble which made it stop every few minutes. To restart, both Jets had to be blown clean; I did this dozens of times,
reducing my time to about 3 minutes.
FRIDAY 8th AUGUST. MALLAIG to TOH~ORY. 32 miles. 9~ hours.
We sailed in the rain and a near calm and were relieved to get clear
of the rocks. Very slowly an uncertain breeze developed from astern.
Approaching Ardnamurchan with spinnaker set we were overtaken by Mariella
with sails fore and aft and engine rur~ing. After passing Ardnamurchan
we got a S.E. breeze and so had a beat to Tobermory, with all the wind we
wanted for the genoa during the occasional showers.
SATURDAY 9th AUGUST. TOBF~hMDRY to OBAN. 25miles. 8~ hours.
The Harvor having towed us out of the bay we set the genoa for a
light S.ly, but this died in 5 minutes. Then began a six-hour drift,
with a "dead calm from astern" and continuous heavy rain all the way to
Grey I. Here we got a N.W. breeze Just as the tide turned against us
and it took some time to run out of the Sound against the flood. We
anchored at 17.55, Just too late for shopping, at the east end of the
esplanade, inshore of the (occupied) club mooring, still in heavy rain.
SUNDAY lOth AUGUST.

OBAN.

A sunny morning, everything out to dry. At IA.30 we ran round and
looked into Dunstaffnage, beat back and took a R.H.Y.C. mooring at
Brandystone at 16.55, wind moderate S.W. The R.H.Y.C. have two moorings
here for visitors and two off the esplanade; they are marked "5/- per
night" which rather puts you off at first, but of course increases the
likelihood of one being available, if required.
Newcomers should be warned against spending a night at Oban, for it
is a rotten place to have to anchor because the shores slope steeply to
great depths. You usually have to go there to buy things, but for a
couple of hours you could probably tie up at the S. end of the Rly. Sta.
Quay or take a club mooring if free, and there are good natural harbours
all around, e.g. Puilladobhrain, Dunstaffnage, Camus Redire (Mull Sound).
MONDAY llth AUGUST. OBAN to CRAOBH ISLAND. 20 miles. 5~ hours.
We were waiting in the rain for the shops to open, and took a taxi
back, thus achieving a 10.30 start. After a dead beat in very light
wind down Kerrera Sd. I spent much time coaxing the engine. Off
Easdale we got a light W.ly. At Pla~da Lt. the tide was slack. At
Ardluing Buoy the flood had started, so we could go no further south
and made for the anchorage behind Craobh I. which is well sheltered, end
not too deep if you go well into the little bay. As it rained steadily
we did not go ashore.
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TUESDAY 12th and ~DN~DAY 13th. CRAOBH I. to GIGHA. ~I miles. 21¼ hours.
Starting at 8.50 we turned to windward all morning, the first port
tack taking us across to the mouth of Coirebhreacain, the ebb from which
had not started at 10.30, 6 hours after H.W.Dover. The wind continued
S.W. in the afternoon, but with calm intervals and showers, nevertheless
we held on hopefully for Gigha, planning to enter from the south. There
is quite a strength in the flood off the W. coast of this island, and
the wind was fickle, with the result that at 21.00 we were just off the
light boat, with neither wind nor engine, for I drew the line at cleaning
Jets in the dark. So we did a harbour stow (for quiet), had a large
meal, hung a light from the backstay and turned in. At 0~.00 the S.W.
breeze came again and at O6.10 I tied to one of the moorings off the
steamer pier behind Gigulum, and slept again till lO.OO. A slight tide
makes Gigulum anchorage uncomfortable, so we ran round to Ardminish Bay.
The inhabitants of Gigha were very kind to us; the laird, Col.Horlick
entertained us to tea, and gave us vegetables; the hotel lent us oilskins;
A~. from the shop, strained all my petrol through a chamois (this
unfortunately didn’t cure the trouble).
THURSDAY lath AUGUST. GIGHA to CARNLOUGH. h2 miles. 12 hours.
We set off rather grimly at 08.55 with a very light S.W. breeze and
took five hours to get as far south as Macrihanish. Then we took a long
port tack and had showers and a full genoa breeze, and at 15.30 when
visibility improved were pleased to find ourselves & miles N. of Altacarry Head. After an hour of calms and catspaws we got a splendid
N.W.ly all the way to CarnlouF~. It was blowing straight out of the
entrance; I approached under mainsail as close to the N.E. p’~,r as I
dared and shot in head to wind, but this only took the boat half-way up
the gut; l~9wever some very small boys appeared and took our lines and
soon we were safely moored.
FRIDAY 15th AUGUST. CARNLOUGH to LARNE. II miles. 9~ hours.
Two small boys in a row-boat towed us out. We spent 6 hours beating
in light airs as far as ~’uck I. Then it went quite fl~.t and we struggled
with the ~ngine to get b&ck to Lame. We finally got a light N.ly.
As
N.E.ly was forecast we anchored instead of tying up, but in fact the
night ,~as dead calm.
SATURDAY 16th AUGUST. LARNE to BALLYHALBERT BAY. 28 miles. 9½ hours.
We left at 12.50, and with an occasional light breeze from E. and
N.E. and intermittent use of the outboard, reached Donaghadee Sound by
18.15. The sensible thing was to go in, but there was some tide in
hand and a sign of breeze on the horizon, so we took a chance on making
Portavogie. After creeping past the Skulmartin L.V. it went quite flat,
so the engine was coaxed along a few times and we anchored somewhere
north of Burial I. in 12 fms. We were Just going to sleep when the
topping-lift began to tap on the mast..., a wind from E.S.E. and force &.
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SUNDAY 17th AUGUST. BALLYHALB~T BAY to DUN LAOGHAIRE. 80 miles. 17~ hours.
Turning out of a warm bunk and getting in all that chain was no fun.
We sailed with No.1 Jib at 00.15 and took a starboard tack out to the line
Joining the lightships, then freed sheets on the port tack for the S.Rock
L.V. and rsmained on this tack all the way home. It was fresh in the
night, light with rain during the forenoon, and moderate/fresh in the
afternoon, with a nasty short sea eastwards of Lambay. On Sunday night
and Monday morning there was plenty of the N.E. wind we had been wishing
for all week, but we were quite glad to be home, with Alata safe on her
mooring.

_~INBOW’S CRUISE TO ~4E CLYDE JUNE - JULY 1952.
Launce McMullen
Claire McMullen
Tony Purssell
Tom Morris
22 June 1239.

Left St. George under main and working Jib, steered for
Baily close hauled light E wind; soon headed and beat to
Loughshinny against the tide with numerous short tacks.

17&O.

Anchored Loughshinny for supper.
bumped on the bottom.

1920.

Left Loughshinny. First close hauled, then free Variable
North Westerly.

23 June 0335.

Went too far in and

St. John’s Pt. abeam.

O&lS.

Anchored Ardglass. Cleared Customs.

ll&5.

Left Ardglass. It is not often that one can make a big
improvement to one’s boat in five minutes without spending
any money, but by stowing the main anchor and chain below
the after hatch we cocked the bow up just enough to make
all the difference, and she has been much drier since.
Reached inside S. Rock with light Westerly, then variable
head winds.

16 &5 ¯

Passed Donaghadee and through Sound. After much
indecision caused by changes of wind found an anchorage
west of N. Biggs near Whitehead. Lead line broke when
sounding.

2~ June O501.

Sailed slowly before light Southerly to Muck Island, after
which we met the full flood, but fortunately a good

Westerly sprang up. After passing inshore of the Maidens
we steered verywell East of Sanda to allow for being
swept Westerly on the ebb. This was nicely judged and we
arrived off Davarr Island with little change of course.
Beat up CampbeltownLoch and anchored on the South side at
2120.
25 June

Breakfast ashore, followed by shopping. Left at 1230,
reaching up Kilbrennan Sound on a lovely sunny afternoon;
however later the wind died and after much sweat and cursing
we could not get the outboard to go. This let us in for
an all night passage - or driftage. Many fishing boats
about. A large shark came alongside about midnight. I
shone the torch in his eye which I could see by reflection.
While I was doing this on the Port beam his tail was still
far away on the Starboard Quarter, so he must have been a
big one, L.O.A. around 35 ft.

26 June 0720,

Anchored Tarbert in light drizzle. Here Tom left to
return to Dublin. Outboard repaired ashore.

1505.

27 June

Left in strong Westerly, under jib alone, hoisting double
reefed mainsail outside. Sailed down Loch Fyne and gybed
into West Kyle. Wind very strong. Looked into Loch
Riddon but decided it was tco squally. Anchored 1800 South
of Burnt Isles~ inshore of Wood Farm Buoy.
Sailed at llOO in very variable Westerly, which took us
through East Kyle and up to Gourock. As we intended to
enter the Gareloch and were likely to miss the tide at the
narrows we motored about three miles; inside the loch we
ran before a light Easterly.

1745.

Anchored Gareloch Head. Dinner ashore.

28 June 0950.

Left and beat down Loch in light Easterly. Managed to get
through narrows against tide. Strong Southerly got up.
Much surprised at viciousness of sea with only one to two
miles fetch from weather shore. After bearing away into
Loch Long we did 8.~knots on a measured mile. Ran up
Loch Long for a bit and deciding that the risk of a sudden
gybe was too great we brought her to and lowered the mainsail. Even so we did a comfortable ~ knots under storm
Jib alone. On arrival at Arrochar and anchoring we found
ourselves in too shoal water and shifted; finally anchored
at 1550. Just stowed when very heavy rain started and
continued five hours. Heard on Radio that 200 people
fainted at Wimbledon. After dinner we walked across the
two mile neck to Loch Lomond.

29 June.

Left at 10~5 and beat down Loch. After mouth of Loch Goil
wind appeared to be increasing and two reefs were taken in.

This proved unnecessary, and they were shaken out an hour
later. It was a fine sunny afternoon with many boats
sailing. We beat down and anchored at 19AD in White Bay
at the North end of Great Cumbrae.
30 June.

The advantage of anchoring to leeward of an island is that
if the wind changes one can always go on. Early in the
morning the wind came from the NW and made it uncomfortable,
so we ran round to the East side leaving at 0520. At 0610
having had tea we hoisted the mainsail and reached past both
islands. The wind increased and soon after we left the
lee of Little Cumbrae where I had decided not to reef, it
began to blow really hard, with short vlelous sea. Water
got in at the forward end of the coach roof and the topsides leaked in way of chain plates, altogether thoroughly
uncomfortable, but I reckoned that at the speed we were
going it would only take one and a half hours to get inside
Lamlash. Later the wind backed more Southerly, and we
sailed outside Holy Island and took in two reefs in Whiting
Bay at O915. We then sailed on past Pladda expecting a
hard and uncomfortable passage. It was uncomfortable all
right but not in the way we expected, for quite soon it
went dead calm leaving us in a short and offensive swell.
After some hours of slang and barging the sea calmed
enough to allow the outboard to function; we then motored
25 miles after which there was a little breeze and the
petrol system was completely choked.

1 July 0500.

Becalmed near South Biggs.

0710.

Anchored Groomsport Bay in calm.

1030.

Sailed to Donaghadee in light variables mainly Easterly,
arrived 1215. Worked at motor.

2 July IOOO.

Sailed in fresh NNWwind; gybed near Skulmartin and took
inside passage at South Rock. Made good speed nearly all
day; very clear and saw Sugar Loaf rise out of sea before
Lambay was visible. NWwind held all the way and we
picked up our moorings at OllO on 3rd July. This was our
only reasonably fast passage in a steady breeze.

This was certainly not an exciting cruise, but a very pleasant one.
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VOYAGE AND DISCOVERY, 1951.
Kevin O, F.arrell.
I cannot unfortunately produce a log to prove the events which befell
myself and two companions, as it would have taken the pen of an acquatic
contortionist to compile one. Under the circumstances, however, I shall
try without any exaggeration to set down on paper the unforgettable mess
we found ourselves in.
Frank Robinson, the owner, had suggested that Aidan Cruise and I
help him bring his new "Glen One Design" down from the builder’ s yard at
Bangor.
So on May, ist last, we set out from Dun Laoghaire with the followLug gear :
~lermai8 Sails (Old), Outboard Motor, Petrol, Paraffin,
Blankets, Charts, Rules, Bedding," Food, Torches, Primus,
and a prayer for good weather.
We had quite an amusing time trying to account for all this Junk to
an unsympathetic Customs Officer and when the poorchap went to enquire
about the shipment of outboard motors into the Six Counties, the train
pulled out, much to our satisfaction.
On arrival at the Builder’s yard, looking like a travelling circus,
we were only able to peer in at Frank’s beloved purchase through a
slatted railing and admire her shapely body still perched high on her
shores.
Having become quite wet (considering it was raining cats and dogs)
it was decided to check in at the local hotel and wait till morning.
Tuesday, May 2nd found us bright and early at the yard, only to be
informed that the wind had been unfavourable for an offshore launch, but
we were assured that she would be afloat and ready the following evening.
Dumping the gear at the yard we headed back to Bangor and bed.
Wednesday, May 3rd. The big day. Having paid our bill at the
hotel we went once again to the yard, and there lay the dream boat, mast
stepped and receiving her final coat of anti-foul. Joyfully we heard
the news that she would be launched that evening at seven thirty.
Boasting a three day beard and wearing the smile of a prima donna,
Frank climbed aboard. With the usual Gentlemanly expressions that one
hears from the manipulators of those four wheeled monstrocities, the
(wait for it) PTERODACTYL slid gently and partially out of control into
the placid water of the Irish Sea.
With a punt that looked like an escapee from the Nut Cracker Suite,
I towed her some fifty yards oTfshcze where the hook was let go. Frank
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in the dream of the blessed, started to get the remainder of the gear
sorted out.
An hour later, carrying a two gallon can of water, Alden, the Yard
14anager and I pulled silently out into the slight swell to Join Frank.
With a handshake alround and the remark from the builder, "Well she floats
anaway" (I don’t think he would be in business long if she didn’t), we
gingerly started to beat our way round to Donaghadee.
Under the Mermaid gib and main she handled well and darkness soon
deseended. What was worse, the wind which had been westerly started to
back to the South West. Soon it had increased from force three to five
and the sea started to make, but, with the south going tide we pressed on.
Nine o’clock and we had changed our minds. What had been a peaceful spring evening was now a wild and dirty night. We discovered the
chart of the Copeland sound was not aboard, and not wishing to navigate
this particular piece of the coast at night, it was decided to run for
shelter into Belfast Lough.
At last smooth water and a weather shore. I had decided earlier
if we could lay to till day light, we could then slip round to Donaghadee°
So standing two hour watches we waited through the long weary night.
Alden in trying to get our torch fixed, should any steamer get too close,
dropped the bulb silently into the bilge. (Lighten our darkness we
beseech thee," we cried in chorus). Fortunately, we had a good supply of
newspapers, tightly rolled and soaked in paraffin and were kept handy
should anything get too close. Yes! we had discovered that the running
lights were at home too.
Came daylight and we made a rapid and chilly
run round to Donaghadee.
Thursday, ~th found us eagerly listening to the B.B.C. weather forecasts in the hotel. "Light and variable easterlies" the man said, and
if we could work the two tides we could get away in the morning.
Friday, 5th. 7.30 a.m. and we had cleared the harbour. Under
Mermaid main and gib she sped sweetly out for Skulmartin. Wind being
north easterly and about force three, we soon came abeam of it. In
response to our hail they verified the forecast promising us a smooth run
to the southard.
Course being set for South Rock, we made good time and it looked as
if we should make both tides. A few minutes later Frank appeared on deck
with an almighty box under his arm, and his praise for war surplus goods
was unbounded as he lay a very attractive A.M. compass on the Cockpit
seat. Something was wrong. The Sun was bearing due South. However,
having removed the outboard motor from under the seat, it assumed a more
natural position.
With South Rock abeam, course was set for Rockablll and breakfast
was prepared. With a meal of beans, bacon and tea stowed away, Alden
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and I took our early morning nap leaving Frank in an exotic coma at the
helm.
One hour later found us all on the deck, wondering where the dickens
the weather forecaster got his information from. The wind was now force
four to five and the sea was making, with the wind from the north east
it was consequently a dead run. Finding it very difficult to hold her
on course, it was decided to hand the main and run under Jib. Under
this rig she was a lot easier to steer.
Midday found us scudding along in a roaring mass of white topped
seas. Visibility was down to a quarter of a mile and the thought of
getting a reefed mainsail on and making a couple of reaches out of it,
had to be abandoned, as it was discovered that there were no reef points
on the main. The idea of rolling it round the boom had to be discounted as there were too many cleats on its under side.
The seas were towering up astern and presented quite a frightening
spectacle. Although comfortable to an extent we would have been a lot
happier towing a warp.
Now we were faced with the prospect of making a landfall on a lee
shore in poor visibility. We had no alternative but to carry on. The
next few hours were torture. Sitting there in our wet clothes, with
little or no shelter, Just waiting to take a trick at the helm. Food
was out of the question. To cook in that igloo one would have to be
first an acrobat and secondly possess a cast iron constitution. The
rolling was increasing and becoming now almost unbearable. Shipping
seas over her side decks we sped on to the southard.
With the decent of darkness things got worse. We had to take
shorter spells at the helm. To glance astern at those roaring white
creasted monsters that seemed bent on pooping us, made us inwardly shiver.
All round us the grey scudding foam. The possibility of sighting
Rockabill seemed remote. Below, what a mess. Everything was sodden
including the crew. A cesspit of squalor. One could not lie on a
bunk, but Just brace ones self against the ever increasing motion.
Alden who was on watch called ua all up on deck with a roar that he
had sighted something. Yes’ it was Rockabill Just discernable in the
growing darkness. But, something else was happening, the wind was
veering more to the East and was now about force seven or eight.
Course was altered a couple of points to run in for Lambay Sound.
Nature decided otherwise, a vicious sea met us at its approach, so we
had only one alternative, to make an offing. Frank and Aiden struggling
on that precariously slippery deck managed to move forward and get the
Mermaid main bent. Under this rig we brought her on the wind and
commenced a shocking beat to windward to clear Lambay from seaward.
Spray fetched up to her spreaders and she pounded into those vicious
seas. A large hatch cover floated a few feet away and I should hate to
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think what would have happened had we made contact with it.
In this practically flattened state, we soon had Lambay under our lee,
but we held on till we opened up the Bailey. I reslised afterwards that
the huge sea was probably a result of the Spring Flood and the Easterly.
The little boat was standing up to it magnificently, if only we had a
trysail she could be so much more comfortable.
With the Bailey opened up we slowly and cautiously squared her off
for Dublin Ba~. I have seen big seas running off the South Bishop in a
February gale, but they did not compare with what was chasing us that
night. The closer we got to the Bailey, the bigger they got. Such a
mad welter of water. The crests broken at the top would roar down the
sea and come foaming up around the counter. With the tiller clutched
in both hands, I wondered if we would ever see dear old terra firma again.
I had observ~ a steamer rounding the head and her mast head lights would
disappear in the troughs. She was not more than half a mile off. It
was now quite apparent that we would not get round as one complete unit.
Gingerly we brought her round till we had the light on Howth pier on the
stemhead. It was Howth or farewell.
Tearing up the sound and running by the lee, I tried to ease her in
as close as possible for the forthcoming Jib. We all knew that if we
jibed any distance off the pier we should be carried on down on to
Baldoyle spit. With about six feet to go from the pier and knowing that
six feet under us were those menacing rocks, we Jibed. Like a bullet
from a gun she shot into the comparatively smooth water of the harbour,
only to be drenched by a sea which had come over the pier after us.
Anchoring was out of the question. So we rounded up alongside a
trawler. What no fenders? Discovering that they too had been left
at home, we hastily rolled pyjamas and blankets and they just about
served the purpose.
I should think at this stage you should know why I headed this
"Voyage and Discovery".
Con~nents.
Firstly, I think that we were the biggest fools ever to attempt a
trip like that with the gear we possessed and that we should have made a
much more complete survey of our gear.
SecondlF. Never take for granted what comes out in the way of a
weather forecast. Always analise it yourself to suit the local
conditions prevailing at the time. I hear that a very famous Irish
sailor once remarked on throwing his Barometer over the side, "If I was
to go by that damn thing I would never get anywhere." Perhaps he was
right.

¯
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Thirdly. I should like to pay a tribute to both Frank Robinson and
Aiden Cruise for the magnificent show they put up that night. Being
first voyagers in deep keel boats they really put up an excellent performance. Also I should l~ke to thank the members of the H.M.Y.C. for
the hospitality extended to us at such a late hour.
Finally - I accept full responsibility for th~b mad cap adventure.
I don’t believe I ever got my forestay into such a mess either before or
since.

HONORARY EDITOR’ S NOTES
The Honorary Editor would like to express his appreciation for the
prompt response by members to the appeal for Logs which, at the time
of writing, will it is hoped enable the Journal to be in the hands of
members before Christmas.
He would also like to thank Mr.J.B.Kearney, the Designer, and Mr.
C.J.W, Richardson, owner, for kindly permitting the lines of "ANN GAIL"
to be published.
Members are informed that Club ties are available from the Honorary
Treasurer at 1A/6d. each.
It is doubtful whether next year’s racing programme will be
available in time to be included in this issue of the Journal, but members
are reminded that in 1953 the bi-annual race will be held from Beaumaris
to Cork, starting at the beginning of July. It is hoped that the race
will take place during the week-end before the commencement of the Irish
Dinghy Racing Association’s Dinghy Week which will be under the flag of
the Royal Munster Yacht Club, Crosshaven, from the 7th to llth July 1953.
Copies are being obtained from the Meteorological Office of the
weather chart areas for use with the broadcasts and will be distributed
to members.
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THE SHANNON CRUISE OF THE DRAGON "FIREDRAKE"
R.H.O’HANLON and V.T.H.DEIAN~..
This was an interesting and extremely unusual cruise. As a general
rule, the logs published in the "Journal" deal with deep sea passages made
by members of the Irish Cruising Club in the course of the season.
"Firedr~ke’s" wanderings this year were different, for the three hundred
odd miles covered by her were through the heart of Ireland. In accomplishing this, we feel a certain sense of satisfaction, for it is many
years since a sailing vessel of comparable tonnage made such a Journey.
We were prompted to make the trip first, by the obvious novelty of it,
and secondly, in the hope that others will be encouraged by our example
to explore what is in reality a magnificent sailing ground for a yacht of
moderate draught.
The cruise necessitated many months of preparation and planning. It
had been decided to bring"Firedrake" through the Grand Canal by outboard
motor to Shannon Harbour, the Junction with the River Shannon, to step the
mast there~ and to continue the Journey under sail. The outboard, which
was only l~ horsepower, was not calculated to drive the boat against a
breeze or in a strong current, and so we were to be entirely dependent on
our ability to sail both on the lakes and in the river itself. The windward qualities of the Dragon and her speed in stays, made her eminently
suited for this sort of work, and our confidence in her to make the
passage was not misplaced.
We finally left Dun Laoghaire for Ringsend on 23rd August at 16.30
hrs. After sailing up the river to within a hundred yards of the Dodder
Buoy, the wind died, and we made the remainder of the Journe~ to the dock
entrance under engine. Arriving alongside, we dropped back under the
crane and quickly unstepped the mast, which was laid on deck. It had
been arranged with C.I.E. that the mast would be transported to the
Shannon by barge, as we feared that a forty foot spar might suffer damage
in the locks. Actually, it was not nearly as unmanageable as we had
thought, and we paid for this piece of caution rather dearly in point of
time at a later stage. After clearing through the sea lock, we started
the slow journey around the "circular line" to James’ Street Basin. The
frequency of the locks between the Liffey and Portobello made progress
very slow, and we discovered to our chagrin that Saturday night is not
the most peaceful time to make the passage through Dublin. It was 2200
hrs. when we reached Portobello and there a halt was made for supper,
the less hardened m~nbers of the crew finding the gaze of the hundreds
of raucous children a trifle inhibiting. We now realise that the canal
traffic must provide them with a suitable alternative enjoyment to the ~oo.
However, we paid but little attention and they soon tired of the fun.
Here, we loaded a great deal of the gear necessary for the Journey -- a
large bell tent, our beds, cooking stoves, personal kit and the veritable
mountain of gear which one seems to accumulate for such a project. The
loading completed, we pushed on to James’ s Street Basin, arriving there
at 0100 hrs. on the morning of Sunday 2Ath August. Having left the mast
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on the wharf, the loading was completed and the crew returned to their
homes to sleep, leaving the Skipper in charge of the ship. So far, we
had experienced little trouble, though our increased draught -- some 4’0"
had caused us to "feel the bottom" a few times during the Journey.
The crew re-Joined the ship at 0630 hrs, and a start was made for the
Shannon. It being Sunday and early, the lock keepers were not available,
the initial stage of the Journey up to Clondalkinwas very heavy work.
There are 13 locks in ll miles, A of them double, and when we reached
Lyons Lock -- near Hazelhatch, we were glad to make a halt for lunch.
Here, the city has been left behind, and we were passing through some very
nicely wooded country. Fortunately the weather was kind to us, and the
absence of wind made for a reasonably swift progress -- approximately2~
miles per hour. At Devonshire Lock, some 1A miles out, we were Joined
by Douglas and Betty Heard who had arranged to meet us there. Some
excitement was caused at the 15th Lock by the fact that our bow line
parted when entering the chamber and the force of the water caused "Firedrake" to make two rapid revolutions in the canal -- fortunately without
coming into contact with the bank. Douglas and Betty stayed for tea with
us at Sallins Wharf, where we met a number of barges, their crews enjoying
their Sunday rest. We pressed on, however, still climbing, our objective
for the night being Robertstown, 25 miles from Dublin, We arrived there
at 20.00 hrs, and lost no time in making camp on the tow path and cooking
an enormous dinner. We had been travelling for 13½ hours and were
extremely tired. Lock working is very exhausting when one is not used
to it and it was a case of the early bed for all hands.
Next morning, the crew were moving at O615 hrs, camp was struck and
we got under weigh at O715. Breakfast was soon cooking, and we arrived
at Lowtown, the junction with the Barrow Branch, at 0745 hrs. We were
now beginning to ~eet quite a good deal of barge traffic and we found the
Skippers and crews most courteous, stopping or slowing down to let us
pass. Lowtown is, paradoxically, the top level of the Grand Canal, and
the remaining 53 miles to the Shannon is taken up with "falling" locks.
At Ticknevin, we reached the so-called "long level" -- 18 miles without a
lock -- and it was very pleasant to cruise along at a steady &miles per
hour. Here, we had the minimum ~ft~e, and although once or twice we
touched bottom when altering course to allow trading boats to pass, we
reached Philli~townin the early afternoon. There, a halt was made for
water and miscellaneous stores, and the fact that it was fair day assured
us of an appreciative audience. At Dallycommin, the locks began once
more, and soon we sighted the spires of Tullamore ahead. This is the
largest town on the canal, with an extensive dock system, and we arrived
there at 18OO hrs. The C.I.E. Agent met us and directed us to a
comfortable berth under an overshed. We had previously arranged with
soma friends to dine ashore and it was an extremely late hour when the
crew rejoined the ship. The slumbers of two of the hands who slept
ashore were somewhat disturbed by the attentions of the rat population
and so it was not difficult for them to make another early start.
0630 hrs. on Tuesday, August 26th found "Firedrake" moving once more.

The remaining 23 miles to the Shannon were uneventful. Barge traffic
became very heavy, and on one level, at Belmont, the scarcity of water
caused us to strike bottom on several occasions. It was a perfect day,
with hot sunshine, and we finally reached Shannon Harbour at 1520 hrs.
and moored alongside the derelict hotel there. This is an eerie place,
with extensive docks and many derelict warehouses, miles from the nearest
town. An interview with the canal Agent revealed that due to the
exigencies of the traffic, we need not expect our mast for several days,
and so we resigned ourselves to a long and tedious wait at Shannon Harbour.
We were in error. That evening we had a reception committee, in the
shape of our friends Colonel Harry Rice and Sean MacBride, who had come
down from Athlone in their motor cruiser to welcome us to the Shannon.
On Wednesday, we spent a most enjoyable day with them, exploring the
Ballinasloe Branch of the Grand Canal and visiting Clonfert Cathedral.
On Thursday, Norman and Sheelagh Wilkinson came to Join us, and our mast
finally made its appearance towards evening. We had decided that, owing
to the lack of lifting facilities at the harbour, we would motor to
Athlone, and step the mast there.
Next morning, August 29th, we made a start at O810 hrs., and having
passed through the last two locks, we entered the River Shannon. A
light S.W. wind helped us on our way, and with the engine running at full
throttle, we were making a good ~ m.p.h. We passed through Shannonbridge, a small village with a swivel bridge, at 0950 hrs., Clo~acnoise
was abeam at 11.O5, and we finally reached Athlone Lock at 13.30. We
had thought that we would slip through Athlone unnoticed, but as soon as
we cleared the lock -- an enormous affair, 150 feet by ~5 feet. we were
greeted by the Hon. Secretary of the Lough Ree Yacht Club, Tom Gallagher
and several of this club’s more prominent members, including Diarmuid
Murtagh of the I.C.C. They offered us every assistance and hospitality
and loaned us a tackle which proved most useful in handling the mast.
Our plan had been to step the spar at the more southerly or road bridge
in the town, but this design was thwarted by the fact that the railway
authorities found themselves unable to swing the railway bridge for us
until the next day, due to some inexplicable accident in administration.
However, we motored up to the railway span, rigged our tackle on the
arch, shot our kedge, dropped back on it, picked up the mast, and within
an hour "Firedrake" was rigged and ready for action.
With a light S.W. breeze and hot sunshine, we set the mainsail and
Genoa and sailed up the two miles of river separating the town from Lough
Ree. On the way, we noticed a highly dangerous set of E.S.B. high
tension lines which cleared our mast head by a few feet, and we were
relieved to find the level of the river so low -- or else this log might
never have been written! We passed the Lough Ree Y.C, on our starboard
hand and altering course to the E. we entered Killenure Lough between
Hare Island and the mainland, and brought up off Dunrovin, Colonel Ricers
delightful bungalow. When we arrived, the Colonel was absent up the
lake on a survey trip, but he returned later in the evening, and when we
had made camp and dined heavily we sat up until the small hours discussing our cruise with him and drawing on his great fund of local knowledge.

Saturday, August 3Oth, was the first of many perfect days. Diarmuid
Murtagh had kindly loaned the crew his Putney canoe-yawl .’Achalous", and
they spent the day cruising around Kiilenure Lough, fishing and enjoying
the sunshine. In the afSernoon the Skipper and his wife Barbara went to
visit the Vice-Commodore 6f the L.R.Y.C., Walter Levinge and admired his
lovely house and collection of small craft. They went for a long sail up
the lake in "Firedrake" returning after dark. Towards evening, the wind
backed to the SSW and it blew up to gale force. During the night, the
ship dragged her anchor, and the watch on board stood to, but, fortunately,
she was brought up without mishap. Sunday came in with a full gale, and
a trip around to the L.R.Y.C. had to be abandoned, and so we visited the
club by road. Considerable hospitality was suffered there, the "Thatch"
was fully inspected and it was all too late when the troops returned to
camp,
On Monday, the weather ~ad improved and we planned to get under
weigh for J anesborough at the north end of the lake, some 18 miles away.
The gear was packed aboard, the punt was loaded to capacity and with full
mainsail and working Jib, we left in a strong WNW wind. Out on the lake
there was quite a short steep sea running and our first 5 miles lay to
~,indward. We were working up in fine style when in a hard squall, the
mainsail split across from leech to luff. The helm was put up and we ran
back to Dunrovin under Jib. It was arranged that Norman and Barbara
should go to Dublin for the new mainsail, and .,Firedrake" was worked
around to Coosan Lough by engine, where she was laid alongside "La Vague
ll", the Delany motor cruiser. All hands appreciated the unusual
comfort of standing headroom, and although Norman and Barbara were back
with the sail by nightfall, we spent the night aboard "La Vague ll" and
did not leave until next day. Our interrupted journey was continued on
Tuesday, when we got under weigh at 1500 hrs. With a fresh W. wind we
had a beat to Yew Point, and then a close reach up the lake, arriving at
Lanesborough at 1910 hrs. The ship was laid alongside the quay there,
and camp pitched ashore. Here, we received further visitors and although
it blew very hard once again in the night, the crew was not troubled by
the elemauts and slept s~ndly.
Next morning -- Sept~nber 3rd --we were early astir. We had
arranged to have Lanesborough bridge opened for us, but this was complicated by the fact that the Roscommon County Council had laid a water main
across the bridge and this had to be dis connected before it could swing.
However, dozens of willing hands and even more willing advisers did the
trick and we passed through without difficulty. We received much
encouragement and assistance from the parish curate of Ballyleague, who
wished us luck in our voyage. By 1500 hrs. we were moving north once
more, bound for Tarmonbarry, 8 miles up river from the lake. This was
a most exciting sail. The wind had freshened to gale force, N.W. and
most of the passage was a dead beat through a narrow buoyed channel. As
the stream wound, the wind would free us, and we would tear along until
we came to the next section when the sheets were hardened in once more.
We touched bottom once or twice, but not seriously. We covered the 8
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miles to windward in 1½ hours m a good performace. Arriving at ~rmon¯ barry lock, we sailed right into the chamber, much to the delight of the
keeper, John Bourke, who had not "seen the likes of it since the "Nepenthe"
was here". We had Tarmonbarry bridge swung, finding a little difficulty
in getting the R. St. G.Y.C. burgee under the telephone wires, yet
another obstruction to navigation, and pitched camp beside the village,
well satisfied with our day’ s work.
On Thursday, we set off again at I000 hrs. and a short sail of three
miles brought us into Lough Forbes. From there, the river winds NW. and
we had a beat up to Rooskey Lock, some four miles. On the way, we
encountered a heavy rain squall and ran aground on one occasion. We
reached Rooskey at 12~5 hrs. and passed through the lock and bridge. All
hands went ashore to an extremely inviting pub for lunch and at 15OO hrs.
we were off for Lough Bofin. This is a fine stretch of water, some five
miles long, and with the fresh N.W. wind and sunshine, it looked very
well. It was a hard beat up the lake, and just as Pompey had mentioned
that he remembered "The Truant" being disma~ted there, there came a fierce
squall, a crash, and both "Firedrake’s" forestays parted. The mainsail
was stowed in record time, and we ran back down the lake under the lee of
the land and effected repairs. We were soon under weigh again, with
reduced canvas, and reached the end of the lake, at Derrycarne, the home
of Commander Mack, R.N., who welcomed us and provided us with a camping
site. Later that evening, we were joined once¯ more by Sean MacBride in
the M.Y. "Maga.’, and he promised to give us a tow up the narrows to
Carrick-on-Shannon. We had been extremely fortunate to save our mast,
which had bent at a truly alarming angle. The trouble had been caused
by corrosion of the wire where it passed through the foredeck.
On the following morning, all hands were up at 07&5 hrs. Two
members of the crew had to leave on that day -- Ruth and Denise -- and so
we drove them to Dromod railway station. The plan was that we were to
sail across Lough Boderg, up to Lough Tap, and thence on to Drumsna Railway bridge, which the railway officials had arranged to open for us. As
the bridge had not been opened for traffic since 190~, we were doubtful
as to whether this could be done, but we had been reassured by Corus
Iompalr Eireann that there would be no difficulty in swinging it. We
finally got under weigh at llO0 hrs., and a fresh N. breeze gave us a
delightful beat up Lough Boderg. On passage, Pompey showed us the site
of the old North Shannon Yacht Club, which had held regattas on this lake
between 1896 and 191&. Later the club moved to Tjough Bofin and finally
became dormant in 1929. While beating up the river to Lough Tap, we
grounded hard on for the first time, but a little shifting of weights,
including the Skipper’ s 15 stone worked the trick, and we slid off safely.
We arrived at the railway bridge at 1210 hrs. and could discern a large
number of figures on the bridge. A few hands went ashore and found a
gang of 23 railway officials working on the mechanism. The inspector in
charge told us that we could pass through just as soon as the mail train
had gone by. We looked a little anxiously at the telephone wires overhead, but the general opinion~ amongst the raii%~ay staff¯ was that we should
not be troubled by themw Soon, M.Y. "Magai"~ hove in sight, anchored
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abreast of us, and a towline was passed, At 1315 hrs. the train thundered
by and soon afterwards, the bridge swung. Our anchor was weighed and we
started to tow through. Right in the bridge, disaster overtook us, and
the masthead fouled the telephone wires. Prompt action on the foredeck
saved the spar, and the tow was cast off, but the poor "Firedrake"
remained moored by her masthead, and spinning in the span of the bridge,
struck her counter a blow on the buttress. By the dint of heeling her,
we fell clear of the wires and anchored once more. After a conference,
it was decided that we must abandon our objective -- to get up to Lough
Key, which had not seen a keel boat since 186~. The existence of these
wires constitutes a serious obstacle to the Shannon navigation, which is
otherwise free from obstructions at this point.
It was now determined to take advantage of the N. wind and get down
to Lough Derg without delay m a run of llO odd miles. Sall was made,
and the breeze which had hardened provided us with a grand sail back to
Rooskey. The parachute spinnaker was set in Lough Bofin, and we
covered the 821 miles in i~ hours. Here, the keeper, Mr. Wilkinson,
opened the bridge without delay and we ran down to the lock under foresail. After locking through, there followed a rapid passage across
Lough Forbes to Tarmonbarry, where we cleared the lock and bridge once
more. It was now 1900 hrs., and camp was made for the night. A big
dinner (steak and kidney stew), a visit to "Tom Maguinness’s,, and all
hands were soon in bed. In the morning, we awoke to find the river
covered in a thick fog. This lifted at about 1030 hrs., and we had a
tunny morning with a moderate NNW breeze. We started for Lanesborough
at llOO hrs. and found the bridge open when we arrived there. We sailed
through, anchored below the village, and after a brief lunch, we set out
for Athlone across Lough Ree. This was our best sall so far. The
breeze freshened, the sun shone, and with the parachute drawing, we
covered the 20 odd miles in little over three hours. We sailed right
down the river to the railway bridge, rigged our purchase, hoisted out
the mast, got it down on deck, motored to the town bridge, and re-stepped
it there, the whole operation taking 121 hoursZ
"Firedrake" was left
for the night in the lock and camp was pitched below the town.
On Sunday morning, September 7th, we found fog agatha, but it lifted
once more at about the same time, and the NW breeze got us off for the
south at llOO hrs. It was a rather slow sall to Shannon Bridge, which
Norman and Sheelagh had ready for us. We passed through under sail and
carried on for Banagher. We arrived at Banagher at 17OO hrs. to find
that no attempt had been made to open the bridge. The Skipper went
ashore and after a long parley with the bridge keeper, it transpired that
the bridge had not been swung since 1939~ and, on that occasion, difficulty
had been experienced in closing it again. After long arguments, in which
the entire crew and the Sergeant of the Garda took part, the keeper
decided to try and open the arch. The combined efforts of numerous
Banagher citizens failed to stir it, however, and in a slightly foul
temper, the crew did another mast shift m this time in 50 minutes. Camp
was made for the night, and were visited by a local yachtsman, Captain
Guy Landon, of whom more anon. Reggie left us for Dublin at this stage.
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Next day, we were off again. Pompey, Norman and Sheelagh sailed the boat
and the Skipper and Barbara went by car. It was a beat to Meelick lock,
some four miles, through narrow water, but P. displayed his local knowledge to some effect and no trouble was experienced. The ship was once
more sailed right up the short canal into the lock chamber. After a short
yarn with Stephen McGarry, the lock-keeper, we were off once more, and
there followed a nice reach down to Portumna, 8½ miles on. Portumna
bridge, which is low enough to be opened daily, was ready for us, and we
passed through, nicking up the Skipper en route. Soon we were out on
Lough Derg. The wind was fresh NW., and after a short beat from the
Silver Island buoy to Gortmore Point, sheets were eased and we fairly
smoked down the lake. We were all impressed with the vastness of this
lake -- 21 miles by l~ miles wide -- and its obvious suitability for
Dragons. Islandmore was soon abeam, and we entered Dromineer Bay through
the Urra Channel, rounding up behind the Goose Island off the Lough Derg
Yacht Club. The anchor was no sooner on the bottom, than we were
boarded by Major Edgar Waller, the Club’s hospitable Hon. Secretary, and
the boatman, Bill Fahey, and they bade us a hearty welcome. The Major’s
suggestion that we should camp in the club house was well received, and
soon the mountains of gear had been ferried ashore, "Firedr~ke" was safely
moored up, and "the squaws" were cooking furiously. After an enormous
supper, all hands adjourned to "The Sall Inn", presided over by the kindly
Colonel Leeper, and there we renewed the acquaintence of our old friend,
Bunny Goodbody, of M.Y."Phoenix", a large motor cruiser in which he has
made his home. It was the wee small hours when the troops got to their
beds.
Next day, it blew hard from the NE. - up to gale force - and so we
did not sail. Norman and Sheelagh had to leave us and we were very
sorry to see them go. That evening, we treated ourselves to the luxury
of dinner in the "Sail Inn" and turned in early. Wednesday, Septe=ber
lOth, was sailing da~ at the Lough Derg Y.C., and the remaining hands
went racing in the Shar~uon One Designs, the Skipper narrowly averting a
bathe in the course of a heavy gybe. Pompey and "the Major" won. That
day, Captain Guy Landon arrived on the station slngle-handed aboard his
auxiliary ketch "Seabird", a nice hard-chine boat about 28 feet overall,
with a centreboard, The club organised a race for the keel boats, the
first the club had seen since 1939. With the aid of George Henry and
Pompey as crew, "Firedrake" beat "Seabird", although there was little in
it on the reach.
Thursday, September llth, was a delightful day. We had arranged to
take Major and Mrs. Waller sailing, and after lunch, we cruised over to
their delightful house on the lakeside, Rynskaheen. With brilliant sunshine and a light NW. breeze, we went right up You6hal Bay, and landing
at Youghal quay, we inspected a most interesting 2~ rater, "Foam",
designed and built by Summers & Payne some forty years ago -- a 2% foot
W.L. hull, with 9 feet beam and a centreboard. Later, we returned to
tea with the Wallers, and had a nice sail back to our base at Dromineer.
On Friday, we spent the day pike fishing. Ruth arrived from Dublin with
the car and the lifting gear for "Firedrake", as we had half decided to
lay her up on the Shannon for the winter. In the evening, we were
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Joined by the "Seabird’s" owner once more, and also Reggle and Harry
F~guire, from the city. Next day, we set out for Tinerana, at the lower
end of the lake, in company with the "Seabird". The light N.E. wind
made it a slow sall down, and there we met Jack and Stella Henry, who were
living aboard their motor cruiser "Valencia". After an evening’s pike
fishing and tea aboard Cyril Gleeson’s magnificent launch "Sunbeam", we
started back for Dromineer, and as the breeze fell away, it was pitch dark
when we reached our destination, the last half mile being covered under
engine.
Sunday morning was spent in gentle relaxation, and in the afternoon,
there was racing in the Shannon One Designs once more "Firedrake" went
cruising with a large party aboard, and the parting of the main halyard
shackle added to the excitement of the day. In the evening, Reggle and
Harry returned to Dublin. Next day was our last at Dromlneer.
We had
spent a most delightful week in a most hospitable harbour, and the Lough
Derg Y.C. had done everything to make us comfortable, and we were loathe
to tear ourselves away. However, it had to be, and so at 1230 hrs., the
Skipper, Barbara and Ruth left for Portumna, leaving Pompey to drive the
car. It was a deed beat in a fresh NE. breeze, and we finally reached
Portumna bridge about 1530 hrs. There, we found the bridge ready and so
we sailed through, mooring alongside the wharf. Pompey had made arrangements for a tow to Banagher, 12 miles on, and soon we were under weigh
astern of an enormous barge. The Victoria Lock, Heellck was passed
without incident, and we arrived at Banagher quay at 1930 hrs. After
pitching camp and cooking supper, all hands turned in.
On next day, September 16th, we decided to haul out "Firedrake" at
Banagher~ The deciding factors were the falling level of the Grand Canal
due to the prolonged drought, the fact that the weather was becoming
increasingly cold, the safety and convenience of the winter berth, and the
ease with which she could be lifted out. The mast was soon unstepped
with the 3 ton crane on the wharf, and the yacht was lifted on to the quay
with a single wire ~hip. Due to the generosity of Guy Landon, Howard
Waller and the Skipper of the Board of Works repair vessel, "Fox," we were
amply provided with help and materials, and we soon had a strong cradle
built around the ship. She was towed into the required position by the
faithful car, and safely shored up. Our friends gave us space to store
our spars and gear, and "Firedrake" was left in a most secure berth on
the ba~s of the Sharmon. We all retired, happy and thirsty, to the
Shannon Hotel, where we encountered another cruising man, Mr.Edgecombe of
the Royal Plymouth Corinthian Y.C. The crew weakening somewhat, we
spent the night in the hotel. September 17th, our last day, was spent
in stripping the mast, storing the dinghy, and generally putting the
gear in a state of security. After leave-taking with our f rlends, we
lef~ for Dublin by road, well pleased with "Firedrake’s" first Shannon
cruise,
The whole journey was most successful and interesting. We had
covered over three hundred and forty miles of waterways, 250 miles of this
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being under sail alone. We had only taken one tow -- a matter of 12
miles, and had encountered no serious navigational hazards. The Shannon
navigation is well buoyed and is simple to follow. It is a matter of
regret that, in recent years, the parsimonious policy of the powers that
be has allowed many of the bridges to fall into decay, so that there is a
grave dango2 of the navigation being stopped for sailing craft. This is
a pity, since if it goes unchecked, it will deprive us all of a very fine
and original cruising ground.
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HEBREDIAN VOYAGE.
Introduction:
I remember being told that the Chinese recognise several types of
travellers according to the following classes: the first moves around with
an itinerary and knows his route, stopping places, objects of interest and
all details down to the last minute; the second Just remembers where he
has come from, but has no ideas about his next stop; and the third does not
even know where he came from.
While our holiday this sunder was, of necessity, organised to some
extent, we had one main objective and not too much planning. Perhaps we
would qualify for Class two!
~nen the "Maid of York" slipped her mooring in Ringhaddy Sound at
midday on Saturday, 21st June, the idea was to headNorth and West for the
Hebredies and, if conditions were suitable, make a landing on St. Kilda.
If and when this was achieved, the next objective was the Summer Isles.
Going North we proposed to keep to the outer route - Islay, lona,
Canna and the Outer Hebredies; returning from the Summer Isles via Rassay
Sound, Kyle Rae, Sound of Mull, Crinan and the Clyde.
Few cruises that I have made have been so completely successful. We
visited our objectives and picked up the mooring at Ringhaddy on Saturday,
12th July, Just 21 days out.
Although this rather large programme was carried through it was not a
question of press on regardless all the time. We anchored in twenty-four
different places, spent several days storm bound, had four days almost
complete calm. From this it will be realised that although we sailed whenever possible, it took a Judicious use of the engine to get us around.
When undertaking a voyage such as this it is. always a question of "God
willing" and the brand of weather He chooses to hand out during the holiday.
Next, it depends on a crew who will pull together and some determination to
see the thing through. Our idea was a new anchorage every night, but no
nights at sea if it could be avoided. With this in mind we made only two
night passages and more than covered the anchorage.
To these remarks mustbe added that Jack Giles in designing the
"Brittany class" has produced an eight tonner which leaves other eight
tonners nowhere. If ever a ship was fit for the Job the "Maid of York"
was. Knowlngwe had the right ship it was then a question of the crew
living up to her and taking ordinary precautions over food and sleep. So
often crews break down through lack of sleep - they must realise that if
they do lose sleep through attending to the ship ( and she always comes
first), it is their duty to "Crash the swede" as they say in the Navy at
the earliest opportunityandmake up for lost rest.

The old enemy "mal de mer" raised its ugly head on occasions, !.but
fortunately it was dealt with suitably and did not become too much of a
problem. Shades of magnesia and dramanlnel
Without doubt the highlight of the holiday was St. Kilda. To have
visited this island has, for me, realised an ambition which goes back
twenty-two years and its achievement was ample reward as St. Kilda was all
and more than I had ever hoped. It astonishes, fascinates and attracts
me, and always will. My first memories of St. Kilda date from 1930 when
the island was being evacuated and we, as a family, were holidaying at
Oban. All the talk was of the Islanders and their arrival by steamer
before dispersing to their new homes. The idea of these people living on
an island 42 miles from the nearest inhabited land, out in the Atlantic,
intrigued me even at that early age. When the steamer arrived in Oban
Bay I went down to see the St. Kildians come ashore. As far as I can
remember, I was disappointed in that they appeared very ordinary people
and that the majority were elderly. Those who were coming to the Mainland for the first time were obviously distressed by the whole thing, but
generally they were cheerful and all went well. Their personal belongings
were not great and were very simple and I do recall the number of footoperated spinning wheels. Such was my introduction to the St.Kildians
and after this first meeting I am sure I went back home, had a good tea
and forgot all about them. But that was not the end; they have repeatedly
been brought back to my notice, and when I first started to cruise the
West Coast of Scotland in 1936 the islands re-appeared on my horizon.
Since then I have made seven cruises to the West Coast, but either the
time was not available or the opportunity did not arise to go out.
Though the years slipped by and the Islands lying out in the Atlantic
remained for me an elusive dream, I always felt that one day I would
realise my ambition.
Coming to the Winter of ’51, the Skipper of the "Maid of York" who had very similar ideas about St. Kilda - during a visit to Glasgow,met
one of the inhabitants. On returning home he could talk of nothing else,
and, getting together, we were soon making plans to go and see the place
at last.
From then till the day we left it, it was a period of intense preparation; books, charts, sailing directions, discussions with people who
knew some%hing about the Island and many who thought they knew; Added to
this, the painting and fitting out and ordinary preparation of an eighttonner.
So much depended on getting the right breaks that when we left we did
not say we were going to St. Kilda. The first entry in the log read
"Cruise North and West to the Outer Hebredies and thereabouts".
Having Infrcduced my subject I am now tied to the facts of the log
book. There are many ways of covering our story - from courses and
distances and lights abeam, and the many entries and observations that can
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be logged on a cruise such as this. But my way will be, I hope, like the
smooth running sweep of a following sea as we move from port to port with
a comment on how we camQ, what we found, and llfe generally.
DONAGHADEE:
Five and half hours from Ringhaddy to Donaghadee was fast time and a
good beginning to our cruise, the weather was cold and wet and we were
pleased to be in for the night.
The rum cask was broached to cheer our spirits, and after a good meal
the time was spent making final stowage of the mountains of gear we had
aboard.
Alongside us lay "Solway Maid" a fine modern cutter of about 20 tons,
designed by Fife. The following day when she left to go South she took a
roaring following wind and we envied her luck, while we had to face the
North-Wester.
Sunday morning broke bright, but cold and the two other members of the
crew arrived, also two pigeons "George and Minnie". How they got these
names I never heardL George and Minnie were an unusual addition to the
crew of any cruising yacht, and I think the idea original. We planned to
let th~n off from remote places on our cruise and hope they would find
their way home with the latest news of our progress. One we kept for
seven days and the second ten days and while with us they caused no end of
interest and not a little amusement. It was my first introduction to
racing pigeons and I found them very easy to get on with, their demands
were simple:- a little water and a handful of grain a day. Whether the
confinement for a week or more in a box coupled with the unusual motion on
board, upset their training, but sad to relate neither bird has so far
returned to its loft. Maybe we were asking too much of them, but it was
an interesting experiment which oould have come off. The messages they
carried would have made amusing reading if the birds had got home.
Roughly they gave our position and date, with greetings and some messages.
The one from St. Kilda ended "Decided not to go on to Rockall".
LARNE ¯

We arrived here after quite a hard beat into some sea. Off Muck
Island a strong tide turned against us and we were pleased to use the
engine to get us in and the hook down by midnight. Lame Harbour gives
good holding and shelter, but the tide is rather strong, this is no real
inconvenience and we settled down for the first night aboard with our full
complement.
After a meal we tried a Creme de Menthe and decided that it was a
good drink to take to sea, it is soothing and easy on the stomach, if that
department is at all unsettled.
One of the sights of the harbour was the Ballylumford Power Station,
which is truly a magnificent building, alongside which they are making a
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mountain of boiler waste which is far from magnificent.
rather an eyesore.

We thought this

CARNLOUGH:
The East coast of Ireland may be devoid of anchorages. A Scot we
met in Ardrishaig basin remarked "what a wonderful coast Ireland would
have had for Yachtsmen if the East coast had been exchanged for the West".
Nevertheless the coast from Black Head to Rathlin is a good one to sail
along from a scenic point of view. Few out lying dangers, deep water
up to the shore, which is a succession of fine bays and rocky headlands.
In the corner of one of these bays is the little Harbour of Carnlough.
Its object in life appears to be to house a "Puffer" which about fills all
available space, and calls with coal and takes away limestone. We edged
our way in about 6 p.m. and lay alongside a motor launch in the centre of
the Harbour. The Puffer in possession of the remainder of the space was
called "Tuscan". We were to meet her again nearly three weeks later in
the Crinan Canal.
Here the first blink of warm sup beat down on us, and we enjoyed it
more than somewhat. A fine sunset, coupled with a rising glass and good
weather forecast decided us to leave later that night and make a passage
round the Mull of Kintyre then on to the sound of Islay. Leaving at
ll p.m. under power we headed North in the fading light of a lovely evening, the Irish coast dropped astern, ahead lay Scotland and the voyage
really had begun at last.
SOUND OF !SLAY:
Landfall was made around 6 a.m. when the broken, rocky coast of Islay
appeared through the mists about half a mile away. We were dead on
course and had not had a fix for some hours. Steering a Compass course
is great fun when it works out right and our Skipper with a new compass
and Deviation Card was very much feeling his way when laying off course.
Here was a real test and the answer was right. I might almost write a
thesis on the "Maid of York’s" compass but that would be diverting too far.
Let it suffice that it is the finest yacht’s compass that I have ever had
the pleasure of using. It is enormous, dead beat and readable at all
times from up to~iftyyards, if there is a criticism it is that it is
unavoidably placed over the engine and in consequence the Deviation
correction varies with the engine on and off, and reads up to 6°.
The Sound of Islay treated us to some of the heaviest rain of the
year and a strong contrary tide. Under the circumstances we cried "halt"
and edging into the shore, south of the narrows, dropped the hook in an
eddy pool and took life easy. It was agreed to remain here quietly till
the water underneath us was going horizontally in our direction, and the
water above had ceased to come down vertically.
Eddy pools are fascinating places and are only found with care and
are to be treated with respect. With a tide running through a narrow
channel and indented coast llne there are places where the current will
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spring off the point of a small bay and run for a hundred yards with the
main stretch, then turn and flow slowly in a circle back to the pclnt.
Inside this area is a place of calm and rest where a good ship may
spend six hours of that tide in peace, and see the roaring current rushing past some few yards out. But when the tide turns this same spot will
very likely be the centre of some most disturbed water where no one would
think of anchoring.
We selected our eddy pool in the right mood and lay a few yards off
shore. With the turning of the tide we were under way and the flood was
pushing us West at high speed.
The Sound of Islay has two picturesque anchorages which are not
particularly inviting, and two prosperous looking Distilleries which are
inviting.
COLONSAY:
There is a ditty which goes "More rain, more rest, sunshine is not
always best". Really the water that came down on us as we crossed to
Colonsay had to be seen to be believed; stair rods were not in it. The
ditty infers that rain has its place in life and by this time we consider
we had had our share for a bit.
Scalasaig Harbour is attractive but open to the East. We lay off in
the Bay during the night and went alongside the pier the next morning
while we took in some petrol and a few stores.
During the evening we practised fixing our position, using D.F. radio
beams and consol. This is an intriguing study and with a B~ME Loop set
the results are remarkably good, particularly on D.F. signals. Consol
though excellent when further off shore, we found more difficult as we
were too close to Bushmills for one station and appeared to be masked by
the hills of Scotland for Stravangar.
An,energetic ride in one of the Island’s few cars showed us some of
the interior and made a pleasant change. Better still, the early morning
mist was lifting and blue sky was showing out to the West. Returning
to the Yacht we were not long in getting away.
IONA__._!:
If ever a name embodies the spirit of the West, Iona does. And to
me, with Lindisfarne and Tintagel, makes up three of the finest sounding
place names in our language.
The crossing was uneventful; as we made a late start and the wind
went light, the iron topsails were on duty again. While crossing this
open stretch of water we were reminded of what it could be like in a
Westerly gale in Winter by the size of the ground swell running, no doubt
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influenced by some disturbance many miles out to sea. It is here that
the To;ran Rocks, famou~ in fact and story, are situated. An outcrop of
small islands which cover several square miles, make a real~danger to the
approach to this coast in bad visibility. Some of the rocks are tidal
and to see them as a big swell lifts up before it topples over and brews
in a smother of foam, is truly a grand spectacle. In the background
seabirds call and screech as they swoop and glide across the waves.
Martyrs’ Bay provides good temporary anchorage if one is visiting the
island, so creeping into the Shore we dropped the hook in three fathoms.
For me, returning to Iona was coming back to an ever lovely place, but for
the others, all was new and they enjoyed it to the full.
A quick look at the Cathedral and other places of interest, a meal
ashore and then we climbed the hills behind the Village and watlched a
perfect Highland sunset. It was about Midsummer Day and there was hardly
any darkness; eleven o’ clock and the sun had Just gone down. .~dnight,
one could read on deck.
This island of Saints and Martyrs is steeped in history and legend
and a story on its own. St. Colomba, the founder of the Christs~in
coz~unity on the island, had a particular association for us as he v ras
born in County Donegal and became Bishop of Derry before he started his
travels.
We absorbed the Island atmosphere and were contented in its
peace o
The following morning brought one of those sudden changes in conditions. The wind piped up from the South, low cloud and mist hung to
the watcr and the glass dropped. Weighing these facts we decided to
move and went across to the Bull Hole on the Mull shore. Here was a
hollow in the rocks with perfect shelter, and approached through a
channel of nearly half a mile of sheltered water. After we got in it
settled down to a grand blow and socn three other yachts were in shelterin~ with us. There was plenty to read; the pigeons and ourselves to feed,
so the time passed quickly enough.
Towards evening we decided we would llke a more open anchorage with
somewhere to go ashore for a walk, so off again. We motored South out
of the cut against a strong Southerly, lashing up to gale force° Once
round the point we eased away, set the working Jib and made quick work
of the short passage round to Lock Lathaie. With a weather shore all
the way the sea did not worry us and the windwas a fair one.
LOCK LATHAIE AND BUNESSAN:
The anchorage proved to be comfortable and good holding and we
passed the next twenty-four hours pleasantly, while the gale blew itself
out. At times it blew plenty. We had company here and exchanged visits
with the crew of "Raold" an eighteen ton Norwegian fishing boat
conversion.
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These exchange visits on a cruising holiday are part of the life, and
what fun they are. The talk is all boats and gear and different ways of
doing the same thing. A new wrinkle on some problem and a chance to get
off your chest to some complete stranger your own brilliant solution.
All the local fellows are fed to the teeth hearing about it.
"Raold" entertained us royally and they had a coke stove to sit around
and really warm up, while the elements did their worst above us. ¯ In
between times we were ashore for walks, a visit to Bunessan where we had
a meal and learnt some of the local history.
Finally, we humped out to
the ship over twenty gallons of water from a mountain burn in a canvas
carrier.
The ide&l way of putting water into a ship is alongside a quay with
a hosepipe; but the occasions you can do this on the West Coast of Scotland are not many. We resort to a canvas bag, the size and shape of a
five gallon drum, with a hose-like spout. When it is full - and if the
canvas has had time to dry out - it leaks abominably and you are lucky to
save three-quarters of your bag of water. If the canvas is well soaked
and the pores closed up it is far more efficient. In either case, when
not in use it rolls up into some corner and is no more in the way.

The following morning saw the easing of the blow and a more encouraging weather forecast. Under dull skies and low cloud we got under weigh
with reefed main and small Jib. Some shelter from the land and a free
wind, progress was rapid and Staffa was calling our attention. This was
no day to land on Staffa as the swell from the previous dayts gale was
considerable and, while the others were disappointed at not landing, I,
from a selfish point of view, was not. Partly as I had landed several
times before; also I think we saw the island in its most attractive light.
The black rock jutting out of the sea into low flying clouds, and the
foam of broken water at the base of the cliffs is, as I would choose to
see, Staffa. Our Skipper, who is an expert with cine-camera, was keen
to take some films, so hauling up on the wind we sailed across the mouth
of the cave as close as we dared; truly a memorable sight. The films we
hope will do Justice to the scene and, as a record, are not to be compared
with any other kind of photography. Since the coming of the colour films
the results have to be seen to be believed. In some cases shades and
tones of colour are picked out more clearly than the eye sees at the time.
On showing the films months later, one can doubt the accuracy of the
colours. Owing to the stress of the weather and state of the sea we could
not hang around for long so our visit was necessarily short. From Staffa
our course lay past the Treshnish Isles and out to Canna.
CANNA:
Canna harbour attracted us from the start and on working our way past
a few obvious rocks we found a fine sheltered anchorage, overshadowed by
considerable mountains. Generally, the Island was greener than most of
the others and a few trees managed to grow on the sheltered banks,
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The story of Canna is similar to most of the Islands in that the
people will not stay on them these days. Slowly they are being depopulated. We were told that years ago it supported ~00 people, to-day 28
r~main. It is easy to be sentimental about the Islands but the young
people are no longer satisfied with such a lonely and hard existence.
When they leave, the old people are not able to carry on and they have to
be brought to the mainland. So another Island community ceases to exist
and the land goes back to the sheep and rabbits. The seabirds return
each Spring to nest on their rocky shores, unmolested by man.
The following morning saw the despatch of the first of the pigeons.
We made great play and filmed his departure. After showing George the
chart we gave him the direction on the hand-bearing compass, with a
flutter of wings he was away and without a turn set off due South. I am
told that normally these birds circle to get their bearings, but not
George. That was the last we saw of him as he dropped below the hilltop
going South.
While ashore we sought out a mountain burn and had a wash in the
clean fresh water - hats, socks, dish-cloths and other things also came
in for a dip. Burn washes are one of the welcome pastimes of small boat
cruising, with a limited amount of water on board and sometimes the
difficulty of replacing it, makes one careful of the supply and things
like washing can go in default.
Returning aboard, a cleaner party we
were ready for the next move.
LOCK SKIPORT. SOUTH UISTWhen recording our holiday I cannot avoid constant reference to the
weather and how, despite a gale warning in our area, the sun beat down
and a gentle South-Westerly Just kept us moving while we cleared Canna
Harbour and made our way past the towering cliffs of the Northern shores.
Once away from the Island with our mast head genoa set, a fine breeze
kept us moving along at 5 knots and better.
I remember once reading, while studying a Manual on Navigation, that
working one’s way round coasts in sight of land all the time and shallow
water, is known as Pilotage. I felt that this was a let do%m and I
could not call myself a navigator until I could use G.M.T. and sextant
and fix my position when off soundings by the sun and stars. After
playing with the subject for some years, last Spring I borrowed a fine
sextant, bought myself a chromometer watch and made a case for it.
Armed with a small pile of books I enlisted the help of an Instructor of
Navigation and really got down to the Job. Two hours coaching for about
five weeks and several eveningsv study at home and I felt that when it
came time to sail I had the basis of the thing in my head. It was when
crossing to the Outer Isles that I got my first chance of a sight of the
sun with a good horizon. Before this I had not even brought the sun
down and I had some difficulty getting everything in the right place,
No matter~ with the assistance of the Skipper, who was taking the time,
I was soon getting readings. The first answer was a smasher - within
one mile of our D.R. Position. The next few were not nearly so good,
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from .5 to 7 miles each side of the right spot. Still, I was very pleased
with the first attempt; so for a final calculation I added up eight readings and worked out the mean and fix was idead on. From this to the end
of the holiday, whenever the opportunity occurred, I was out with watch
and sextant and taking readings. The results more than realised my best
hopes, and now with D.R., watch and sextant, D.F. and Consol, I have more
confidence about going off soundings. While I would not call myself a
navigator yet, I feel that I am just starting to qualify.
A good landfall brought us right into Lock Skiport in worsening
weather conditions. The entrance is an opening in this rocky, barren
coast and we were glad enough to recognlse our position before the rain
and mist closed down and the wind piped up. The promised gale was brewing and we were only Just in before it broke. Bearing to port we slipped
into the Little Kettle Pool and after some difficulty, found good holding
a few yards off shore. When night closed down, driving rain with low
clouds swept on by fierce squalls, tore at us as we tugged at our two
anchors. On reflection we realised how well named the Little Kettle Pool
was; it certainly did boil around us. No matter, we were really very
snug and more than pleased to be in out of the "Minch" that night.
After breakfast next morning the weather had improved and the sun
appeared fitfully. During the clear spells we went ashore and wandered
over the rocks. The country was uninhabited and not surprisingly.
Sparse grazing was the best one could hope for in that land.
McCormack Bay, a Northern arm of Lock Skiport, proved a far better
anchorage and we spent the next night there in great comfort and more
pleasant conditions to enjoy the wild scene.
The herring fry were in the Bay and shoals of mackerel were turning
patches of the water into little turmoils as they broke the surface in
pursuit. Two of our party went off in the dinghy trolling a spinner and
returned with the next morning’s breakfast.
LOCH EPORT:
Eport is some twelve miles up the coast from Skiport and although not
even a morning’s eail we wished to have a look around, as it was one of the
places recommended as an anchorage. After clearing the land a sea mist
came down and reduced visibility to half mile. This was rather mean as
everyone was looking forward to a real soldiers breeze and warm sun. We
did in fact get this later. When Loch Eport was abeam we closed the land,
and visibility obligingly improved. The entrance here is a narrow cut in
the rocks, fifty yards wide and one and half miles long. When inside the
Loch opens out but is obstructed (for safe navigation) by islands and
hidden rocks. Sounding our way in with the lead and conning the ship from
the lower crosstrees we edged into a likely looking bay and anchored on a
sandy bottom in four fathoms.
All went ashore and we split up into walking, stalking and bathing
parties. The walkers went to have a look round at the countryside in
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what was now perfect visibility, the stalkers to search with field glasses
after two hooded crows, and the bathers took the only dip in the sea we
enjoyed during the holiday. The inviting bay and the warm sun made it
one of the few occasions when anybody felt like a complete immersion in
these Northern waters.
After tea we were off again and here we had a chance to have a look
at the "Maid of York’s" enlarged spinnaker. This Monster envelopes some
eight hundred square feet of sky and we were all interested to see it in
action. With the necessary sheets, guys etc. it behaved admirably and
was pulling like the proverbial horse. It is a bright yellow colour and
contrasted to good effect with the red Main and green-blue hull. The
Sound of Harris was beckoning us on the port hand, and Loch Rodel was
ahead, where we intended to spend our last night before setting out to
the West and St. Kilda.
LOCH RODEL:
Coming ashore at the quay below Rodel Hotel, the cheerful Proprietor
met us, and said "Yes I know you want baths, after that a meal. I will
get you the baths, as it is late, see the staff and maybe they will get
you something to eat".
It was not long before we were all in the kitchen discussing with
one of the local men the best time to tackle the Sound of Harris, how to
get to St. Kilda and much other inside information. The Skipper went
over the courses through the Sound and made a few notes. While this was
going on the news soon spread that we were to go out to St. Kilda and
some of the visitors at the Hotel, came to discuss the island with us.
This was a happy meeting as here were two more people who were truly
St. Kilda fans. They had read most of the books about the islands, and
studied it in detail for many years, so were very well informed and most
interesting for us to talk to. Unfortunately for them they had never
managed to arrange a trip to visit the island.
Armed with much information, and a few nice brown trout as a parting
gift we pulled back to the Yacht. Just before leaving I heard a local
say "I don’t know what all the fuss is about, after all when you get
there, it is only a lump of black rock sticking out of the Atlantic".
My reaction to that is "quite right, but I have never been there, and
until I have it will remain an elusive island, which ever beckons me".
The stage was set, the conditions fair, a high glass, nothing more
than fresh westerly wind, everyone was keen to try in the morning.
Setting the alarm for 6.30 a.m. we turned in. For me it was the only
night that I did not sleep soundly during the whole holiday. The
accumulated visions and thoughts about St. Kilda which had been in my
mind for twenty-two years, gave me only a broken night’s rest.
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SOUND OF HAR!tIS:
This Sound presents one of those navigational problems which one
meets now and again. During the summer, neap tides set during the daylight hours from the Atlantic to the Minch and run the other way only for
the few hours of darkness. During Spring tides they behave more normally
like any decent minded tide, and go East and West in six hour shifts.
Neap tides do not run very hard but Springs work up to six knots, which is
plenty in that rock strewn and island covered water. In good visibility
the navigation marks are excellent, but the course needs careful watching
and it is not a passage to be taken without some study.
We pushed our way through against an East going stream with sail and
power.
SOUND OF SHILLAY:
Being the first Yacht through the Sound this year we were a subject
of some interest, and the people living in a fine house at the Western end
of the Sound walked out to a headland to wave, as we edged our way past.
Once clear of the Sound of Harris the Atlantic swell was felt, and with a
fresh westerly we knew we were in for a hard sail as St. Kilda lay fortytwo miles dead to the windward. While going out the hard way, we knew
that when we got there, and providing the wind held, we would find sheltered
water for anchoring and going ashore. Further the return sail would be
down hill with a following breeze.
I see that I have headed this paragraph "Shilla~’ and that for several
reasons. The first leg of our course took us S.S.W. and through this
sound, but by far the most interesting side of its story is a sandy beach
on the Eastern shore, with rocks and boulders at the head. Here it is
that the grey Atlantic Seals come ashore in November to have their young.
Arriving fat and sleek the mothers do not eat for several weeks and when
they return to the sea, they are thin and neglected looking souls. The
young as they live on the rocks are very tame and not hard to stalk until
one can lie alongside them and stroke the soft skins. They also have the
oddity of crying like human beings and shedding large tears.
ST. KILDA:
It has been said that St. Kilda has a fascination which it is not
possible to describe to anyone who has not landed there and I think we
would all agree with that statement. The St. Kilda group is an outcrop
of volcanic rocks; the islands are named; Hirta, Soay, Boreray, and there
are two or three stacks. Hirta, the one time inhabited island and the
chief interest ofour visit, is the largest and the Village Bay gives the
only anchorage
While this is an anchorage it may not be used in any
wind betweenEast and South.
Thinking over my notes I eonstantly feel that I want to record every
thought and fact l know about th@ place, bUtJthis would not be of interest
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here. Let it suffice to say that the island could have been inhabited
from the time of the early Celtic Christian Communities when these men
retired to rocks and isolated places and spent a life of contemplation and
prayer. It was men such as these who founded many island communities.
Their followers having established a population, the reason for their
going was often forgotten. However, ~ith the knowledge of how to sustain
life and lead an independent existence, there was no attraction until the
Twentieth Century to draw these people away from their homes. With the
coming of regular steamers and contact with the mainland made easy, progress
took a hand in the lives and no longer were they content with their lot.
I think it is easy for we mainland people to regret the natives leaving
their islands, but one thing is certain, no one except those born to the
life could stick it and find content there. Perhaps another race of men
similar to the Celtic hermits will reinhabit these islands and, in doing
so, find an object in their seclusion.
St. Kilda to-day is essentially a bird sanctuary and as such, has
its main interest for the scientist and bird watchers. Besides, the
abounding sea-bird life there are some species peculiar to the islands the
St. Kilda wren being the best example, and there is also the Soay sheep
and two varieties of mouse. During our very short stay we recognised
over twenty different birds.
As remarked earlier, before the coming of the steamer the inhabitants
were a sturdy, independent people who had simple food in abundance for the
takiug - seablrds’ eggs, fish from the sea, meat from the birds and oil
for lighting; milk cows, sheep for meat and wool for clothes; potatoes were
grown aud some crops cultivated. A thought which struck us all was that
money would be of no use here. While these people must have known a
carefree life in many ways, they had to llve through four months of winter
gales and I imagine that would be an experience which most mainlanders
would prefer to avoid.
The islanders lived in a single row of cottages which r an half way
round Village Bay. There was a school and church and a quay with a protected slope for hauling out the boats. We were told that one of the
laws of the community said that when the boats were being hauled up
because of an approaching storm, everyone in the island, young and old,
was expected to leave whatever they were doing and come and help to haul
out. From this it is easy to understand the importance they attached to
their boats. Their lives depended on their being able to go out in them
for food, either to Boreray for sea-birdst eggs, or Soay for sheep and of
course fishing.
Their method of preserving food was quite new to me, and whether it
is peculiar to the island I did not hear. Everywhere you can see
elongated beehive structures’ constructed of open stone work. In these
cleets the food would keep all winter. The damp air blowing through the
stone work, had its moisture evaporated, and the dry cool air circulating
inside the thick stone walls was sufficient to keep the meat or fish cool
and edible during many months. These cleets are in hundreds all over the
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island.
Our passage out was uneventful except for the length of it, We
sailed over seventy miles due to the West wind and it took 16½ hours to
get there. There was a considerable heave with the Atlantic swell rolling in and when pushing into it things were not comfortable on board.
The daywas clear and fine, shortly after leaving Shillay Sound we recognised the two lumps of rock, which were our objectives, away out on the
Starboard hand. Taking only two tacks on the beat out, when we made the
second one for the island, it was 7 p.m. Sailing full and bye we went
right into the centre of Village Bay at 12 midnight after a leg of over
30 miles. This amused us quite a lot.
I am a little ahead of my story; before this the sun had gone down
in brilliant colours behind Hirta around II p.m. and from then on in the
half lightwe approached the island and one by one picked out the landmarks we were looking for, and knew so well from the previous winter’s
study of charts and books.
Although my watch ended over an hour before we would sail into the
bay I found I could not go below. I stood on deckand was fascinated
by this group of rocks, which by now were an outline in the fading light.
While standing by the mast I noticed that the two others on watch in the
cockpit were also held in the spell of the scene, neither of th~n took
their eyes off the islands for minutes at a time.
Entering between Levenish and Island Dun we quite suddenly came
under the shelter of the hills, the fresh West Wind dropped to an air,
the sea went down to a slight swell and we found ourselves being enclosed
in the arms of the bay. A warm air with the smell Of the land enveloped
us; on both sides, hills over 1,OOO feet looked down, while ahead was
heard the swish and roar of the sea breaking on a sandy beach. Looking
to the South, Dun Island is a series of Jagged peaks, which give place to
the round curves of the hies of Hirta etched as a hard line against the
sky. By now the moon was up and its silvery path followed us across the
Bay, Never before have I made such a landfall and we were all spell’
bound by the scene.
Working our way in with the lead we let go in three fathoms. ~ile
snugging down the ship, what did we hear on shore but a corncrake!
The spell was broken, if ever anything made us realise the place was
real this did, for surely Islandbane rings out to their call most sunder
nights.
In the remaining light we could not make out anything ashore, so
reluctantly decided to turn in till four o’clock when it would be clear
enough to see. A meal and small celebration ended the day; a riding
light was hardly necessary, after setting the alarm we all hit the hay.
The early m~rning light was sufficient to enable us to pick out
Village and Bay generally. After a cup of tea two of us set off.
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Pulling in to the shore, we were soon climbing the steps of a fine quay,
beautifully made and in good repair after all the years of battering.
As we reached the top step a linnet flew down and landed on the quay in
front of us. Fluttering and hopping about and letting out such a song
of joy, what a greeting and a welcome to receive on landing on an
uninhabited island. We tackled the hill directly behind the village and
about llO0 feet high. The climb was straight forward but steep and
reaching the top we were rewarded with an unforgettable view of the sunrise behind Boreray. This was a silvery dawn with long shafts of sunlight
spreading out from a bank of low cloud and shedding its light on the bare
rock of Boreray and the Stacks. To our left the highest cliff in
Britain, over 1,200 feet sheer drop to #he sea, also left its memory.
The crew remaining on board prepared Minnie for her flight home, and
from the hill we saw her spread her wings, taking two turns of the bay
she set off South. All of us were full of hope of her making a happy
landing. She was said to be the better of the two birds and had done
some long flights already. The visibility rras good and the wind was
helping her on the way. So far she has not reported in, and most likely
is in somebody else’s loft in Scotland. Since writing this there has
been a sequel. Later in the summer a party of scientists visited Hirta
and lived there for some weeks. On landing they entered the Manse ald
found, as we had left it, the pigeons’ wooden cage, and inside "~innie"
happy and well fed. Evidently she had given up the idea of returning
to Ireland the day we let her off, so came back to Village. Bay where she
settled down. During part of the time these other visitors were on
Hirta, Mirmie became a great pet and followed them around on their
excursions. But one day she unexpectedly flew off and so disappeared
for the second time. Maybe there will be another sequel but so far
there are no reports of her whereabouts.
Making our way back to the ship we explored the row of village
buildings, fast falling into rubble, about two roofs only remain, most
of the glass and window frames are gone. Once a slate is lifted off
in a gale and a window broken it does not take long for the weather to
play havoc with the remainder of the building.
Several snipe shot out of the short grass behind the village; we
saw the St. Kilda wren and all the time, we were amongst the buildings
oyster catchers flew round us letting out their penetrating plaintive
call. The sun was now over the Eastern Hill giving some warmth and
colour to the cool morning air. The oyster catchers with their contrasting colours - black and white, and bright orange legs and beak,
were brilliant against the grey stone buildings, and green of the grass
which stretched for lO0 yards down to the edge of the bay in front of
the hous es.
One more impression before returning to the ship, standing behind
the village we could take in the whole scene at a glance. The bay
looked like the centre of a huge Volcano with the Eastern Quarter blown
out to let in the sea. Dun Island with its jagged peaks was covered
with sea" birds : The arms of the bay meet in the centre on a perfect

silver-sand beach the top of which was Piled high with boulders, the "Maid
of York" with her own bright colours made a picture as she rose: and fell
to the slight swell rolling in to break on the sand. Above the beach the
grass ran back to the line of village buildings and behind them again the
land quickly rose to the hills emrr~ng the bay. Man looked very
small in these surroundings, and I marvelled tha% the first community who
settled here, whose simple faith and determination must have supported
them until they established their position.
Back on board we relaxed for a time~ while the others went ashore
and explored the West side of the bay. After the sun warmed up the land
it had a strange effect on the wind coming over the high land in the West.
Hot air rising in the centre of the bay was replaced by gusts of cold air
coming down off the hills above.
There were squalls of considerable
force and one did not know from which direction to expect them. We
sheered in all directions, pulling out and snubbing on our anchor chain.
While this was not dangerous in the settled weather condition we were
having, it gave us an idea what could happen in a sudden shift of wind,
and a strong gale. Certainly no place for small boats.
While sitting in the cockpit , I decided to take a sight of the
sun and worked out our longitude ~ I am pleased to say that I found
Village Bay exactly where the Admiralty put it in on the chart~ this was
good news for us, but it finally dispelled any idea amongst the crew that~
had found a new land~ and a forgotton civilisation.
One more scramble ashore before we left; our stay was of necessity,
a short one. We took some snaps to record our visit , then a walk along
the sandy beach. This was the ideal of what all sandy beaches shotuld
be - fine clean sand, silver in colour~ the swell breaking in a
succession of lines as it ran up to our feet. Behind the sand the
boulders rose in a steep bank to the edge of the grass. We noticed that
the bay~ being a perfect horseshoe in shape~ the waves had the effect of
rolling everything into the centre. Here was collected a considerable
pile of timber of all descriptions which, we imagined must have been a
welcome addition to the fuel supply during the accupation of the island.
Collecting my only souvenier of the visit to the Island~ I selected a
nicely rounded piece of rock which to-day rests on my writing desk and
symbolises in my mind all that I experienced during this short but truly
memorable visit to St. Kilda.
With the ~ miles back to the Sound of Harris we reckoned that,
borne along by the fresh Westerly we would make our landfall and get
through the Sound on the last of the East going tide. Heading out nearly
due East we left Levenish on our starboard hand, and Boreray to Port.
Setting the full main and boomed-out staysail, we were making better than
six knots. This turned out to be a six hour passage and one of those
exhilarating sails which are remembered so well for years ahead. An
Atlantic swell which we timed as nine seconds between crests, picked us
up and pushed us along on its white topped crests. Steering needed watching,
as now and again waves broke in a smother of foam u~er the counter.
We passed about two miles off Stack Lea and Stack an Armin, home
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of Britaint s largest gannetty. The stacks rise sheer out of the
sea to a height of 627 and 56~ feet. As we sailed past we saw
that the rocks were so covered with birds that it looked as if
there was not even standing room. The white tops glistening
in the sunlight made one think there had been a fall of snow.
As the Sound of Harris appeared ahead, St. Kilda and
Boreray dr6pped down on the horizon until they were the two rocks
we first sighted the previous day. Clouds gathered and a rain
squall closed overhead; we held on to the last sight of the
rocks astern and then, they were gone.
Our wake trailed back to where the Islands lay in the
mists, an invisible line which faded a bare hundred yards
astern as it became obliterated in the now grey waters of the
Atlantic.
I0 p.m. found us through the Sound and in Loch Rodel;
the familar surroundings welcomed us back.. A meal and turn in,
with the alarm set for ~ a.m. so that we could move into
Rodel Pool and lie in perfect landlocked anchorage. Each of
us looked forward to a day ashore and time to relax and
collect our thoughts.
RODEL POOL:
On returning from our cruise we each selected the
anchorage which appealed to us most, and for me Rodel Pool was
hard to beat. It did not win outright as others ran it very
close, but it offered all that we wanted on the day we
returned from St. Kilda. The Pool can be entered only at
high water after crossing a bank with some 10 feet of water
over it and passing through a channel 1OO yards long and
25 yards wide. Inside is an acre of deep water free of
danger and perfect shelter. On the West Bank is Rodel Hotel
with meals, a bath and real hospitality.
Soon visitorswere out asking how we got on and were
delighted to hear of the successful landing. The lady we had
talked to before going out, came aboard and insisted on
hearing every word of our story first hand. She was possibly
more enthusiastic than we were.
After provisioning ashore and lunch at the Hotel, we
hired a car to do a circular tour of Harris. The driver was
good but the roads appalling and how any car stands up to
even a few weeks of those roads is hard to imagine. Passing
through Leverburgh, the ill-fated scene of Lord Leverhulme’s
attempt to bring industry and prosperity to the Hebrides, we
reached the West Coast. Here was a succession of glorious
sandy beaches, each with its surf thundering ashore or breaking
in a smother of foam on the rock bound coast. Stopping at East
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Lock Tarbert for tea we then headed back down the East Coast. Again
wild desolate country with ample evidence that living is a hard won
existence amongst the rocks. The wheat crop is grown in lazy beds,
small strips at a time, hidden behind sheltered corners. The only
remaining industry on the Island is in connection with Wool, its
handling and dyeing, followed by handspinning and weaving. Tourists,
who are mostly fishermen, bring some money to the Islands during the
st~mer months.
Back on board we found a present of fine sea-trout which was put
aside for breakfast. The weather was set fair and a fine sunset
ended another day.
THE SUMMER ISLES:
To leave the Pool called for an early start. As we motored
slowly out there we shouted good wishes for the remainder of our
holiday. This day was the first of four on which there was hardly
a breath of wind and a hot sun beat down all day. Leaving Skye on
our starboard hand we crossed the Minch sailing N.E. to the Summer
Isles. We had on board, and most of us knew well, Frazer Darling,s
book ’Island Farm,. With this in mind we were all keen to see
Tamara More, the scene of his story.
It was 5 p.m. when we dropped the hook off the stone quay in
Tamara More Bay. Again, there is much to write about this place
(which is so well told in Frazer Darling.s book) and I will only say
that although we enjoyed seeing the place we were dismayed at the
short time it takes for any dwelling place, or land, to return to its
wild state after man leaves it. One m~norial which will survive for
many years is the beautifully re-built stone quay. This is a grand
piece of work and stands complete and perfect.
The islands must have been inhabited for many centuries before
the Vikings started visiting the West Coast and the inhabitants were
put to flight. In the late 18th Century Industry cameto Tamara More
when on this site a herring factory was started and prospered for
some years. Unfortunately the herring ceased to visit these waters
and the place was put to various uses, but slowly went into ruins.
The land was mostly split into small holdings and the last farm was
given up in 1930.
Now only sheep wander over the land and braken
creeps in round the empty houses.
That evening we saw the fry in the Bay andmackerel were about.
A short turn round in the dinghy produced enough fish for breakfast.
Cleaned, filleted, then covered with oats and fried, make a pleasant
meal now and again.
Up to midnight it remained light and the heat from the land
left the air warm.
In the morning the sun shot up into a cloudless sky, the
colour of a golden ball. Not a breath stirred the water and before
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long we were basking under the sun’s rays. Leaving by the East
shore we explored a fine seawater cave; it was possible ~o row right
in with the dinghy. Further round the Coast we anchored ~rhile all
went ashore to climb over some cliffs and have a look at the seabirds
nesting on the ledges - cormorants, shags a~d gulls. ~ile scrambling
over a beach of large boulders we came on a metal container painted
yellow and on the side was written "Harmless" W.D.Property. Finder
rewarded". More to find out what it was then to get the reward, we
decided to bring it home. It has the appearance of a battery and
ariel for transmitting signals and may have come down by parachute after
floating around in the sky. We speculated on the odds against anyone
visiting that beach and returning that particular instrument. It must
have been very remote as it was the merest chance that took us in there.
So far we have not learnt its use.
SOUTH RONA:
The story continues in the same pattern - yet another uninhabited
island, ruined houses, a school and church falling to the ground.
Evidently here the inhabitants had a quarrel with the authorities
about Medical attendance, and as they could not ge~ satisfaction,
they packed up and moved over to Rassay. Acarsaid anchorage is a
real gem. Entering from the west side of the island through a rocky
coast, we sailed into a delightful Pool with all round shelter.
Well wooded slopes c&ne down to the water’s edge and we noticed a
fresh greeness about the land after tne barren rocky shores we had
recently visited.
Going ashore we wandered far and wide, and enjoyed some rough
walking along the fast disappearing paths. While climbing a defile
between two hills we noticed a very large bird looking do~ on us.
It was a monster and I am sure the 2argest bird I .have seen in the
wild state. It sat there and it was with the greatest difficulty
that we managed to get it to fly, so that we might recognise its
markings. Reluctantly it took off and with a few lazy beats of its
wings, swept round the spur of the rock and out of sight. The body,
back and wing tops were black, the underside of the wings had white
markings, the beak was hooked and yellow; white rings surrounded its
eyes. Without being sure yet, we think it was some kind of sea eagle.
Such a pity, our Ornithologist was at the other end of the Island
looking at wood pigeons through his very good field glasses?
Returning we found the cook had done some good work and we did
Justice to his efforts. Certainly the calor gas is a great blessing
on cruising yachts; when combined with a gimballed stone it is almost
a pleasure to do some cooking. When I think back to the days of
paraffin primus stoves with meths, and blocked nipples ( to say nothing
of the smell), I am thankful for the coming of the calor gas cooker.
All good things have a price and with gas the greatest care must be
taken over the installation and maintenance of stove and cylinder.
Accidents can happen too easily and are serious, but with ordinary
precautions there should be no trouble.
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NALLAIG:
Mallaig being rail head, fishing port and departure point for the
Islands, we decided it would be a good stop for us to call for stores
and fuel; fresh food was ge~tlng low. While it was almost flat calm
and still warm, the sky was clouded and the passage through the very
fine Kyle Rae was somewhat marred from the scenic point of view.
Mallaig gave the appearance of a busy port hanging onto the edge
of the mountainous country in which it is situated. Everywhere was
hiving with activity - steamers, ferry boats, fishing boa~s, train~
buses, visitors - everything was happening around us. After food
ashore we saw another Highland sunset and r~corded it on the cine.
This I think, was the best yet as the setting was perfect. The
islands of Eigg, Rum and Muck lie due West of Mallaig, and a sunset
with the hills is always more impressive than one without. To the
North the Coolins - though rather far off, also came into the picture.
TOBERMORY:
Everyone cruising the West Coast almost inevitably finds their
way into TobermoryBay and we ran true to form. The passage from
Mallaig had been quite uneventful and flat calm. We edged into the
rocks off Ardnamuchan and trolled a spinner without any luck. The
Bay was well sprinkled with Naval Ships and a few yachts. After a
walk round we decided to spend the night in Lock Drum Buie, directly
opposite Tobermory and about 6 miles away. The weather had now
broken and heavy rain and mist came right down to sea level. A
quiet night in this sm~ anchorage was a real Joy. Mallaig tended
to smell of fish and steamers; Tobermory of the Navy, but here the
clean mountain air smelling of the bracken after the rain, and the
salty tang of the sea, made a pleasant change. One other yacht
shared this haven with us; she was of the Swedish fishing boat typevery able at sea no doubt, but hard work to sail. ~ 191A engine and
poor performance to windward did not help. As ~he had 12 feet of
beam on 35 ft. Overall, it was not surprising she took a 10t of
moving through the water.
PUILLIpOBHRAIN: (Pulldoran)
Another Pool among the rocks and the stopping place for many
yachtamen~ whether going North or South. The night we were there,
arriving at ~.p.m. three other yachts came in before dark. This day
gave us one of the best sailing days we had had for some time,
although conditions were not pleasant it was a whole sail breeze and
a beat all the way. While in sheltered water the sea was not much
and the interest was in getting the best out of the yacht on the
wind. On this passage, leaving nearly half an hour after the
Swedish yacht we arrived four hours before her and she had to motor in ~’
the last few miles. The Skipper of the Swede had her on charter
and he had been used to more weatherly yachts, in fact som~ of the
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best modern types in Class ii of the Offshore fleet, and we could see
that he was keen to give us a race but his old ship Just was not in it.
As do most yachtsmen, we walked over the hill in the evening to have
a look at General Wade’s fine bridge which joins Luing Island to the
mainland. The locals say that this is the only bridge over the Atlantic
and right enough it crosses tidal water which flows in from the Atlantic
round the island.
A seven tonner from our own waters spent the night in the Pool - the
"Petrel" with her cheerful crew were welcome guests. We also entertained
our neighbours of the previous night from the Swedish Yacht. We
discussed many sailing topics and marvelled at the sailing qualities of
the modern Bermudian Rig. Improved materials have made possible the tall
mast, light but of great strength. The all inboard rig, with the large
variety of head sails makes handling easy and produces a highly efficient
sailing ship, whether on or off the wind. A light displacem~t hull with
maximum ballast low down, holds the ship upright and gives her a grip of
the water which keeps her going whmu driving into a head sea. So well
I remember falling into the same hole wave after wave, trying to beat
an old gaff rigged cutter. I have yet to meet a sailing man who does
not llke to sail a smart ship; he may not be a racing man, he may not be
in a hurry, but if he can, he will enjoy outsailing someone else going the
same way. Our passage this day was an example of what the modern rig
can do for its owner.
~RI~AN:
The morning brought rain and plenty of wind, and again a beat.
Sheep Sound, Fladda Light, Coirebhreacain, Dorus More, the familar landmarks appear and pass and next we are looking into the basin at Crinan.
The Basin held half a dozen yachts; a particularly fin~, brand new,
varnished yawl of about 15 tons, caught our eyes - a lovely ship.
After lunch we wandered round the basin with th~ Owner of the Loch F~e
fishing boat conversion. She was a good example of a family cruiser on
which the Owner had done most of the work himself, after buying the hull
derelict on the beaoh. With six weeks’ holiday ahead of them, they were
in no hurry and were taking life easy. Fresh breezes and rain were not
for them, they were waiting for anti-cyclonic weather.
Pushing on later tk%t afternoon we we~t through all the lochs and
spent the night at the canal slde above Ardrishaig. This Canal has not
the grandeur of the Caledonian Canal but has an appeal of its own, and
we enjoyed the scene. Well wooded banks, pools covered with water
lilies, neat stone houses with their colourful gardens - all these
please the eye.
I feel that I must comment on the "Puffer" who passed us going
West through the Canal. 6~ether with intent we do not know, but he
covered the water with oll which clung to our ship, our warps, the walls
of the lochs, and there is nothing I care for less on board a yacht than
dirty diesel oil. I hope he has repented by now and made amends for
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his thoughtless action.
While in the sea lock I had the pleasure of looking over a steel
built Dutch Botha yacht. What room and comfort~ every modern facility fridge, Aga cooker, central heating, 500 gallons of water, bath room, H.
& C. in all staterooms. Add to this she is a sailing yacht and the Owner
had only a small auxiliary as he preferred to sail whenever possible.
Winches were available for all deck and anchor work, which made it possible
for two men to handle her.
To heel her was most difficult and reefing
almost unheard of.

They say on the Clyde that if you wish to get a representative view
of the whole of Scotland the Island of Arran has the complete range within
its shores. Certainly sailing past one gets an impression of a fine
island from wild mountains of 2000 feet down to the sandy beaches, grass
land and arable interchange with woods and moorland, mountain streams cut
across the green slopes.
Heavy squalls from the West heeled us over as we beat along the shores
to Lam~ash, entering the bay in a smother of white topped waves we let go
in between the piers.
It is interesting to see the way Jobs on board become routine after
the crew have been together for a few weeks. Getting the dinghy over the
side is usually a point in case; the first time the skipper has to attend
and give his directions as to the best way to handle his particular baby.
it is a question of "To you, from me" - "up here, down there" - finally
she is afloat, half fur of water and we all decide that it can be done
better than that in future. Three weeks later, the order is "Get the
dinghy overboard", two of the crew move forward, throw off a few tiers, a
lift and a twist and the dinghy is sitting on the~ water alongside and bone
dry. Really holidays should be longer so that we can train more crews in
the art of launching dinghies and other Jobs.
Pulling ashore we went through some acrobatics in order to get onto
the wooden pier. After a shave, shoe-shine and clean shirt at the Hotel
we were ready for a meal, shortly after which we were back aboard for an
early turn in, as the alarm was calling all hands at 5 a.m.
RINGHADDY~
The "Celeste" yacht alarm is a grand instrument of torture and I
think guaranteed to wake slumbering crews on most occasions. I have
known it defeated but then it has been a case of not being really essential
to get up but rather we will set the alarm and get up if we feel llke it.
Ours was a case of turn out and go, a fair wind awaited us and we were on
the last leg for home. We stir had a day to spare but we wanted to be
in Saturday night and then have a day to square up.
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In open water again, Ailsa Craig to port recalled another holiday
when, as leading yacht after a night’s racing, we stood in too close to
the shore in the light air and hung becalmed for forty minutes while our
competitors, one by one, closed up on us. Such agony~ This time we
passed several miles off and soon the outline of the Irish Coast appeared
along a misty skyline.
Here a few lone gannets glided across our view; these powerful birds
are a joy to watch. While crossing to St. Kilda I remember seven of them
sweeping across the wave tops in line ahead their powerful wings appeared
hardly to move, and the whole flight swept on as a single unit. To see
these fellows crash dive has to be seen to be believed. From 1OO feet
they will close their wings and drop vertically like a stone into the sea
and grab their prey. The next moment they are on the surface again a
few strokeswith their wings and they are airborne. Most of the seabirds glide and move with such gra~eful ease. Fulmers and gulls are no
exception. In the Minch we were watching Fu/mers banking and wave
hopping and I recall wondering if they ever made a mistake and flew into
a wave, which of course, they never do. Later, during a flat calm, a
black backed gull gave me an exhibition of controlled banking as he flew
round and round our ship waiting for scraps. On each turn his lower
wing tip came down to water lever but it never touched. From this
position his wing swept out a curve that appeared to guide him round the
turn. Again a Fulmer coming up astern of us when running, worked his
way into the slip-stresm from the mainsail; he remained there for
minutes at a time without a quiver from his wings. Unconcerned, he
looked down on us with a beady eye, occasionally breaking away to go in
search of food.
During the afternoon the wind dled and off the Copelands the engine
came on duty again. The last of the ebb was pouring out of Strangford
Bar but we were able to stem the tide. With a Westerly the Bar was in
a quiet mood, but just for the fun we took a few feet of cine as a record.
Working into Audley~s Roads we dropped the hook for a final meal, I
think I remember, a favourite of mine~ mashed spuds, spinnach, poached
eggs followed by fruit and Ideal milk, biscuits and cheese, black coffee
and creme de menthe.
The final leg was made in the dark with a freshening breeze. Being
Strangford men we picked out the marks even in the half light - Don O’Neill,
the Limestone, Ringduffrin Point~ the narrow channel past Black Rocks leads
to Paul Island, round Eileen More and Ringhaddy Sound lies ahead. My
eyes instinctively search out a silvery mast in the dusk, "Minx of Malham"
lies quietly at her moorings. I hope she does not think I have deserted
her; i have been away some time but soon I will be back aboard again and
the remainder of the Summer lies ahead for us in sunny waters further
south. In any case I am back with the memories of a sail I would not
have missed for all the world.
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D3GOF "ANN GAIL’S" CRUISE TO THE CLYDE, 1952.
OWNER : C, J. W. RICHARDSON.
Mrs. Richardson, Ronald, Clive, J.B.K.
~eeoeeeeeee.

July ?th

5.10

Departure from Howth, wind E fresh, lumpy sea,reef in Mainsail.

7.3o¯

Rockabill abeam, streamed log, course N.E.

15.00

St. John’s abeam,

17.oo

South Rock Ship abeam, visibility poor, reading 55.

19.3o

Skulmartin abeam, wind lightening, reading 64.

2o.45

Donaghadee, slight rain, reading 73.

log reading 45.

Jul~y 8th
12.OO

No wind. Slipped warps and proceed under power.

16.O0

Corsewall abeam.

17.20

Off Loch Ryan, light N.N.W. relieved the Engine.

19.20

Ailsa Craig abeam.

22, O0

Lamlash.

July 9th
8.00

Weighed C.Q.R. large quantity of kelp on plough, moderate wind
from the West, anchored at Sandbank at

14.00

Distance made good 162 miles in 31 hours sailing.

July lOth
After renewing acquaintances at Yacht Yards, sailed at
15.00

to Gourock, where the odour of oil influenced us to seek a more
pleasant anchorage, so sailed to Roseneath, and at

22.00

picked up a moorings off Silver’s Yard. This passage was made
under Head Sail & Mizzen with strong N.W. wind.
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Incidentally, the mooring buoy rope was covered with tar, which
required careful handling to prevent destroying Sails etc., but
we could not save our hands.
July llth
After re-filling water tank, sailed to Gareloch Head, anchored
off Pier, went ashore for stores. In the afternoon sailed to
Hunter’s Quay to watch the Start of the C.C.C. Ailsa Craig Race.
Later returned to moorings at Sandbank.
Jul~ 12th
Sailed for Arrochar (Loch Long). Most of this passage was made
under power, owing to height of the hills, and as the Loch is
17 miles long (hence the name), it took &~ hours.
July l~th
Skipper and Crew went to Church. When rain cleared in the
afternoon, Owner and Clive walked to Loch Lomond; on their return
we weighed anchor and sailed to Loch Goil, a picturesque anchorage, but we needed almost all our chain. Here we saw "Sibyl"
lying at moorings, and back to her old colour, but without Mast.
I also met some old friends, now running the Loch Head Hotel.

July
13.oo

Weighed anchor, with some "Spell 0", crew think chain has
lengthened. We had a pleasant sall to Holy Loch, on the way we
exchanged greetings with the Commodore of the C.C.C. aboard his
fine schooner "Veleda". After a meal went ashore and saw many
fine y~chts laid up, which may never sail again, among them the
American designed "Trenchemer", and an ex German 12 Metre, now
named "Orion". All most interesting.

~u~v 15th
] 1.00

Slipped Moorings, and with a light Northerly wind rounded

14.00

Toward Ltohouse, here the wind freshened, and we had a long beat
to the Kyles of Bute, after passing through we had a fine reach
to Inchmarnock. The younger members of the crew were very
interested in the two Ladies ashore, and their history was duly
explained. (Maids of Bute). It was a beat to

20,30

Loch Tarbert, where we anchored at 20.30. On arrival I was
hailed by the Owner of "Nordene II", one of the llO ft Fairmile
Craft, beautifully fitted as a Yacht, where one pulls nobs, not
ropes. The Owner of "Mervyna" (18 ton yawl) invited us aboard
his new purchase, which he had taken over a few days earlier at
Donaghadee.

July !6th
-

Strong S.W. wind and much rain. Crew remain in bed reading,
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as quite a number of lights were on, the batteries suffered;
later provisions & water were put on board, and some of the
Crew found a dance hall.
July 17th
The usual practice in modern times is to motor out of Tarbert,
however, on this occasion the engine refused to start due to
the batteries being run down, (reading yesterday); as the
passage between Cock Island and the mainland is only about 20
feet wide, the light S.W. wind called for a beat through the
narrow channel. By this time many yachts anchored in the
vicinity were aware that our engine would not start, and were,
therefore, very interested to see what the procedure would be.
So, for the amusement of the spectators, we beat out under full
sail, without trouble. We had intended sailing to Campbeltown,
but, as the wind was ahead, we decided to make for Lamlash, and
get the batteries re-charged, and although it was after 7 p.m. the
garage people very kindly opened up, and put them on charge overnight.
July 18th
Collected batteries, which were only half up, and sailed at
12.00

with single reef, wind N.W. fresh, visibility poor. Set course
to clear Ailsa Craig to Port, however, we passed without seeing
it! At 15.30wind freshened and backed to W, sea became very
lumpy, but "Ann Gall" can take it. We

22.00

entered Donaghadee at 22.00 with all sail on, to be £reeted
with the usual instructions "Go out and take the sails off",
"Start your engine etc.," . Which we ignored, and nothing
happened; but abuse from some local boatman for not engaging
him before entering, he was most disagreeable, and his remarks
were uncalledfor.

Jul.y 19th
8.00

Slipped stern warps, weighed anchor, and sailed under Jib and
Mizzen, set reefed 1’~insail off Millisle, and romped South at
great speed. Wind W.N.W. fresh.

11.30

St. John’s ~beam, confused sea, wind West, squally.

13.00

Off Annalong we sailed into a calm, with seas Jumping, and
throwing the yacht in all directions without steerage way, here
we remained for over 2 hours (engine out of commission), when
suddenly we were struck by a squall of about force 8, W, making
it necessary to sail the yacht with great care in order to save
Sails and gear; this lasted for half-an-hour, and then settled
to a strong steady wind from the same direction.
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Rockabill abeam.
Howth Harbour, picked up moorings, and the cruise over.
When off Clogher Head a Carrier Pigeon was found to be resting
in the folds of the reefed mainsail, its landing was unobserved.
With some inducement in the way of food it decided to reach the
cockpit, and later the pantry, where it remained until the next
morning, and then departed after leaving its visiting cards
nicely secreted with the china.

DISTANCE COV~ ~- ~487-~ MILES.
All Yacht Owners have a kink, if they had not, they would not
own a yacht, but die of rust, or become a deadender.
The
Skipper-0wner of "Ann Gall" has a kink for getting up at any
old time from 5 to 7 a.m. and making tea for all who announce
they would like some. The writer, whose bunk was close to the
galley, fared well, but one morning at an unearthly hour the
odour was not tea but a strong smell of paint. On looking
across I noticed all the pots, pans, and other cooking utensils
were on the cabin floor, and the Skipper was gaily singing
"Donnelly.s sausages", but instead of grilling a tasty breakfast
for us~ he was painting the inside of the lockers, and the
utensils had to remain unstowed until the paint dried.
"Ann Gall" was only out of the Builder’s hands in late May, and,
as usual, many details were incomplete. The first race was
the I.C.C. to Port St. Mary, when the Calor Gas caused some
excitement, however, luckily nothing serious happened.
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TO

TTANY IN CARU. by H.W.S.Clerk.

The cruise really began with a crafty long weekend -one of those
yachtsmen’s favourites which start after work on Wednesday. Janet Eccles,
Mervyn Henry and I took Caru from Portrush down the East Coast to Wexford,
which was to be our jumping off place for France two weeks later. It
was a gloriously fine weather passage, and just what we needed to shake
down in a boat in which none of us had done much cruising.
Caru was built by McGruers to their own design in 1938. She measures
27’ 6" x 7’ 9" x &’ 6" on a 20’ 6" water line. Bermudan sloop rig with a
short bowsprit. The auxiliary is a & - cyl. 7 H.P. Austin Thetis. I
had brought her over from the Clyde at the beginning of May, and a very
rushed month’s fitting out followed while she lay in Portrush harbour.
Fog introduced us to at least one new navigational aid. We had
slipped at 8 p.m. Wednesday, lOth May, and motored all night with no wind,
and worsening visibility. About OhOO somewhere off Ballygalley Hd.
visibility 50-100 yds., we decided to steer West to close up the coast and
to try for a fix. It is quite clean in these parts, and the lead gives
good warning of its closeness. However, this time, the first indication
that we were getting really ’warmt was when Jan heard what she pronounced
without doubt to be a thrush singing, and at no great distance. We could
still see nothing, but altered course South on the strength of this, and
sure enough a couple of minutes later the Ballygalley Hotel appeared out
of the fog on the starboard beam’ So remember to put your keen birdwatchers on fog lookout,w
Crossing Belfast Lough still in very low visibility, Just when the
three cross-channel steamers were due, was rather nerve racking, but in
the event we neither saw or heard a thing. This e~perience prompted me
to buy a Cat’s Eye Radar reflector, and we derived comfort from its
presence on several occasions.
About 12OO off the Skulmartin, the fog cleared, and we had a fairly
steady N to NE breeze for the next 30 hrs, which took us very comfortably
to Arklow where we tied up in the basin at 1630 on Friday. We were
delighted to see John Tyrrel come on board during the evening, and also
to have a chance to admire ’Rose of York’ a fine eleven tonner which he
had almost complete in the yard. We left at 0300, Saturday, ~o catch
the S. going tide, and were off the entrance to Wexford at 9.30. Picking
out the buoys which mark the Z-bend channel to the town is a severe test
of good eyesight. They are single, marking the centre of the channel,
mostly made from old mine cases, and being several hundred yards apart,
are very hard to see unless you know exactly where to look, which a
stranger does not. It is worth noting that the entrance is now marked
by a red can shaped buoy, only made conspicuous by the white bird droppings
which cover its upper half, and is (July ’52) to the North of the Dogger
Bank, but quite liable to shift back to the S. of it after a big onshore
gale. It is certainly not a place for a stranger to navigate on the ebb
in a deep - keeled yacht.
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The anchorage below the bridge, which we reached at 1030, is excellent
once inside, and we knew Caru was quite safe there for as long as we liked
to leave her, particularly when Mr. Ray O’Keeffe had kindly offered to keep
an eye on her. Nor was he long introducing us to the Boys ashore where
the crack was so good, that we were almost talked into spending the rest of
our cruise in Wex/’ord Harbour.
However, when we returned two weeks later we had to harden our hearts,
and having completed with stores, sailed at 0930, Saturday, 28th June, 1
hr. before H.W.
We had on board provisions for eight days; the passage ahead of us
was about 275 miles, and from what I have read, confirmed by my own small
experience, 75 miles a day seems a fair average to work on, plus 1OO%
allowance for contingencies such as very bad weather, or broken gear. The
extra allowance is not really essential on this particular passage, as
Lands End forms a half way house if required. We were a liZtle lighter !
on water, having a total of 8 galls, i.e., 5 days at half a gallon per man
per day. In practice with no rationing of any sort, but normal economy
(such as washing up, and boiling vegetables in saltwater) a gallon a day
between three of us is generally nearer what we use. We had about 22
galls, of petrol in & jerricans plus 4 in the tank, which meant 60 hrs.
motoring at cruising throttle, and say 22e miles range at 3½/& knots.
We
wanted to be independent of prolonged calms, and also petrol is very
expensive in France (6/- a gallon).
Outside we found the wind S.S.W. fce &, and could just lay the Tuskar
on the starboard tack. Clear of the land, there was a slight sea, but it
did not se~n to stop us unduly, and at 14OO we handed No.1 Jib and set the
Genoa. Later the wind freshened a little until the rail was awash at
times, and we were making just on 4 knots. The motion below was very
lively, and when these conditions continued for the next 24 hrs. we all
began to feel the strain, as we were far from having acquired any sea-legs.
Alan Smiles, Mervyn Henry and myself comprised the crew. We worked 2 hr.
watches at sea, which gave us ~ hrs. off and 2 on. Alan did almost all
the cooking at sea, and he and Mervyn shared it in Harbour, while the
navigation was mainly my pigeon.
At 2215, Log 27 from the Tus~ar, we picked up the Smalls Light bearing
070 o The wind freed a point Or so before midnight, and we were able to
steer 175o Magenetic. The steering compass is an axR.A.F, luminious
5" grid type, and proved thoroughly satisfactory, mounted in gimbals in a
box which clips onto the forward cockpit bulk head. We had no deviation
card, but simply checked her head with the hand bearing compass after
settling do~m on each new co~se - a method which involves more work for
%he navigator, but is a lot more fool proof in small craft.
Sunday the ~9%~E 13OO sighted Trevose Head, about four or five
miles off on the port bow. We had had several good position lines from
Bushmills Consol Station during the day, and found we were within 2miles
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of our D.R. position. The wireless is an ex R.A.F. 3 valve head phone
set, designed, I am told, for airborne lifeboats, and picked up Bushmills
quite clearly, though we did not get Ploneis, the French Station, until
S. of Lands End.
We now began to work in short tacks towards Lands End, 38 miles S.W.
1730: lost sight of the coast once more in lessening visibility. The
fog horns soon started up around us, and with tidal sets difficult to
estimate, the navigation became a pressing problem. At 2130 we started
the engine, and as the wind continued to drop had it on for the next 1A
hrs. Fortunately at 0215 when we were just about to alter course S. we
got a bearing on the loom of Pendeen which confirmed that we had made
enough Westing. Visibility gradually improved after this, though the
coast remained hidden in heavy fog banks.
Monday, 30th June. 0655 Wolf Rock abeam, still flat calm, and the
start of a perfect warm sunny day. At mld-day, a moderate N.E. breeze
came up, and we were making about 3~/& knots with the spinnaker set to
port. At 18OO a Consol fix put us 55 miles from the Four Tower, and our
E.T.A. there just at the start of the N. going tide, so we decided to bear
up for L’Abervrach on the N. Coast. At 2330 sighted the loom of Creach,
one of the Ushant Lights over 30 miles away. The wind freshened steadily
to fce. 5 with stronger puffs, and by O130 we decided that as it would be
blowing on shore at LTAbervrach, the entrance there would be too difficult,
so ran off S.W. to try and wriggle round outside Ushant against the foul
tide. Visibility remained good, but a most tremendous thunder storm now
commenced, great sheets and forks of lightening illuminating the coast for
miles, while the rain fell in torrents. The wind however dropped away
at.’fir~t,amd it needed the motor to get us Lampaul Bay on the S.W. side of
Ushant, just as the N. going stream was getting into its stride. The
tide runs very strongly past the entrance to the Bay, which is narrowed
by unmarked sunken rocks on either side, so it would be a difficult place
to beat into. We motored in with the sails flapping, keeping right on
the leading marks which are very clear, but Just at the trickiest part it
really started to pipe us, and about 2 ft. of a seam at the head of the
mainsail split open, so we had to get it down in a hurry. Anchored at
0730, perfectly sheltered from all except S.W. winds. There is full
shelter to be had in the pretty inner harbour, all of which dries.
After 3 hrs. much needed sleep, we had a quick run ashore. Aboard
again by 1200, and started to snug down for a rough sail to Brest. The
wind still N.E. must have been gusting to near gale at times during the
morning, but inside an hour the day changed most wonderfully, and we
finished by bending on the new mainsail for a final stretch.
The barometer had remained quite steady throughout this disturbance,
and I’m not going to mention it again, for it really never varied during
our 3 weeks, except for slow minor fluctuations between 30.1 ~nd 30.~
inches.
The tide was now running S. and we expected a & or 5 knot set, as we
crossed the Fromveur Channel where the tide runs at 10 knots in the
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narrows, but in fact found little or none, and found our buoys most easily
by simply steering the direct compass course from one to the other. It
was one of the hottest days we had during the cruise, and with a bottle or
two of Ushant vin rouge to cheer us the six hour passage to Brest in
bright sun and calm blue water was Just the sort of thing we had come for.
The narrow rocky entrance to the Rade de Brest is most impressive. We
had been told that the Port de Commerce is the best yacht berth, but were
waved rather brusquely away from here, and wondering where to head for
when a young French Yachtsman, Bernard Felix, kindly offered to pilot us
round to the yacht moorings outside the E. end of the harbour. The
number of sunken wrecks to be dodged en route made Us particularly glad of
his help. Once anchored, Bernard and Mervyn went ashore in our dinghy
(a 7’ 6" Prout collapsible), and duly sent a motor boat back for Alan and
me. We asked the boatman on board for a drop of Irish ’wine’, and when
we got on to his boat nothing would start the engine. After several
minutes fruitlsss swinging, he flung the ha: ~lo overboard with a fine and
truly French gesture, and proceeded to scull the boat which must have been
quite 30 ft. long back to the shore against quite a stiff wind.
After an excellent but rather expensive dinner at the Conti, we fell
in with a pair of French Yachtsmen, also returning on board, who insisted
on forcing a window of the Club and starting a very good party in the Bar.
This was later continued on board Caru, until not even match sticks would
keep our eyes open any longer.
Next morning was spent in clearing the Customs, and cashing our
Travellers Cheques. It seems well worth going to a big Port like Brest
first to get this done without delay. We were issued with a ’Papier
Jaune’ which covered us for our stay on the coast, but were only asked for
th’s in t-~o of the dozen Ports which we visited.
Wednesday~ 1st July. Sailed at 16OO with Bernard Felix on board.
With a fresh N.W. breeze and the flood tide under us, had a fast sail up
the Rade to the mouth of the Chateaulin River. The breeze only failed us
as we crept round the first lovely bead of the river, just past the
village of Landevennec, and we had to tMarch sur le moteurf as Bernard put
it, the last few yards to the anchorage, close alongside some obsolete
warships, ~hich lie there awaiting disposal. Landevennec is the picture
of a pretty unspoilt sleepy French village. We had an outstandingly good
dinner at the Hotel de Ben Sejour, and paid, I think, 550 francs (about
ll/-) a head, which is reasonable enough as prices go in France. Palourdes
(small cockles) grille are ’le specialite du malson’ and I can taste them
still.
Thursda.v~ 2nd July. Away at 0700. Same fresh N. wind as yesterday,
so it was a beat to Brest, which we re~ched at II o’clock, Just to drop
off Bernard, and pick up the old mainsail, which had been completely restitched for 3000 francs (£3) in the Wvoilerie~ close to the Yacht Club.
Had a tricky wee Job sailing alongside, watched by a critical French
crowd, but fortunately all went well. Left at 1330. The breeze had
freshened up a bit, and we reached through the Goulet like the proverbial
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pip out of an orange, then bore away past Camaret for the Toulinguet
Passage, which saves going right out to La Parquette tower which lies at
the end of a chain of sunken rocks, almost 7 miles long. We were travelling so fast with a strong favourable tide, that it was necessary to be
very much ’on the balltwith the pilotage. French buoys are tall and easy
to pick up at a distance (French girls are too says Alan’), but I must
admit that in the two weeks, I did not really get on familiar terms with
their elaborate system of top marks which indicate the direction they lie
from the danger. With the great profusion of stone towers and iron beacons
on off lying rocks, the pilotage is nowhere very difficult, but there is
a lot of it, and it does require most constant vigilance, a great deal
more so than for instance on the Irish coast,
Just South of the Toulinguet and from it to Los Tas de Pois, is some
of the finest rocky coastal scenery we saw, but by the end of the cruise
we agree that while being all round an entrancing cruising ground, the
natural scenery in this part of Brittany does not compare with the Irish
or West of Scotland coasts.
The breeze dropped again as we approached the Raz de Sein, and,
arriving as we did, exactly on slack water neaps, there was not even a
ripple to indicate that there is even a race there at all. Just S. of it,
some fishermen in a small motor-boat started waving and soon drew alongside
to offer us a pair of enormous spider crabs which almost filled the cockpit.
We handed over a large mug full of irish by way of return, which the
Skipper swallowed in about two gulps with evident enjoyment.
Got the hook down about 21OO off the beach at Audierne, partly
sheltered by the new break water, and ashore for a langouste dinner at the
France. A fisherman showed us how to moor the crabs alongside for the
night with cords to their legs.
Friday. 4th July.
0930, Motored up into the river in a prolonged
squall, N. Fcej 6, accompanied by blinding rain. A Frenchman waved
wildly at us from the Quay, and when we drew alongside leapt on board,
said he was the harbour master and directed us mostly in Breton to anchor
below the bridge, where there is a hole under the North and South arches,
but he put us on a bank well below the N. hole. We soon realized he was
in an alcoholic daze and not harbour master at all, so set him ashore and
laid out the kedge to warp back into the hole. Got the bower and started
to move, but had not realized the terrific strength of the tide where it
is constricted by the bridge. The kedge (a 15 lb.C.O.R.) dragged, the
wind which had been helping to hold us against the tide suddenly dropped,
and we were carriod straight under the bridge. The engine started
instantly, but almost too late and the mast seemed doomed. We struck the
N, pier very hard, then scraped clear, only to see the port spreader go
with a horrid splintering crack, but by this time the engine was going
great guns, slowly worked her head round and punched us out. We tied up
to a fisherman to survey the damage. The top 6" was cracked off the
transom by the backstay having caught under an arch, thatandthe spreader
were fortunately all. Inside an hour we had a French shipwright on board,
and with his very skilled help were ready for sea twenty-four hours later.
He finished at 10 p.m. and cheerfully started at 0600 in pouring rain
which continued all day.
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Had to moor under that bridge of sighs again for the night. We
unwisely tackled the manoeuvre of getting into position below the S. arch,
which has the best pool, during the full strength of the ebb, and even
with the help of two fishermen had a very heavy job getting correctly
positioned with two warps out astern and two anchors ahead.
We had learnt several lessons in a very short time - among them that
before sailing to France, time would be better spent getting familiar with
the common nautical terms port, starboard, warp, cleat etc., rather than
the "Voulez-vous prom~ner avec moi ce soir" stuff."
Saturday, 5th July. Sailed at l&OO, but Audierne was our unlucky
port and had to have a final snatch at us. The wind was blowing straight
in the entrance, and just as we approachedthe pierheads, we noticed clouds
of steam emerging from the exhaust, and the engine on the point of seizing,
no water circulating at all. Fortunately we were Just clear of the narrows
and happy under sail. A fine close reach to Penmarch Point, wind S.W.
Fce. ~, but there it left us, so that engine just had to be tackled.
After much stripping and prodding with wire, we finally had to remove the
water inlet seacock complete, and while keeping one finger in the hole
poke a large lump of seawee~ out of its interior. Moral: fit an outside
strainer next year.
By the time this was finished, the breeze had come up N.E. and we
headed S. for Quiberon Bay, which kept us comfortably offshore for the
night. Tried serving vin rouge with the biscuits in the middle, but
found it far too sleepy making, when I had almost dozed off, and only just
averted a gybe - a ’panache’ in fact as Bernard would have called it.
By 13OO (Sunday, 6th) we were running inside Belle lie, then turned
in through the Telgnouse Channel. Warm and sunny once more; passed many
French yachts large and small as we ghosted across Quiberon Bay to La
TrinitY, a great French yachting centre on the Crach river. Anchored by
1700 in 3 fm. opposite the pier.
Mon. ~th~
Underway ii00. beat out against the young flood. A 2 hr.
sail took us round the rocks to the Morbihan, a French edition of Strangford Lough, and much the most beautiful place we visited. The flood was
already running five or six knots in the entrance, and the wind fell very
light just at the focal point of the tides as it so often seems to.
Past here, it breezed up again, and we had a fine sail on the bluest of
water among lovely islets, with sandy beaches and low rocky points, all
clad in dark pine and cypress trees. The Chart, a French one, was
pinned on top of the main hatch for quick reference, and we had some
exciting moments when it blew overboard, as I was turning it over, but it
soon dried out again in the sun. Brought up opposite Bourg at the N. end
of the Ile auxMoines.
Away at 0600 next morning, Tuesday 8th. This would be a perfect place
for a leisurely weeks cruising, but we had to head N. again. Fetched
down on the ebb past the Ile Berder marked by its Martello type tower, then
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up N. to have a look at the village of Larmor before joining the Auray
River, and so out the entrance. Wind due W. Fce. 3, day overcast but
warm. Out through the Teignouse, and found we could Just lay the Ile
de Groix, 20 miles away, on the port tack. Port Tudy on the E. of the
islands, where we spent the night, is the home of the last few sailing
tunnymen. We were lucky enough to pass one quite close, running very
fast with his great red reaching jib boomed out as a spinnaker, and long
rods lowered down on either beam. Failed to find a berth in the small
harbour, both out of the way and with enough water, and took the ground
for about 3 hrs. during the night, but it was worth the discomfort to
see this most interesting place.
Wednesday, 9th. Short sail to the Belon River light W. wind, calm
sea, sunny. Many small open luggers with multi coloured sails, fishing
along the shore. On the way stuC~ a patch on the dinghy where the
canvas had chafed through at the bow. The Belon bar dries, but after
half flood the channel seems to present no difficulty. This was our
favourite port of all, lovely, peaceful and unspoilt; we were told we
were the first yacht there this year. The bistro on the S. Shore is a
friendly spot, Just a counter and some chairs in the corner of a big old
fashioned Cottage kitchen. If space allowed I would like to tell you a
bit about Arlette and Jacquine, two very pretty mareI zelles who were sun
bathing on the beach when we arrived.
Thursday1 1Oth. Sailed at i~30 with many backward glances, for
les popsies had been pressed to accompany us to Concarneau but somehow
never turned up! ~hile checking the course out over the bar, I knocked
the handbearer, (ex R.A.F. type 06A), quite lightly on the hatch and the
prism fell off. The brass bolts holding it to the body had in 3 years
use been corroded to the thickness of pins. Mervyn had brought his as
a spare, so were not delayed by this mishap. Slow beat against light
headwind and foul tide. The Concarneau entrance is not nearly so
¯complicated as it looks on the chart. The B & W cheq. Tower, Le Cochon
is very conspicious. Leave it close to starboard and you are in. Saw
men working at a new tower on La Basse du Chenal. There seemed to be
much more water in the outer harbour than the chart indicates. We found
a comfortable berth in 5 ft. clear E. of the great bunch of deeper draft
boats moored in the centre.
Friday. llth. Spent the morning shopping and exploring round the
town; as well as being a tourist centre it is a big commercial tunny port.
The empty bottles a tunny man lands at the end of a cruise is an
impressive sight - one lorry for the tunny and another for the bottles.
It was market day, and the Breton women ls head dresses of most beautiful
starched lace, still widely worn, were a lovely sight. Too hot for
comfort ashore, and we were glad enough to sail at 1315. A pleasant
sailing breeze, about W. had just got up, and although it meant another
turn to windward, we were lucky to have sailing breeze at all, combined
with such settled weather. Tacked close off the Ile aux Moutons and,
working up into Bengdet, were beaten in an exciting race by a French
cruiser about the same size as ourselves. Benodet lying on a bend of
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the lovely tree clad River Odet is a justly popular yachting centre. We
saw all too little of it, for, after a short walk and dinner ashore, we
sailed again at 2300. Once outside, the array of white, red and green
flashing and occulting lights ~;as ~ little bewildering. The Anse is a
very rock strewn area, and as we headed W. there were at least nine Light
Houses in sight in a ring round us, but nary a lit buoy to mark the
outside of the reefs, extending S. from the coast and N.E. from the Ile
aux Moutons. Our course lay in the narrow gap between them, and the
hand-bearing compass was in constant use checking and fixing for a couple
of hours until we were through. We were close hauled once more, wind
W.N.W. Fce. 3, tending to freshen. Tacked about 5 miles S.W. of Penmarch
at 0200, and just before this I got the fright of my life. We were well
heeled, and having just had a good look round the horizon, I was concentrating on watching the leach of the Genoa on the lee side, when over the
angle of the coach roof, high out of the water, and about 20 ft. a~ay I
glimpsed a solid looking object on top of a stick, coming straight at us.
As I leapt for the weather side, I was quite convinced it was the mast of
an unlit fishing boat about to cut us in half, but was Just in time to
see nothing more deadly than a crab pot buoy sliding past with a tall
withy and tattered flag on top of it. No small relief|
Saturday, 12th. 0930 anchored off the beach at Audierne and had a
dash ashore for mail. Off again at llO0, bright sun and a light N.W.
wind. We were a bit late getting to the Raz de Sein - about an hour
after slack. As we approached one solid line of white breakers met the
eye from La Veille tower to Tevennec. We were soon carried into the
maelstrom, and almost as quickly out of it, decks hardly splashed. There
was no anger in it, for the wind was not above Fce. 2, but I can still see
those curling white crests close alongside, and feet above our heady,
beautiful as ballet dancers in the bright sunlight, and yet a grim reminder
of what the Raz would be like in slightly less favourable condition.
From here a 20 mile reach due E. along the rocky shore took us to
Douarnenez, gayest of towns. It is an easy harbour to make. We brought
up in 5 fm. in the Port De Rosr~.eur close to four other British yachts.
We stored up here for the voyage home in a little shop run by Robert Jacq,
a stout lad, proud of his service in England during the war. After the
order was complete he stood us a large rum all round. His shop is on
the right hand side of a little street running steeply up from the Quay,
and we can heartily recommend it. It was just perishable food and some
?~n ordina~re that we bought, for our stock of tins had lasted well,
which was a good thing. Because tins like most things in France are
expensive. Bread was problem. French loaves are tasteless and, after
about twenty-fcur hours, hard as a brick. You can buy smaller buns made
of fine flour, something like our loaves, but they are much dearer. We
bought some of these, a couple of loaves, and eked out the supply with
lifeboat biscaits. Fortunately we needed no petrol, as two of the
jerricans were still full. We left the stores on board, and came back
for a glass of wine ’Aux Loups de Mer". Madame showed us a postcard of
Berehaven, just sent by her husband whose trawler was fishing off the
Kerry coast. And so to a magnificent Grand Bal where we watched a Jive
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competition, and even stole some dances with the very lovely beauty queen.
S,n~day. 13th. Away at 1030. The ebb carried us close hauled out
past Cap de la Chevre. As we got here the N. going flood was starting,
and with sheets well eased we smoked up past Point St. Matthieu. The
way the tide was running past La Vinotiere tower was a caution to see.
The wreck buoy beside it had a bow wave like a destroyer. It was all
helping to carry us nearer our dinner in L’Abervrach, far famed for its
langoustes. 18OO Four Tower abeam. Then off the Porsals, the wind fell
very light, and we got into a most uncomfortable tumbling uneven swell,
which almost put all thoughts of dinner out of our heads. The coast
became misty, but v~th the engine runn.~Jlg, a bearing from the Vierge,
tallest lighthouse in the world, put us onto the Libenter buoy off
L’Abervrach on the very last of the tide. In through the twisting but
well marked entrance, and anchored off the town at 21~0. We reached the
Bellevue at 10 oWclock, but the late hour ~idnlt worry the staff a hair,
and our last dinner in France turned out to be also our best, and very
nearly our cheapest.
We were introduced to Izarra, King of liqueurs, and
a Breton speciality.
Tuesday, l&th July. 1130 started to beat out the channel against
a ligHK’no-rwester. Slow progress in a Jumbled swell, which disappeared a
few miles off shore, but at 18OO the wind finally died. The engine ran
for a few minutes, then cut out dead - ignition trouble, finally traced to
the coil for which we fortunately carried a spare, so were able to proceed.
2~00 wind again, light norwest. In these conditions it took us over
forty hours to bring the Scillies over the horizon.
Wednesday. l~th July. 0600: Time was beginning to run short, so
started the engine: at 0800 the stern gland began to sound as if a woodpecker was hard at it from the ~utside. This seemed unlikely, but of
more importance was a steady trickle of water coming from behind the inner
flange. We were about eight miles from St. Margarets, and finding it was
high water about midday, decided to dry out alongside the pier there in
the afternoon. By 16OO we were sitting on the edge of Hughtown pier
watching Caru settle down on the sandy bottom. It was a glorious sun, her
day, and the islands look?d most attractive~ though very crowded with
visitors.
With a line from the mast to the pier and a weight sling on this to
keep it tight, she came to rest quite happily with no attention, and the
minute the water allowed, Ss~ny and ~Brother~ a most efficient shipwright
and mechanic partnership got on the job. The stern tube bad fractured
in the middle, due to bad fitting of the outer flange, which was now
right out and rattling against the propeller - our woodpecker. Brother
made an excellent temporary repair by brazing an extra large flange on it,
and securing it vsry strongly to the stern post with coach bolts. This
made the shaft quite tight and rigid. We left the inner flange, as it
could always be shored into place from a frame a few ~ches forward of it,
if it showed any fur~her inclination to shift, but in fact it never did.
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Brother rang up Plymouth met. station, and boldly asked for a forecast for the next three days; to my surprise they gave it, and were dead ¯
right what’s more! " iinds W. to N.W. Fce. 4; Fce. 5 at times occasional
showers, good visibility". We were afloat again by 2300, and set out
for New Grimsby Sound. It is narrow, and parts of it dry, but the tide
was still flooding, and we felt like having a go. Mughtown Pier Light
and the loom of St. Mary’s lighthouse in transit put you onto the beacon
at the S. end of the sound, but once past the shelter of the pier, it was
very difficult to hold onto this line with fresh beam wind and cross tide.
Also the night was very dark, and half way across the bay we decided to
turn back and anchor till daylight. Under way at 0500. The sound
struck me as by no means easy first time through: but perhaps perception
is not at its best at this hour Z
Once clear of a slight tide rip off the Scillies, we found an even
beam sea and low swell with a splendid breeze right abeam, and really
started to travel. Steered a point to windward of the course for Camsore in case the wind should go norwest, and started a hot competition
as to who could get the most miles on the log for his watch. Several
fierce rainy squalls in which the wind veered three or four points during
the morning, but by midday we were able to change No.1 for the Genoa
which remained on for the next 56 hrs. We ran i1¼ miles in one 2-hour
watch, and later 6~ miles in one hour. 17OO: a/c direct for Carnsore.
0600 Mervyn sighted land, Forth Mountain, and a fix gave us ll4 miles in
24 hrs. 1330 South Shear buoy abeam. Sheeted Genoa to boom end, which
made quite a noticeable improvement. There was some light patched in
the wind during the day, and we r~n the engine a total of about 4 hrs.
By OiOO Saturday, 19th July, Codling L.V. abeam. 0800 Lambay. The
breeze did not fail us again, except for an uncomfortable half hour at
1400 off the South end of Dundrum Bay, when we were caught in a ~ricious
tidal jabble, which completely killed the wind. Odd, as this is
reputedely an almost tideless area.
Started engine which took us clear,
when the wind promptly re-appeared.
1800: Just caught the Start of the flood at Strangford Bar; dropped
Mervyn at Strangford village, and by 1945 were anchored close beside Maid
of York in Rir~ Haddy sound, the finest yacht anchorage in the North, if
not in the British Isles. We had had a cracking good and most enjoyable
passage home of about 300 miles sailed in 62 hrs. It is always a sad
moment when the cruise comes to an end, but there is also a great satisfaction, and Strangford Lough yachtsmen don’t let you feel sad for long.
A couple of weeks later we brought Caru back to Portrush.
During our three weeks we had covered about 1030 miles, and the round
trip amounted to just under l~OO. A bit less than a quarter of the total
time was spent under’engine.
Herewith a list of the individual passages, and also of the charts
we used, which might prove of interest to someone planning a similar
cruise.
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TIMES AND DISTANCES.
Sea miles, direct courses, Time under Engine in Brackets.
Hrs. Hrs. Miles.
Portrush
Arklow

(2OO0111/6) - Arklow
O310/l&/6 Wexford

1640/13
10&O/l~

Wexford
Lampaul
Brest
Landevennec
Brest
Audierne
La Trinit~
Ile auxMoines
Port Tudy
Belon R.
Concarneau
Benodet
Douarnenez
L’Abervrach
Hughtown
Strangford

0940/28/6
1315/1/7
1540/2
0700/3
1330/3
1430/5
1145/7
0600/8
1030/9
1515/10
1315/11
2230/11
1030/13
lllS/l&
O430/17
1845/1~

O730/1/7
2130/1
1850/2
1130/3
2100/3
I~15/6
1630/7
1730/8
1615/9
2150/10
1930/11
2020/12
21&O/13
1230/16
1830/19
1945/19

- Lampaul
- Brest
- Landevennec
- Brest
- Audierne
- La Trinit~
- lie auxMoines
- Port Tudy
- Belon R.
- Concarneau
- Benodet
- Douarnenez
- L’Abervrach
- Hughtown
- Strangford
- Ring Haddy

(282)
~I (3½) 226
70
6~
3
4
7
26
~
ll
5:
6
&
22
ll
~9~
62½
1

(16) 248
(3½) 32

(5 ks) 14
-

34

16

( I
(
(

36
15

-

9
59

(lO) lO6
( 4 ) 28o
( - ) 5
~ins.

298½ (43 20)1028
,,

, ¯ L

Ring Haddy
Larne
Culdaff

2250/26/6 -Larne

1900/27 20 ( 4 )

1800/3

2230/3

- Portrush

~6
18
m

~2
Total for Cruise.

(12½) ~26

3922 (88) 1380

CHARTS: (BRITISH ADMIRALTY).
IRISH COAST:
ENGLISH COAST:

2798, 46, &5, 1825A, 1825B, 1&68, 1787, 2049.
1598, 34, 1179, 1178, 2565.

FRANCE:

2644, 2643, 2694, * 3345, 3&24, 2351, 2352, 2646.
No. 3165 French.
Should also have had No.20. * Not really necessary.
Harbour Plans: Cruising Association Hand Book 1952.
Also those in "Ianthe Cruises" by H.J. Hanson.
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CRUISE OF ~I~GAL.!952, by W. Cbamhers~
Crew:

Skipper
Aidan Brindley
Dan O’Connor
Pat Boyd

A few days before the star@ we had some defections. John Kearney
was regrettably unable to come as he had only recently returned from a
Cruise to Scotland in "Ann Gall".
When I heard that Dan O’Connor was available I sought him out and
was delighted to get him. We also secured Pat Boyd who had no previous
experience, but who proved also to be a happy choice and learnt quickly.
The cruise had been arranged to commence on Saturday, August 2nd
which unfortunately was also the date of the Howth Regatta. We had
notions of taking part in the Regatta and leaving immediately afterwards, but we had to decide otherwise owing to the usual time limitations.
1500, Saturday~ August 2rid:
Spent the morning getting supplies on board and set off on a fine
afternoon with little or no wind, under sail and engine.

Wicklow Head abeam, 2 cables distance run 21m. speed ~.2/3 knots.
Very light N.W. wind.

Arklow abeam 2~m. wind W.N.W.
Streamed log as we were inside
Banks. The wind now freshened considerably and allowed a course to a
few miles east of the Tuskar S. 9 E.
Sunday. 1.20:
Tuskar abeam. Log 38. We now had a rather uncomfortable sea on
our quarter and were skipping along with a wind with sufficient weight
to recall the lines of Coleridge ~ "And now the storm-blast came and
hewas tyrannous and strong he struck with his o’ertaking wings and
chasedus South along".
The rest of the day continued like this. Proper meals were not
possible but we managed Bovril and things. No one minded as we were
going fast in the right direction.
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~9.30:
Longships sighted, also Pendeen Head. A somewhat narrow fin on
thes~ gave us an approximate position. I was hoping for a few more
hours of daylight in order to round the corner in comfort, and this
fortunately was granted to us.
20.10:
Longships due East 3 miles. Darkness did not fall on us until we
reached and rounded the Runnelstone, after which we shaped our course
around Penlee point and headed for Penzance.
21.00:
Came to anchor in Mounts Bay, 2 cables S.E. of Penzance Pier.
reading 178, average speed from Dun Laoghaire Harbour 6.6 knots.

Log

Monday4th:
There was an uncomfortable swell so we motored in to the inner basin
in Penzance at the earliest opportunity,
15.00:
This basin provides a perfect haven for yachts. Yachts lie alongside thewall with only a step ashore and with no appreciable rise or
fall. The snag of course is that one c~n only leave when the dock
gates are open for about one hour before high tide. Because of a leak
in the lock gates they are not kept open after high water.
Had the usual visit from genial members of H.M. Customs. They had
no news of other visiting yachts but were able to recommend a first class
Inn at Mousehole which we sampled and endorsed the recommendation, but
it was a trifle crowded.
Tuesday and Wednesdax 5th and 6th:
Messed around Penzance shopping and bathing. Nothing untoward to
report except that we met Plunkett McCormack who was rather mysterious
as to how he got there, and why, The weather outside during these few
days was very bad with heavy seas running.
Thursday 7th, 6.~O:
Motored through the lock gates as they were opening.
7.15:
Strsxmed log. Set all sail, course south. Discovered slight tear
in mainsail at upper batten pocket. Lowered mainsail and set trysail.

l~O.

We also discovered that the wind was now blowing fresh to strong S.>V.
Lowered jib.

8.50:
Log, which had been taken in changing sails, again streamed reading
1 m. Lands End abeam to starboard, course due south.

9.50:
Wind very light. Started engine.
lO. l0:
Rolling heavily in swell. Lizard abeam to port.
ll. 20:
Still under engine but course S. x E. to keep sails filled.
12.AO.
Wind free and slightly improved. Stopped engine.
1J~. O0:
Set jib, Wind S.E. light, log 17.
16.00:
Freshening wind.

Log 30.

22. O0:
Log 73.
to report.

Hourly readings of the log had been kept but nothing else

FridaF~ 8th August, 1.30:
Sighted and identified Creach Point, main light, Le Four Light,
Stiffe Pointe and Corn Carhai. We had ample directions but for all
that we got too large a "Cocked Hat" on the hand-bearer due, I suppose,
to the roll of the sea.

/~_o:
Sighted Ile Vierge, incidentally the tallest Lighthouse in the
%rorld. Shortly after picked up the buoy Le Grande Basse de Porsal,for
which we were really headed. We had this buoy about a mile or so on
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our starboard bow when first sighted, and we turned around towards it to
make a positive identification¯ This manoeuvre took about an hour at
least owing to the very strong tides that prevail in this region¯ Dan
will remember this place as he lost his yachting cap in the inky blackness.
I also lost my "pirates" hat.

Turned to port for the entrance of L’Abervrach. Sighted what
appeared to be Red Light Buoy on starboard hand not shown on chart or
referred to in the Admiralty Channel Pilot, ignored this and proceeded.

Picked up leading lights of L’Abervrach. Fixed light Lanvaon
Heights and lower red light Ile Vrach. The lower Ile Vrach light
characteristic is four red flashes every 15 secDnds, this light appeared
to all of us even through the glasses about three to four miles off to be
a fixed red light. While we were endeavouring to make sure of this
leading light the column of Ile Vierge loomed up in front of us horribly
close and we knew that there was a mile or so of the Libenter Rocks
between the column and us. As we were not absolutely sure of our
position owing to the wrong characteristic of the leading light and also
because of the previously unidentified red light we hung about for an
hour or so until dawn after which we found we ~ere on the right lines
and started in. To make sure however we asked a convenient fishermah
who told a lot of things in his own language, but in any event he pointed.

A further direction from another convenient fisherman enabled us to
drop anchor and lower sail in the channel opposite L’Abervrach Pier,
"bien mouille". We were not in fact so "bien mouill~" as we touched at
low tide in spite of acres of water.

Ashore for lunch. We brought with us A petrol cans for replenishment and had the pleasure of me~ting the local douanier cure gendarme cum agent D’essence¯ We discovered that he had no interest in passports
or anything else, and that the price of petrol for boats was about half
the price for cars in France and about one third the price of our petrol¯
L’Abervrach is one of the big centres in the North of France for
lobsters and langouste and apparently the natives do a big trade with the
South of Ireland with these animals. We spoke casually to a young good
looking fisherman on the quay and asked him about our anchorage. He
gave us a plethora of advice but it finished up by our requesting him to
bring us out to a better anchorage after lunch to which he agreed with a
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neat French shrug of his shoulders. The after lunch session was
interesting. Monsieur Oulen which was the gentleman’s name turned out
to be the chief of the lobster business in those quarters° Before
we sought a new anchorage we were below for a while owing to very heavy
rain and we learnt a good deal about Monsieur Oulen. He brought us
very successfully to a new and very safe anchorage and at 5 o’clock
refused another drink because it was then l’heure de l’aperitif and
insisted that w~ Join him in his maison for this occasion. We were
entertained beautifully in surprisingly excellent surroundings by him
and his charming wife. They Joined us later after dinner for liqueurs
and coffee after which we again resorted to his maison for champagne
and brandy and whathave you. The "tempete" which arrived that night
would not have worried us had it not been for another Frenchman who
certainly was not of the quality of Monsieur Oulen. This gentleman
came aboard to warn us that we were in a position tr~s ~angereux and
that very shortly we would be perdu or worse.
The storm was really
going well now.
It was difficult to stand on deck with the force
of wind and rain and then we had to shout to be heard at a distance of
a few feet. We were vulnerable to warnirgs. Your man asked for the
lead llne and started flinging this in all directions but in a S.E.
direction he forgot to hold on to the other end and a good 7 lbs. of
lead still lles in the deepest part of the Channel in L’Aber~Tach.
We festooned the boat with anchors, gave our "saviour" a glass of Irish
Whiskey, and francs. He departed and we slept off the entertainment
We met him the following day looking penltGnt and
and the orage.
storm swept.
We spent the next four days in L’Abervrach on account of howling
gales outside but reasonably good weather ashore. We v~ei’-~ able to
bathe and take trips; notably a trip to L2est to which we had intended
to sail. We found Brest to be a modern and lively to~ with a
splendid shopping district, unfortunately beyond our means o Dan
however managed to find a few francs to buy his wife an elegant red
manteau which I have since been able to admire. The garment I bought
my wife I trust has not yet been admired.
It should be mentioned that whilst in L’Abervrach we met some of
the unfortunates - from the Brixham - Santander Race notably the Minx
of Malham, Skipper Maguire of Belfast with a broken tiller bub not
with broken spirit.
Wednesday, 13th August. l&.30~
Our friends who were many in L’Abervrach boarded us before we
left for a pre-aperitif. Streamed Log Libenter Buoy 1 m Z. Full
sall but little wind. Course N. x E.

No wind, started engine. Completely uneventful day and night,
flat calm, motored all the way to Penzance~
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Thursday 14th, 2.30:
Loom of Lizard, N.N.E. Log 56.
6.00:
Lizard up, N.N.E., Log 70. Took bearing~on sun rising N85 E. which
gives in latitude 49.40, a compass deviation of 5.15 W. on this course.
11.50:
ArrivedPenzance barely in time to get through lock gates.
Friday 15th:
In Penzance. Bathed, shopped etc.
Saturday 16th, 13.20~
Left Penzance, wind N.E., moderate to fresh, course S.W. x W. for
Runnelstone. A beautiful sunny morning, a spanking breeze and a smooth
sea.
"The fair breeze blew, the white foam flew,
The furrow streamed off free".
This was sailing at its best - while it lasted.
15.10:
Log streamed, Runnelstone abeam to N.E.
16.10:
Wolf Rock abeam due south, speed 6 knots, plus tide equals 6½ over
ground.
We were now headed for the Scilly Islands but we were without proper
charts as this venue had not been contemplated. We were working from
the thumbnail chart in the Pilots Guide to the English Channel and we
were aiming at the St. Mary’s Channel Entrance. Approximately 15 miles
off we sighted the Scillonian which is the packet between Penzance and
Hughtown coming towards us, but at an angle to our track so that it
seemed that we were not pointed at the entrance to the St. Mary’s Channel.
We later remembered that the Scillonian frequently left the Islands
through the more northerly Crow Sound. In any event we held on most
manfully. While on the way we met one shark. We expected several,
but this one showed himself very clearly and came alongside and
disappeared before we could take a picture.
We were fortunate in having a free wind and a clear day and had no
difficulty in picking up the identifying marks - St. Martins daymark,

Round Island Lighthouse behind it, the old Lighthouse in the middle of
St. Agnes and finally Peninnis Head.
20. O0:
Anchored off Hughtown Harbour in a beautiful evening.
Sunday 17th:
Fine bright morning. On our way back from Mass we were informed
by a local fisherman that there was another gale warning for that
night. We were a bit worried about this as the holding ground in
Hughtown is not good. Asked permission of the Harbour Master to come
alongside. This was granted provided we got out of the way of the
Scillonian the following morning.
Met another casualty from the Brixham-Santander race - the
"Bluewater", Skipper, Captain Shaw and his crew of 3 golliaths.
Invited the "Bluewater" gang aboard as we were alongside for an after
dinner drink. The gale was enjoying itself now. It was low water
and the "Fingal" was 16 to 20 feet lower than when we left her - a
matter that had been overlooked in ~ir casual invitation. To get on
board meant going down a rope for that distance. Captain Shaw with
an approximate weight of 16 stone put himself on the rope for the
lowering and suddenly disappeared.
He crashed on the rail of the
yacht and slid into the water. With my flashlight I could see him
holding on to the rail with one hand and holding his nose with the
other. Some of the crew were already on board and I could see that
they got him on deck with some difficulty. Being very anxious about
him and not knowing what happened I went down immediately afterwards
and then discovered exactly what had happened. The shore line was too
thin and too wet to hold in your hand and I had a somewhat similar
experience. However, we were both restored to life by the - crew.
It only took hot coffee to restore Shaw but it took hot whiskey to
restore me so perhaps the damage to me was worse.
Monday 18th:
Appreciably less wind but still nasty seas. Still alongside but
getting ready to free the berth for the Scillonian.
i0.00:
A sudden flash of sails passing the Pier head. Recognised the
"Flying Fox" with Sean Hooper in the saddle coming in at a rate of
knots. She certainly was a terrifying sight. Our minds were not at
ease until she came finally to rest! We met the boys ashore. Hooper,
Brownlee and I went for a trip in a motor boat. Dan, Aidan and Pat
went for a swim. The "Fox" which was another retiree from the Brixham

iA5.

Race had we learnt a large supply of non excisable liquor. We boarded
them that night to learn if it tasted any differently from the stuff that
we had ~d. We found that it didn’t’
Tuesday 19th:
Pat and I went ashore. Still heaw seas. While Pat and I were
having a drink in the Atlantic Hotel we heard the reports of the Lifeboat
maroon signal and within about 15 minutes the Lifeboat was manned and
sliding her way down to the sea. Apparently two crab fishermen had been
reported overdue from the vicinity of the Bishop Rock. The Lifeboat
searched the area for about & hours without any result and the two men
were reported lost. We were told that this was the first fatal accident
to a fisherman in 35 years in these islands.
Wednesday 20th:
A better day but still big seas outside. Advised by the Skipper of
the Scillonian not to attempt the passage home. Bathes and walks ashore,
Met Group Capt. Burling the prop. of the Holgate Hotel and also of the
beautifully fitted 8 metre "Spero". He informed us that there was a way
out from the islands through the sound between the islands of Tresco and
Bryher at half tide or better. This was the most direct outlet from the
Scillies provided we could manage the half tide or better business.
Thursday 21st:
Surfaced.
Weighed anchor.

Under motor and sail for New Grimsby Sound.

Entered New Grimsby Sounds between Tresco and Bryher.
falling tide. But one hour left for half tide.

Worried about

Navigated the Tresco flats by guess and by God and arrived at

Exit. Round Island abeam to starboard. This was a very narrow
though interesting sound and in actual fact provides the best anchorage
in the Scillies for most winds. On leaving the Channel we encountered
a very uncomfortable lop with no wind, the engine going and the prop
nearly out of the water in each swell.

"

Stopped engine for broadcast (variable N,W. moderate). We hadno

l&6 o
wind and we w~re drifting. This day and the next day were beautiful
days, we got practically no place and spent the shining hours lying on
deck sun bathing and fishing.
Friday. 2.05:
Started engine with log reading 51 and petrol tank reading & gallons.

Engine stops as tank runs dry, log 77.

Full scale breakfast.

Engine started with A gallons of petrol in tank. Log 78½. Still
aimed at Dunmore East.
12.00:
Light wind. Engine stopped.

0

Sun bathing and fishing.

Caught two mackerel.

Caught another mackerel.

Still three mackerel.
6.~5:
Getting worried about the odd
Three mackerel going on the pan.
man out. No other fresh food on board.

Mackerel cooked.

Caught two more mackerel.

Pat is in.

"Oh’ dream of Joy, Is this indeed the Lighthouse top I see?
Is this the hillj is this the kirk; Is this mine own countree?

Arrived entrance Dunmore East and noiselessly nosed alongside a
fishing smack. 0 Sleep, it is a gentle thing.’
Saturday. 22nd:
Good nights sleep and relieved to be home again. Spent most of the
day ashore. During the afternoon the "Flying Fox" arrived and came
alongside. We were fortunate in being able to uurchase some lobsters
from the Harbour Master because we had Dr. Couna~u and his wife for
dinner that night. We cooked the lobsters in a bucket of sea water and
Counahans avowed, truthfully I believe, that they were the finest lobsters
they had ever tasted.
Sunday. 2&th:
Had breakfast aboard, excellent lunch ashore at the Haven Hotel.
16.00:
Unfortunately Dan O’Connor had to leave us in order to be home for
certain on the Monday morning. To make up for his loss we had to take
on four others, as crew - Des. Counahan, two ladies, and a young and keen
yachtsman aged about 16.
We set full sail in harbour and made for the Hook.
for the Saltee Sound, distance about 14½ m.

We were bound

19.00:
Passed through the Sound and altered course for the Black Rocks to
paas inside Tercheen Rock E by N. We were very anxious to round
Carnsore Point in daylight, unfortunately we were unable to do so. Owing
to light wind started engine Just before leaving the Sound.

Black Rocks abeam to starboard.
daylight.

Just visible in the remains of

Steered a course well to the south of the Tuskar Rock in order to
clear Carnsore Point and outlying dangers. Course E. by S.

Picked up flash of South Shear Buoy, bearing N.E. Steered on this.

We had some worries about the unlit Splaugh Buoy and kept the searchlight going whilst in the vicinity. Shortly after picked up the
various helpful sectors of the Rosslare Light. Rounded the Pier
Head Light, avoided the cables attached to the Hauling Buoys and came
to an anchor. A truly excellent supper concocted by the glamour on
board and we retired to bed. One of the glamour elected to sleep in
the cockpit in a flee bag with cushions etc. notwithstanding assurances
of safety below.

Monday, 25th :
A sparkling day. Went alongside so as to avoid launching punt
and get Supplies. The girls elected to sunbathe to the great irterest
and apparent delight of the natives equipped as they were with a Jury
rigged outflt.
Monday afternoon:
The girls rescued by their landlubbers who had seemingly driven
through the night from Dunmore - like Gallaghads.
16.OO: Monday:
Set off rather too late for Arklow, stayed inside the banks and
passed through the Rusk Channel. This was a fast passage and we
arrived off Arklow about 10.30. We went in as close as we dared but
we were unable to pick up the Arklow Pier Light. There is no doubt
that this was not lit which I subsequently confirmed. In fact we
were told that the light is only lit when fishing boats are expected.
We had no option but to carry on for Wicklow. We arrived at Wicklow
about three hcurs later and anchored in the middle of the harbour.
We had all had a very satisfying days sailing and retired immediately
to bed.
Tuesday, 26th:
Astir late, breakfast.
ii.00 :
Set full sail and as we were departing the "Flying FoxVs’’ punt
arrived. She had been at sea since leaving Dunmore but they appeared
to be still quite hale.
16.00:
After a very pleasant passage from Wicklow we arrived home
approximately a week later than promised, which was considered very
good, in fact almost before our time.

LIST OF M~MBERS
NAME

m

ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER
m

Allen Capt.J.F.

c/o.IA Dundela Park,
Sandycove.

Allen R.H.

14 Dundela Park,
Sandycove (83276)

Berridge
Lt.Col. R.L.

Scrahallia, Cashel,
Connemara. (Cashel

YACHT

THAMES
TONNAGE

VIVETTE ll

Galway 4)
Booth E.M.

34 Priory Avenue,
Stillorgan.

OONAGH

Bourke J.Roger

23, Henry Street,
Limerick.

HAN KOW

Bridge s,
Mrs .M.C.D.

Seamark, Glandore,
Co.Cork (Leap 7)

NAB (P.O.)

Broderick,
Kevin J.

52, Castle Park Rd.
Glenageary, Co.Dublin.
(83397, 72761)

Begley W.

87, Tritonville Road,
Dublin.

Brownlee F.W.

2 Maretimo Gardens West, FLYING FOX
Blackrock, Co.Dublin.

Campbell Comndr. 3, Grosvenor Terrace,
F.H.P., D.S.O. Monkstown, Co.Dublin.

VISTONAH

6

2O
32

( 45S7)
Campbell R.P.

Cotswold, Westminster
Road, Foxrock,
Co. Dublin. (84135)

Chadwick Terence Lissen Hall, Swords,
Co.Dublin (Swords 220)
Charles R.

ALATA

5

HUZUPm (P.O.)

8

&, Clare Street, Dublin.

Clements Major Rathkenr~, Cootehill,
S.V.L., D.S.0. Co.Cavan.

¯

Cobbe T.L.

Newbridge House,
Donabate.

Cooper C.W.

The Rectory, Athlone.

CHARM
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ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER

YACHT

Clementson Col.W.R. Rossnaree, Coliemore
Rd. Dalkey, Co.Dublin.

FLICA

Clerk H.W.S.

Rocklands, Uppe rlands,
Londonderry.

ZAMORIN

Collins Jas.

Munster & Leinster Bank
Ltd., Arklow~ Co.Wicklow.

Collins W.J.

Weirview, Sundayts Well,
Cork.

Cotter Kieran

Cape Clear, Baltimore,
Co.Cork.

Cottrell John B.

17, Parnell Place, Cork.

Courtney Ross

Dinard, La Vista Avenue,
Sutton, Co.Dublin

THAMES
m
TONNA6~

7

MIMOSA

(17, OD.)

Cresswell R.Seymour Lynton, Dalkey Avenue,
Dalkey.
Chambers C.W.

Lamont, Templeogue Road,
Dublin (95638)

Croker T.G.

Linden, Shankhill,

Crosbie Senator J.

15, Ailesbu:~Road, Dublin.

Crosbie Commr.Geo.

Whitepoint House, Cobh,
Co.Cork.

Crosbie Thomas

Woodlands, Montenotte,
Cork.

Cross T.Fergus

Montenotte House, Cork.

HELGA

I0

Cudmo re Fred

Westcourt, College Road,
Cork. (23862)

SETANTA

io

Carse R.Fitzgibbon

Cotswold, Thirlestone
Road, Cheltenham, Glos.

Daly D.L.

Currabinny, Crosshaven,
Co.Cork.

Dalton D.

86, Morehampton Rd.
Donnybrook, Dublin.

De Ste CroixW.B.

52, Bishopsgate, London,
E.C.2.

FINGAL

IF

HERON

ISIS

15

12
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ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
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YACH___~T

THAMES
TONNAGE

Devereux A.

9, Fleet Street, Dublin.

Douglas K.

Monte Alverno, Dalkey,
Co.Dublin.

Doyle Thomas F.

Menloe, Blackrock,
Co.Cork.

Duff John C.

88, Temple Road,
Blackrock, Co.Dublin.

NAOMI (P.O.) 3

88, Temple Road,
Blackrock, Co.Dublin.

NAOMI (P.O.)

Duff Joseph M.

SYBIL

6

Donegan J.

Fastnet, Ballinlough,
Cork.

Elliott W.Ma~ne

Rosneath, Buncrana, Co.
Donegal.

DAYDREAM

Fau!kne r J.A.

Tullynakil House,
Comber, Co.Down
(Killinchy 253 )

NORDENE

15~

Fit zgerald Jos.

2~, Patrick Street,
Cork.

Flanagan R.J.

Distillery Road, Dublin.

French Miss
Daphne A.

Pamir Cottage, Dunmore
East, Co.Waterford.

Fuller Thomas

Grianan, Skibbereen,
Co.Cork. (Skibbereen 6).

Garriock J.M.H.

Wyvernette, Killiney Road,
Killiney, Co.Dublin.

Gill J.E.

18, Princes Street, Cork.

Gore-Lloyd E.

Ecchinswell House, Nr.
Newbury, Berks, England.

BENBOW

53

Greer P.H.

22, Greenfield RoAd,
Sutton, Co.Dublin.

MOONFACE

Hall R.A.

Carrigm6re, Cobh,
Co .Cork.

FLICA

Hally M.F.

Ardeevin, North
Circular Road, Limerick.

A

6
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ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER

YACHT

TONNAGE

Hall R.C.A.

Lauriville, Carrigaline, LORELEI
Co.Cork.

Hanan T.J.

Kenmare, Kill Rd.
Foxrock, Co.Dublln.
(86097)

Healy A.A.

THAMEs

Newtown, Bantry, Co.Cork.

Healy Thomas Skibbereen, Co.Cork.
Heaney Mrs.
Jocelyn

Boat House, Blakeney,
Holt, Norfolk, England.

Harman S.T.S. 3, Temple Lawn, Ballintemple,
Co.Cork.
Heard R.D.

29 Royal Terrace West,
Dun Iaoghalre, Co.Dublln.

HUFF OF ARKLOW 14

( 7o9)
Henry F.J.

24, Upper Fitzwilliam
Street, Dublin.

JACQUELINE

Hollwey Lt.
Col. J.B.

Eski Shehr, Cabinteely.

VIKING O.

Hollwey G.W.

21, Calary Road, Mount
Merrion, Dublin.

Hooper
Sean S.C.

4, PakenhamRoad,
Monkstown, Co.Dublin.

Horsman H.F.

Copse House, Rathdrum,
Co.Wicklow.

Humphries
Ivan

Maya Cove, Tortula,
via St.Thomas. B.W.I.

MAYA

Hunter-Blair
Mrs.David

c/o.Lloyds Bank, Cox &
King’s Branch, 6 Pall
Mall, S.W.

EIDOTHEA

I$

EAN GAILE

Hyland John J. Glenleam, Blackrock.
Road, Cork.
Jacob A.C.B.

Rathdown House, Wexford.

Kane P.B.

6, Islington Avenue,
Dun Laoghaire.

Kavanagh P.J.

Leahurst, Douglas Road,
Cork. (23&91).

SIDHE GAOITHE
(P.O.)
MAYBIRD
I

Nat. )

9
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ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER

YACHT

THAMES
TONNAGE

Kay Alex.R.

Rothesay Hotel, ll
Eden Quay, Dublin.
( Z,,.Z,,885 )

ECHO

3

ROSALIND

6

Kearney John B. 27, Eaton Square,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.
Keatinge Lt.
Bramberg, Sutton,
Co.Dublin.
Col. A.F.H.,
M.C., R.A.M.C.
Keatinge D.

A2, Grafton Street,
Dublin.

Kermy J .J.

Portroe, Nenagh,
Co.Tipperary.

Kirkham T.G.

Avonmore Lodge, Avoca,
Co.Wicklow.

Lane T.J.D.,
M.D.

71, Lr.Baggot Street,
Dublin.

L~nnin Joseph

~, Brighton Villas,
Western Road, Cork.

Lacy William

Deerpark, Sutton,
Dublin.

Love C.

18, Coach Street, Cork.

REINA
GALCADOR

~IcCormack Paget 2, Otranta Place,
Sandycove.
MacBride W.

39, Harcourt St.Dublin.

McCormick H.C.G. Ballinl~&Beltra,
Co.Sligo.

APHRODITE 3

McFerran Keith Dangan, Carrickmines~
Co.Dublin.

HUZURE (P.O.) 8

McKechnie
W.G.B.

Rhubeg, Strone, Argyll.

SHONA Ii

6

McMullen L.

The Dell, Foxrock,
Co. Dublin. (8&226)

RAINBOW

6½

McMullen Mrs.
Claire

The Dell, Foxrock~
Co.Dublin.

Macken J.J.

White House, Dalkey
Avenue, Dalkey, Co.Dublln.

EILEEN

YACHT

THAMES
TONNAGE

NAME

ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER

Magill, R.

Albion House,Sandycove, THE TRUANT
Co. Dublin.

Maguire, B.

6, Mount Charles,Belfast. MINX OF MALHAM 7

(27938)
Martin, Capt.
Walter Riddel

2, Bayswater Terrace,
Sandycove, Co.Dublin.

Maxwell,Fawcett

8, Myrtle Park,
Dun Laoghaire, Co.Dublin.

Mellon, Douglas

Thormanby Lodge, Howth,
Co. Dublin.

Mellon, A.M.
5, St.Michael St.,Oxford.
Mellon, D.E.M.D. 30, Fitzwilliam Place,
Dublin. (66460)
Nicks, R.H.,M.D. 16, Fitzwilliam Place,
Dublin.
Mooney, A.W.

Ardferr, Breffni Road,
Sandycove, Co.Dublin.

FLICA
(Dragon)

6

1½

(84366)
Mooney, A.J.,M.D. 26, Upper Fitzwilliam
Street, Dublin.
Moore,Godfrey, B., 33, Albert Road,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.
Hon. Treas.
(83152)
Morehead R.

Currabinny, Crosshaven,
Co.Cork (Crosshaven &7)

WINDWARD

Murtagh,
Diarmuid

Oaklawn, Athlone.
(Athlone 10)

ECHELONS

McCormack,
Plunkett

4, Sandycove Avenue W.,
Dun Laoghaire,Co.Dublin.
(82705, 64908)

O’Kelly, W.J.

50, Villerea Park,
Glenageary, Co.Dublin.

O’Brien,Eric

6, Islington Avenue,
Sandycove, Co. Dublin.

(79631)
O’Brien,H.D.,M.D. 65, Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin.

MABEL

½

6
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ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER
O’ Brien, Brendan
M.B.,L.R.C.P.I.

65, Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin.

O,B~-zne, Thos.E.

Thomdale, Beaumont Park,
Ballintemple, Cork.

0w Connor, Dan

Kotor, Vico Terrace,
Dalkey, Co. Dublin.

O’Donovan, W.J,

Eldorado, Ballintemple,
Co. Cork.

Odium, Ed. John

60, Albert Road,
Glenageary, Co. Dublin.

Odium, Peter B.

Dublin Port Milling Co.,
Ltd., AlexandraWharf,
Dublin.

YACHT

MAUREEN

O’Farrell, K.

Gowran Hall, Ballygihen
Avenue,Sandycove,
Co. Dublin.

0 ~ Hanlon, Rory,
M.D.

36, Fitzwilliam Square,

O’Herlihy, M.J.

32, Villerea Park,
Glenageary, Co.Dublin.

O’Keeffe, P.

Ardnagrelne, Bantry,
Co.Cork (Bantry33)

MAVIS

O’Keeffe, Ray

Landscape, Drinagh,
Wexford. (Wexford 280)

MARY C
(Mermaid)

O~Lochlainn, Colm

9, Fleet Street,Dublin.

O,Regan,Dr.J.St.J.

Hope Hospital, Salford.6.
Lancs. &Mayville, Cobb,
Co. Cork.

Dublin. (62o8o)

~AMES
TO~A~

FIREDRAKE
(Dragon)

Osterberg, Harold, Walford, Shrewsbury Road, MARAMA
Dublin.
Osterberg, Paul

Walford, Shrewsbury Road,
Dublin. (64130)

ALPA ii

Pearson, J.D.

Glengyle, Howth,
Co. Dublin.

VENTURE

Powell, Michael

48, Grand Parade, Cork.

10

14

(Oragon)

IMP (P.O.)

8

ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER

YACHT

TH~/~ES

Pope, E.A.

Victoria Cross,Cork.

VAGRANT

21

Purcell, Denis,
J. Hon.
Measurer.

3, Marlboro’ Road,
Glenageary, Co.Dublin.
(818~9, 61191)

SONIA (P.O.)

9

Purcell, Pierce,
M.

Albert House,
Stillorgan Park,
Stillorgan, Co. Dublin.

SONIA (P.O.)

9

Richardson,Cecil,
J.W.

Hillside, Baily,
Co. Dublin.

BRYNOTH
(New yacht building)

Riordan, Cashel,
J.

The Paddock,Templelawn,
Blackrock Road, Cork.

Rearden, John

Rossalia, Shanakiel
Road, Cork.

Roche T.H.

Ros-na-Greine, Avoca
Avenue, Blackrock,
Co. Dublin.

Rowlands, David,
G.

ll, Dundela Park,
Sandycove, Co.Dublin.

Smalldridge, S.F.

NANEEN

5

Weston Lodge, Burdett
Avenue, Sandycove,
Co. Dublin.

MERCIA lli

6

Somerville-Large,
P.T.

Vallombrosa, Bray,
Co. Wicklow.

SHIRA (P. 0.) 21

Starkey, R.V.

86, Upper Leeson
Street, Dublin.

BONITA

Sullivan, D.St.J.

Tirnanogue, Malahide,
Co. Dublin.

DUNLIN

Sullivan,Michael,
A., Commodore.

Eglantine, Douglas
Road, Cork.

MARCHWOOD MAID 13

Terry, L.H.

The Lynch, Goodwick,
Pembrokeshire~ Wales.
(Fishguard 2118)

3

(23 24)
KOTIK

7
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ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER
Thompson, A.F.B. 16, Sydney Avenue,
Blackrock, Co.Dublin.
(82Oll, 61951)
Tyrrell, John

56, Ferrybank, Arklow.

Walsh, R.T.

Benbaun, Belgrave Road,
Monkstown, Co. Dublin.

Walsh, J.P.

32, Dartmouth Square,
Dublin.

Walsh, P.T.

32, Dartmouth Square,
Dublin.

YACHT

THAMES
TONNAGE

ROSEMARY

3

(17’)

Welply, Wm.O.M.O. Clancool, Bandon, Co.Cork.
Whyte, John D.

Sutton Lodge, Strand Road,
Sutton, Co. Dublin.

Wilson, T.G.
M.B.,F.R.C.S.I.

3, Fitzwilliam Square,
Dublin, (62757)

FENESTRA

Wolfe, A.J.

Ilfracombe, Douglas
Road, Cork.

GUILLEMOT

(P.O.)

Woodley, F.R.

Glenavon, Rt~hbrooke,
Co. Cork.

WriSt: H.B.,
M.D.

22, The Rise, Mount
Merrion, Co. Dublin.
(85051)

HURRY

59, Merrion Square,
[~ablin. (61371)

VANDRA

HONORARY MEMBERS
Barrett, H.R.

3, High Street, Saffron, MUSSETTE
Waldem, Essex.

Buckley, CoI.R.C. c/o,Royal Ocean Racing
McLean, M.D.
Club, 20,St. James’s
Place, London, S.W.1.
Cree, Donal, C .L.

Hon.Sec. Royal Cruising
Club, i, New Square,
Lincoln’s Inn, W.C.2.
(Byfleet 444 ~nd
Holbo~m 4029)

GULNARE

8

Dunlop, R.J,

ADDRESS & TELEPHONE
NUMBER

YACHT

Findhorn, Helenburgh,
Dumbartonshire.

VELEDA

56

